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Four alternatives for future management and use of Hamilton Grange National Memorial are presented and analyzed in this 
document. The Grange, surrounded by a church and an apartment building, is not on its original site, and its current setting 
bears no resemblance to the period of Hamilton's residency (1802-04). Access for visitors with disabilities would be provided 
under all alternatives. Alternative 1, a "no-action" alternative, describes a continuation of existing management trends and 
provides a basis to evaluate the other alternatives. Under this alternative the existing building would be stabilized and some 
interior finishes would be partially restored. Access would continue to be to the basement and first floor; the second floor 
would continue to be closed to the public. Security and fire alarm systems would be upgraded. Historic furnishings and 
artifacts sensitive to temperature and humidity fluctuations could not be exhibited because no climate control system would 
be installed. Expanded exhibits and reproductions would be used. About 1,734 square feet of space would be available for 
visitor use and interpretation and community use. Impacts under this alternative would be minimal. Stabilization would 
ensure continuation of existing uses. Alternative 2 would entail structural reinforcement and the addition of an exterior 
elevator, allowing full public use of all three floors. Two rooms would be refurnished to the Hamilton period, conveying a 
sense of the comfort in which Hamilton lived. More space, about 2,773 square feet, would be available for visitor use and 
interpretation and community use. Intrusion and fire alarm systems would be upgraded, and fire suppression and climate 
control systems would be installed. With structural reinforcement, impacts to the cultural resources would be positive, 
although the architectural significance of this landmark - an important example of a free-standing Federal-style villa -
could not be fully understood. Quality of visitor experience would be better than under alternative 1. Alternative 3 would 
enhance the setting of the site by reorienting the visitor entrance to a more impressive but less historically accurate four-story 
east facade. The combination of four refurnished rooms, exhibits, theater, and class/meeting rooms would provide space for 
a full visitor use program. Intrusion and fire alarm systems would be upgraded and fire suppression and climate control 
systems would be installed. About 3,589 square feet would be avaiiable for visitor use and interpretation and community 
use. Impacts on the building and visitor experience, with restoration of 1802-04 interior architecture, would be significant 
under this alternative. Construction-related economic effects would be relatively small. Promotion efforts could generate some 
additional local tourism. Potential cumulative benefits could occur if proposals such as the Harlem pier were developed and 
promoted in conjunction with the Grange, Alternative 4 would relocate the Grange across 141st Street to St. Nicholas Park 
and restore the house, to the greatest degree possible, to its interior and exterior appearance during Hamilton's residency. 
A new subbasement and ground floor constructed at the St. Nicholas Park site would provide space for a theater, lobby, 
information/book sales area, restrooms, storage, and NPS operations. A compatible structure, no more than two stories, 
would be built on the 1889 foundation for community use and NPS housing. Implementing this alternative would accomplish 
what Congress intended - providing an appropriate setting for the Grange but keeping it within the context of its present
day community. Under this alternative, visitors would have the best opportunity to fully understand the house, its 
architecture, the feel of its original setting, and Hamilton himself. This alternative is, therefore, the preferred 
alternative/proposed action. Impacts on the Grange would be even more significant than under alternative 3. About 3,827 
square feet of would be available for visitor use and interpretation community use. There would be positive and negative 
effects on St. Nicholas Park, the Hamilton Heights Historic District, and the community because of the relocation. A two-story 
compatible building would be constructed on the Convent Avenue site, one floor for community meetings, educational 
programs, and exhibits, and the basement for NPS law enforcement ranger apartments and storage and maintenance 
operations. The community would benefit from better site security and the presence of law enforcement personnel. Numbers 
of visitors and visitor spending could increase significantly with proper promotion. Potential cumulative benefits could occur 
if proposals such as the Harlem pier were developed and promoted with the Grange. The Draft General Management Plan I 
Environmental Impact Statement was distributed in April 1993. This final plan includes changes that came from the review, 
additional public meetings, and responses to the comments and letters. The plan will become final upon issuance of the 
record of decision. 

For more information about this document, contact the superintendent of Manhattan Sites at the following address: 

Superintendent, Manhattan Sites 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

United States Department of the Interior • National Park Service • Denver Service Center 
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SUMMARY 

A SUMMARY OF THE PLAN 

Hamilton Grange was established as a national memorial in 1962 "to commemorate the 
historic role played by Alexander Hamilton in the development of this Nation." The Grange, 
built in 1802-03 in upper Manhattan (now Harlem), New York, was the only home Hamilton. 
ever owned. In 1889 the Grange was moved about 350 feet from its original site. It was used 
as a temporary chapel for St. Luke's Episcopal Church until a permanent church building was 
built. Development around the Grange, as Harlem grew, included the permanent church 
building only a few feet to the south and an apartment building that actually touches the 
Grange on the north. Designed by architect John McComb Jr., the Grange has architectural 
significance as a house of the Federal period. While neither grandiose nor imposing, Hamilton 
Grange is an economically conceived, refined work that is remarkable because of its 
sophistication despite its modest conception. Certain details, including the transom light over 
the doorway, presaged the coming of the Greek Revival. However, the real purpose for the 
memorial is to remember Alexander Hamilton and his accomplishments as a major draftsman 
and proponent of the federal Constitution and the foremost architect of American financial 
policy in the Republic's early years. 

The 1962 act of Congress that established Hamilton Grange National Memorial directed that 
the house eventually be relocated and "preserved in a fitting setting" for its proper 
administration and interpretation as a national memorial. The proposed site at the time was 
about 10 blocks away from its current site. The house was not moved, and because of limited 
funds authorized by Congress only various minor rehabilitation projects were undertaken. 
The existing setting, with the Grange tightly wedged between a church and an apartment 
building, is not a "fitting setting." Returning the house to its original site is not possible. The 
house is also in need of major structural repairs. Congress has recently made $1.7 million 
available for repair and rehabilitation of the Grange. 

There are several other issues and concerns. Due to the structural problems and poor security, 
visitor access to and interpretation of the Grange is limited. The opportunity to convey the 
full significance of Hamilton to local, national, and international visitors is unrealized. Other 
problems exist with the security, fire protection, and climate control systems. 

This General Management Plan I Environmental Impact Statement explores four alternatives for 
preserving and interpreting the Grange. Alternative 1 would retain the building's current 
limited visitor capacity. However, the building would be stabilized by reinforcing failed 
wooden structural members, as necessary, and interior finishes would be partially restored. 
The basic configuration, which is not the historic configuration, would remain unchanged. 
About 1,734 square feet would be available for visitor use and interpretation and community 
use. 

Under alternative 2, the existing building and configuration would be the same as in 
alternative 1, but the building would be structurally reinforced to allow public use of the 
basement and the first and second floors. This alternative would preserve as much original 
fabric as possible and would include insertion of a new framing system. An exterior elevator 
at the back (east) side of the house, either attached to the original building or as a free-
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SUMMARY 

standing column attached only to the porches, and a wheelchair lift at the front (west) would • 
allow full visitor circulation to all floors. Two rooms would be refurnished to the 1802-04 
period of Hamilton's residency. With structural reinforcement and use of the second floor, 
about 2,773 square feet would be available for visitor use and interpretation and community 
use. NPS interpretation would convey the history of the house and Alexander Hamilton's role 
in establishing the political and financial foundations of this country. 

Alternative 3 would enhance the setting of the site by reorienting the visitor entrance to a 
more impressive four-story east facade. About 3,589 square feet would be available for visitor 
use and interpretation and community use. Additional space would be made available by 
lowering the existing subbasement floor and opening a new entryway into this garden level 
from the east (Hamilton Terrace) side. The foundations would be underpinned, and the 
Grange would be structurally reinforced to allow public use of all four floors. The 
combination of refurnished rooms, exhibits, theater, and class/meeting rooms would provide 
space for a full visitor use program. Although the historic (1802) configuration - the door 
and stair placement - would be restored, visitors could not experience entering the house 
as the Hamilton family did. Once inside, visitors would have a more accurate idea of what 
Hamilton's home was like. The four-story east facade might create a perception of grandeur, 
but the building would have little resemblance to the two-story house that Hamilton knew 
and would not contribute to visitor understanding of the architectural significance of the 
house. 

Alternative 4 would relocate the original first and second floors of the Grange across 141st 
Street to St. Nicholas Park and restore the Grange, to the greatest degree possible, to its • 
appearance during Hamilton's residency (1802-04). Implementation of this alternative would 
accompiish what Congress intended - providing an appropriate setting for the Grange but 
keeping it within the context of its present-day community. This alternative is, therefore, the 
National Park Service's preferred alternative I proposed action. This relocation would require 
city and state approval, review and consultation through the section 106 process (the National 
Historic Preservation Act), and an act of Congress. 

In its new location the Grange's exterior would be restored as closely as possible to its 
historical appearance, with all doors, windows, and porches in their original places. The entry 
door would be relocated to its original position, and the entrance porch would be 
reconstructed. The house would be reoriented with the visitor entry door to the north and the 
original front door of the Grange facing southwest, as it did when it was originally 
constructed. A new masonry and stone subbasement and ground floor would be constructed 
at the new site - consistent with the restoration of the upper floors and complementary to 
the original building in size, scale, and material. About 3,827 square feet of would be available 
for visitor use and interpretation and community use (including community use space at the 
Convent Avenue site). 

The new subbasement would house mechanical equipment, maintenance, storage, and space 
for staff use. The main visitor entrance, with a theater, lobby, information desk and book sales 
area, staff space, and fully accessible public restrooms, would be at ground level through a 
new door in the northeast corner. Exhibits at the entrance would orient visitors to Hamilton 
and to the house, the various moves it has undergone, and the role of the church in 
preserving it. An elevator in the northwest comer would provide access to all floors . 
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Summary 

Four rooms on the first floor would be refurnished to reflect the house as it appeared during 
Hamilton's occupancy. The dining room and parlor would be fully restored, and the mirrored 
folding doors that once separated them and reflected the sylvan setting of the house would 
be re-created. The entry hall and library would also be refurnished. The remaining room 
would have graphic and audiovisual exhibits to help interpret the man. 

On the second floor, one room could exhibit the family furniture that is in the park collection 
but comes from a time after Hamilton's death. Because so little is known about these rooms, 
they would be developed with contemporary exhibits about the military, political, and 
professional accomplishments of Hamilton. 

The new act needed to relocate the Grange should also authorize funding for preserving and 
redeveloping the current Convent Avenue site into a community use building on one floor 
and space for NPS law enforcement staff housing in the basement. The National Park Service 
and Friends of Hamilton Grange group (described in the "Actions Common to All 
Alternatives" section) would work with the City College of New York to identify existing 
parking spaces that would be available for use by Grange visitors. 

Alternative 4 would provide the most comprehensive visitor use program. Relocation would 
enhance the interpretive program's ability to convey to visitors the 18th century historical 
context and architectural significance and qualities of the Grange as Hamilton's home. This 
is not possible at the existing site. Visitors would also have the best opportunity to fully 
understand Hamilton and his contributions to our nation under this alternative. NPS rangers 
living at the Convent Avenue site would enhance security at the Grange . 

A SUMMARY OF CHANGES FROM THE DRAFT MANAGEMENT PLAN 

In response to concerns and suggestions received during the review process on the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement I General Management Plan, a number of changes have been 
made to the plan and especially to alternative 4 as presented in the draft document and 
public meetings. Major changes in the document include additions on past relocation and 
preservation efforts, Samuel Parsons Jr. and St. Nicholas Park in the "Affected Environment" 
section, and the following changes to alternative 4: 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

A new building would be built at the Convent Avenue site for community use, 
educational purposes, and NPS housing; public opinion did not favor the option for 
using this space as a vest-pocket park (see "Alternatives Considered But Rejected" 
section). 
Interpretation and heritage education programs would be better defined from what 
was described in the draft. 
No onsite bus pullouts would be provided . 
Full-time security would be provided for both sites . 
A Friends of Hamilton Grange group has been created . 
Land transfer and replacement, future park maintenance, landscaping and other 
environmental issues, and house orientation issues would be solved through the 
involvement of the friends group, local organizations, and negotiation with applicable 
agencies such as the city Department of Parks and Recreation and the state historic 
preservation office. 
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PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR ACTION 

PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PLAN 

Hamilton Grange was established as a national memorial in 1962. Since that time the site, 
with limited exhibits, has been open to the public except for periods for rehabilitation work. 
Hamilton Grange National Memorial is one of the six sites in New York City that are known 
as the Manhattan Sites. Long-range planning for the Manhattan Sites was begun in 1991 -
as required by Public Law 95-625 (New Area Studies, Management Plans and Contracts) and, 
for Hamilton Grange, by Public Law 100-701. At that time, structural problems existed at the 
Grange. An engineering analysis done as part of the planning process for this General 
Management Plan I Environmental Impact Statement indicated that structural problems are severe 
and present an imminent threat to the resource and to visitors. For this reason the site was 
closed in June 1992 for repairs, and the need to establish a direction for preservation, use, and 
development of the memorial has become more urgent. Planning for Hamilton Grange is 
consequently proceeding independently of the other five Manhattan sites. 

Hamilton Grange was set aside as a public national memorial to "commemorate the historic 
role played by Alexander Hamilton in the establishment of this Nation" (see appendix A). The 
ideal experience for visitors would be to go to the Grange and see what it looked like during 
Hamilton's residency- a country retreat that was away from the city in a rural setting. Here 
visitors could learn about the Grange and its history and architecture, Hamilton's lifestyle, 
the society in which he lived, and, more importantly, about Hamilton the man - his 
accomplishments, his political, military, personal, and professional life, how he created his 
own poiiticai and personai fortune, and his role in establishing the political and financial 
foundations of our country. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE GRANGE 

The six National Park Service (NPS) Manhattan Sites, which are in the general vicinity of 
Manhattan in New York City, New York, are Castle Clinton National Monument, Federal 
Hall, General Grant, and Hamilton Grange national memorials, and Saint Paul's Church and 
Theodore Roosevelt Birthplace national historic sites. These sites are under the administration 
of one NPS superintendent (see appendix B and Region map). 

Hamilton Grange is the only home ever owned by Alexander Hamilton, one of our nation's 
founding fathers, Revolutionary War leader, coauthor of the Federalist Papers, signatory of the 
Constitution, first secretary of the treasury, and founder of the New York Post and the Bank 
of New York. The house, a three-bay, two-story building that was constructed in the 
symmetrical Federal style of architecture and had elegant porches on all sides, was completed 
in February 1803 based on a design by John McComb Jr., a prominent architect of the time. 
Following Hamilton's untimely death in 1804, the house was occupied by his widow and 
children at least part of each year until 1833. 

After 1833 the Grange was used as a summer home by several successive New York families 
until 1879 when the property and house were acquired by a merchant and real estate investor. 
The tract of land was divided into 300 building lots, and the rectangular street system was 
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Issues and Concerns to Be Addressed in the Plan 

• ISSUES AND CONCERNS TO BE ADDRESSED IN THE PLAN 

• 

• 

The Park Service has identified a number of issues and concerns that impede the realization 
of the purpose, significance, and management objectives (see appendix C) for Manhattan Sites 
as a whole and for Hamilton Grange itself. These issues are based, in part, on obstacles that 
have arisen in managing the sites and have been supplemented by public comment at the 
open house meetings during which the preliminary alternatives for site development were 
presented (see "Consultation and Coordination" section). Concerns that pertain to all the sites 
and to Hamilton Grange are discussed below. 

Manhattan Sites Issues That Apply to Hamilton Grange 

Inadequate Staffing. Manhattan Sites has a history of rapid turnover of career employees, 
which is primarily attributable to noncompetitive federal government salaries, the high cost 
of living, and the difficulty of finding satisfactory affordable housing. The inability to attract 
and retain qualified career personnel adversely affects all facets of park management and 
visitor services. 

Inefficient Maintenance Organization. Most equipment and materials for custodial services 
are stored at the individual sites. The building maintenance and repair staff is centrally 
located at Federal Hall in lower Manhattan. The geographic separation between the sites and 
the resulting travel time are inefficient and may lead to inappropriate maintenance practices . 

Unmet Visitor Needs. Interpretation is limited, and interpretive opportunities are not fully 
realized because of inadequate staffing and facilities. Informational/ directional signs at most 
of the sites and on local streets and highways are inadequate. None of the six sites are fully 
accessible to visitors with disabilities. Special interest groups at times undertake activities that 
do not directly support management objectives. These activities sometimes place demands on 
limited resources and impair the Park Service's ability to meet interpretive and operational 
objectives. 

Site-Specific Issues 

The interpretive program at Hamilton Grange is severely restricted by lack of staff, poor 
security, and poor structural conditions, which limit the number of visitors that can be in the 
house at one time and which floors are open to the public. The opportunity to convey the full 
significance of the contributions of Alexander Hamilton to the contemporary visitor is 
unrealized. The Grange is a focal point of and an educational opportunity for the community; 
the Grange also has an interpretive message for the national and international public. New 
strategies for conveying a traditional interpretive mess_age, fulfilling the site's potential as a 
community focal point, and developing an interpretive message for national and international 
visitors are needed. 

The building has severe structural problems. Major differential settlement has occurred since 
the 1889 move. Resulting lateral expansion at the sides of the house has caused the floor joists 
to pull away from the beam pockets, and the two main beams for each floor have split and 
cracked horizontally. These conditions have created an unstable structure and unsafe 
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conditions for visitors. Because of these conditions, the building was closed to public use in • 
June 1992 for emergency stabilization. When open, the number of visitors at one time is 
restricted, and the second floor is closed to the public. 

The historic integrity of the house was compromised by removing it from its original 1802 
built environment and reorienting it in a different location. With the subsequent development 
and urbanization of the surrounding area, the Grange was irretrievably removed from its 
original setting. Relocation to its original site is no longer an option. However, the current site 
is not an appropriate setting. The architectural integrity of the building - the original intent, 
design, and materials used when constructing a building - was also compromised by 
removal of porches and other changes. The historic architectural plan cannot be restored at 
the current location. The Grange, which is a national historic landmark as well as a 
contributing resource to the Hamilton Heights Historic District, will need to be considered 
in each of these contexts when assessing the effects of proposed changes. 

The security system is inadequate, leaving the building and the artifacts stored or on display 
vulnerable to burglary and vandalism. The lack of fire suppression and climate control 
systems also leaves the building and its contents vulnerable to fire, swelling, and cracking. 
The heating system is old and difficult to control, and there is no ventilation/ air-conditioning 
system to ensure the comfort and safety of the staff and visitors or protect the collections. 

The NPS collection is limited; most of the Hamilton collection is owned by the Smithsonian 
Institution, various museums, and private collectors throughout the country and in New York. 
In addition, the building does not meet museum standards for safe and proper display of • 
appropriate furnishings. To fully refurnish the Grange, the challenge for the Park Service is 
to bring the buiiding up to museum standards and then acquire or obtain on ioan originai 
furniture and artifacts or make reproductions of known original pieces. 

• 
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

INTRODUCTION 

The 1962 act of Congress that established Hamilton Grange National Memorial directed that 
the house eventually be relocated for its proper administration and interpretation as a 
national memorial. The Senate committee stated that "the Grange is indeed of national 
significance and should be preserved in a fitting setting." The site proposed at that time was 
about 10 blocks from the present location. The house was not moved, and because of a 
congressional funding ceiling, only minor rehabilitation projects were undertaken over the 
next decade. 

Congress recently passed legislation that allowed the Park Service to acquire the land on 
which the house is now located and the personal property necessary for interpretation of 
Hamilton, the Grange, and the United States as a young nation. 

Although the Grange, built in 1802, has interest as a fine example of Federal period 
architectural style, Hamilton Grange National Memorial was established to commemorate the 
historic role played by Alexander Hamilton in the development of this nation. Therefore, 
Hamilton's accomplishments as an eloquent .advocate of the federal constitution and architect 
of American financial policy in the Republic's early years comprise the significance of the 
memorial. 

This section describes the four alternatives for the rehabilitation of Hamilton Grange. 
Alternative 1, a "no-action" alternative, describes a continuation of existing management 
trends and provides a basis to evaluate the other alternatives. Alternative 2 entails structural 
reinforcement and the addition of an exterior elevator, allowing full public use of all three 
floors. Alternative 3 involves excavation of the subbasement, which would allow reorienting 
visitor access to the opposite (east) facade for a more impressive entrance to the memorial. 
Use of the subbasement would also allow for more interpretive and community use space. 
Under this alternative the interior would be restored, as much as possible, to look as it did 
during Hamilton's residency. 

Alternative 4, the Park Service's preferred alternative and the proposed action, relocates the 
Grange south across 141st Street to St. Nicholas Park (on current New York City Department 
of Parks and Recreation property), thus providing a setting that is reminiscent of its original 
site (see Locations map). The house would be restored on the interior and exterior, as much 
as possible, to appear as it did when Hamilton lived there, thus fulfilling congressional intent. 
A community use I NPS law enforcement staff housing facility would be built on the existing 
Grange site. Alternative 4 would provide the most comprehensive visitor use program. 
Visitors would have the opportunity to fully understand the history of the Grange as 
Hamilton's home and its 18th century architectural significance, which is not possible at the 
existing site. Visitors would also have the best opportunity to fully understand Hamilton and 
his contributions to our nation under this alternative. 

An engineering analysis was done at the existing site. Development proposed under any of 
these alternatives would be feasible (see appendix D) . 
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To share with visitors the reasons why the memorial was established involves deciding not 
only how the resources should be protected and presented to the public - restore the 
interior, restore the exterior, move it to St. Nicholas Park, etc. - but also what visitors should 
learn about Hamilton. What are the stories to tell, which are the most important, and how 
will the Park Service tell them? Telling these stories, what the Park Service calls interpretation, 
is basic to any NPS unit. Interpretation is a process of education that is designed to stimulate 
curiosity and convey messages to the visiting public. The later description of the alternatives 
tells more of the where and how; what stories will be told is described in the following 
interpretive themes. The themes apply to all of the alternatives; the differences among the 
alternatives would be the degree and means by which the themes would be addressed and 
interpreted. 

• Hamilton was not born into wealth or power, but through his own efforts he became 
wealthy and powerful. His role as a military officer I field commander led him to his 
position in Washington's cabinet. Hamilton created himself as a political force. 

• His writings and philosophical bent contributed to development of political parties in 
America and our strong central government. 

• The financial foundation of United States was established by Alexander Hamilton. He 
formed the first national bank, was first secretary of the treasury, and established the 
financial integrity of the new nation. 

Under alternative 1, all themes would be covered, but only in an introductory way. Under 
alternative 2 all themes would be covered, but in slightly more depth than in alternative 1. 
Alternative 3 would permit in-depth coverage of all themes plus relating Hamilton's life to 
contemporary times. Alternative 4 would also permit in-depth coverage of all themes plus 
more understanding of the Hamiltons' lifestyle and the house's historic setting. Alternatives 
3 and 4 also present more opportunities for heritage education and community involvement. 

ACTIONS COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES 

The Grange would be made accessible to visitors with disabilities to the greatest extent 
possible. In some instances it may be difficult to achieve full access without cqmpromising 
the architectural integrity of the building. The National Park Service, in consultation with the 
New York Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation Office and the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation, will determine which actions would have a negative effect on the 
historic property and design for access accordingly. Visitors with sensory and cognitive 
impairments would be accommodated under all alternatives (see Appendix E: Programmatic 
Accessibility Guidelines). 

The Friends of Hamilton Grange group has been formed and would be actively involved with 
the National Park Service in the future restoration of Hamilton Grange and in mitigation of 
any concerns that might arise, especially those that arise from moving the Grange from its 
current site. The group would also help promote the site and programs related to the Grange 
for visitors and the local community as well as initiate and encourage cooperation with other 
groups and attractions in the Greater Harlem area to promote the economic welfare of the 
community {e.g., working with Community Board #9, the Striver's Center Development 
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

Project, Riverbank State Park, etc. as described in the "Affected Environment"). Specific • 
examples of proposed involvement by this group are identified in alternative 4. Under all 
alternatives, the National Park Service and the Friends of Hamilton Grange group would 
work to identify existing parking that could be used for visitors. 

In accordance with its affirmative action plan, Manhattan Sites will continue to ensure equal 
employment opportunity within all six sites, including Hamilton Grange National Memorial. 
This goal as it relates to Hamilton Grange would be enhanced by the following objectives: 

Under the direction of the superintendent, deputy superintendent, the administrative 
officer, and the facility manager would conduct outreach recruiting efforts within the 
Harlem community to increase the consideration of local applicants for positions in 
maintenance and ranger staffs. Orientation sessions would be held within the Harlem 
community to make applicants aware of the government employment process, 
including how to document skills, abilities, and work experiences. Job announcements 
would be distributed to the friends group and a broad range of community based 
agencies including Community Boards #9 and #10. The superintendent would provide 
information on government procurement and contract opportunities to local businesses 
through the local media, the Chamber of Commerce of Greater Harlem, and other 
means. 

In accord with NPS policies, all discussions of refurnishing are based on current research and 
contingent on the availability of original furnishings or reproductions of known originals. 
Much is known about original uses and furnishings of the public rooms of the house. • 
However, a number of the rooms were not designated for any particular use by the architect 
john McComb. The remaining rooms wouid be used for other interpretive purposes. 

Also following NPS policies, many plans and studies would also be done under any of the 
alternatives; a list is given in appendix F. 

ALTERNATIVE 1 - NO ACTION I CONTINUATION 
OF EXISTING TRENDS 

Alternative 1 would retain the building's current limited visitor capacity. However, the 
structure would be stabilized by reinforcing failed wooden structural members, as necessary, 
and interior finishes would be partially restored. The basic configuration would not be 
changed (the stair and front door would not be returned to their original locations) (see 
Alternative 1 - Cross Section and Floor Plan). The subbasement would continue to be used 
for utility space, storage, and maintenance; the basement would continue as an interpretive 
area and theater/meeting room, and exhibits would be upgraded. The first floor would also 
have upgraded exhibits, and the second floor would be for staff/site use and storage. About 
1,734 square feet of space would be available for visitor use and interpretation and 
community use (see table 1 at the end of the description of the alternatives). 

The structural capacity of the second floor would remain that of a typical wood-frame house 
- not meant for visitor use. Public access would be only to the basement and first floor. A 
wheelchair lift would be installed on the outside of the front (west) of the house to .allow 
wheelchair users access to these two floors. 
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Alternative 1 - No Action I Continuation of Existing Trends 
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Alternative 1 - Cross Section 

Security and fire alarm systems would be upgraded. No climate control system would be 
installed; therefore, historic furnishings and artifacts sensitive to temperature and humidity 
fluctuations could not be exhibited. Expanded exhibits and reproductions of furniture would 
be used. Museum collections would be stored offsite. 

Exhibits would focus on Hamilton's personal and political life. The history of the house 
would be covered only as necessary to understand its architectural relevance and current 
location. Without substantial additional funds, the interpretive program would remain 
basically unchanged. 

Onstreet parking, already crowded, would continue to be first-come/first-served for visitors. 
Visitation has been about 41,000 visitors annually, and the number of visitors coming to the 
site would not be expected to increase under this alternative. 

The site would be managed as a historic zone; the first and second floors would be managed 
as a preservation subzone, and the basement and subbasement would be managed as a 
preservation/ adaptive use subzone. 

Five staff people would be needed for this alternative. The cost of stabilization would be 
$1,086,815, and the costs for new and upgraded exhibits would be $624,000 (see appendix G 
for more details about cost estimates) . 
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Alternative 2 - Preserve and Open Entire Building 

• ALTERNATIVE 2 - PRESERVE AND OPEN ENTIRE BUILDING 

• 

• 

Under alternative 2, the existing building configuration would be the same as in alternative 
1, but the house would be structurally reinforced to allow full public use of the basement and 
the first and second floors (see Alternative 2 - Cross Section). This alternative would 
preserve as much original fabric as possible. Deteriorated wooden members would be 
retained, and a new interior steel framing system would be erected; this new framing system 
would not be hidden behind the existing original interior walls and floors. An exterior 
elevator at the back (east) side of the house, either attached to the original structure or as a 
free-standing column attached only to the porches, and a wheelchair lift at the front (west) 
would allow full visitor circulation to all floors. With structural reinforcement and use of the 
second floor, about 2,773 square feet would be available for visitor use and interpretation and 
community use (see table 1 at the end of the description of the alternatives). NPS 
interpretation would convey the history of the house and Alexander Hamilton's role in 
establishing the political and financial foundations of this country. 

After improving the climate control and security systems, the house interior would be 
partially restored to the Hamilton period (1802-04), based on the 1986 NPS Historic Furnishings 
Report and subsequent research that may be needed and the availability of furnishings. Efforts 
would be made to acquire (through purchase, donation, or loan) original Hamilton furniture 
from public institutions and private sources or to make reproductions. Major changes from 
the 1889 move (e.g., the current stair and entrance configuration and the second-floor room 
partitions) would be retained. The parlor and dining room would be refurnished, conveying 
a sense of the comfort in which Hamilton lived. Exhibits and contemporary media in the 
remaining rooms on the first floor and three rooms on the second floor would carry the 
interpretive story and provide the opportunity to more fully interpret the contributions 
Hamilton made to his adopted country. The remaining rooms on the second floor would be 
for site/NPS staff use. The lobby, information/sales desk and theater/meeting room, 
restrooms, and staff office space would remain in the basement. The subbasement would 
remain in use for utility space, storage, and maintenance (see Alternative 2 - Floor Plan). 

Elevator Tower 

Second Floor 

First Floor 

Basement 

Utility Space 

Alternative 2 - Cross Section 
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Alternative 3 - Entrance Reorientation and Additional Interpretive Space 

Exhibits would focus on Hamilton and his accomplishments in his personal, professional, and 
political life. The museum-quality climate control system would enhance visitor and staff 
comfort as well as protect historic fabric and collections. Museum collections not on display 
would be stored offsite. With upgraded exhibits and two refurnished rooms, guided tours or 
stationed personnel would be needed for security purposes. 

Site security would be enhanced with installation of improved intrusion and fire alarm 
systems, and a fire suppression system would be installed; a contract security agency could 
be employed to monitor the site. 

St. Luke's Episcopal Church has suggested that the rectory on Hamilton Terrace might be 
available for NPS use (letter from David Johnson, Rector, St. Luke's Church, to 
superintendent, Manhattan Sites). The rectory could be developed as a visitor center, which 
would work well in combination with provisions of alternative 2. If this became reality, the 
information/sales desk, theater, public restrooms, and staff/storage room could be in the 
rectory and the Grange basement could be used as a multipurpose space for handling school 
groups and public meetings. Under this concept, visitors would most likely enter the Grange 
on the east facade, with ramps and an elevator for visitors with disabilities, retaining walls, 
and landscaping similar to that described later under alternative 3. 

Archeological investigation and evaluation would be done prior to any ground disturbance 
for the elevator. Trained personnel would also be onsite during construction for archeological 
monitoring. A brief archeological study, done during the engineering analysis, indicates that 
finding archeological resources would be unlikely. (Nothing was found but debris from when 
house was moved.) 

Onstreet parking, already crowded, would continue to be first-come/first-served for visitors. 
Little increase in the number of visitors would be expected. 

The site would be managed as a historic zone; the first and second floors would be managed 
as a preservation subzone, and the basement and subbasement would be managed as a 
preservation/ adaptive use subzone. 

A staff of seven would be needed to implement this alternative. Development costs would 
be $1,914,424, and costs for interpretive exhibits would be $1,702,500 (see appendix G for 
more details about cost estimates). 

ALTERNATIVE 3 - ENTRANCE REORIENTATION AND 
ADDITIONAL INTERPRETIVE SPACE 

Alternative 3 would alter the setting of the site by reorienting the visitor entrance to a more 
impressive but less historically accurate four-story east facade (see Alternative 3 - East Side 
of the Grange and Aerial View). More space would be made available by lowering the 
existing subbasement/ garden level floor and opening a new entryway into this level from the 
east (Hamilton Terrace) side. The combination of refurnished rooms, exhibits, theater, and 
class/meeting rooms would provide space for a comprehensive visitor use program. About 
3,589 square feet would be available for visitor use, interpretation, and community use (see 
Alternative 3 - Cross Section and table 1 at the end of the description of the alternatives). 
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A.LTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

The foundations would be underpinned, and the differential settlement that has occurred • 
would be stabilized (but no attempt would be made to level the house). New foundations and 
footings for the chimneys would be built, and a waterproof slab and drainage system would 
be required. The deteriorated wooden members would be replaced by a steel framing system 
concealed within the original walls and floors, allowing public use of all four floors. 

The garden level (existing subbasement) would be excavated approximately 4 feet; a lobby 
and information desk, a book sales area, restrooms, space for mechanical equipment and 
maintenance storage, and a meeting room that would be available for community use would 
be in this new garden level (see Alternative 3 - Floor Plan). (This location of the meeting 
room would allow its use for after-hours meetings, etc., without needing to open and provide 
security staff for the entire building.) A new main entrance would be opened in the eastern 
stone foundation wall, and an entry court with retaining walls and landscaping would be 
installed. This would include 13 sweet gum trees that would commemorate those supposedly 
given to Hamilton by George Washington from his Mount Vernon estate to symbolize the 13 
original colonies. Access to this new garden level entrance would be by a series of ramps for 
visitors with disabilities across the property east of the Grange. To expend federal funds for 
this development, the Park Service would have to acquire interest in this property (through 
easements or fee-simple acquisition) from St. Luke's Church. 

The basement level would include a small theater and school-group meeting room. 
Interpretation would focus on the accomplishments. of the man. Staff office/lunchroom/ 
lounge space and storage of site-related museum collections would also be in the basement. 

The first floor would be restored and partially refurnished (four rooms), based on research • 
and the avaiiability of furnishings. The historic staircase would be re-created, and the front 
door would be returned to its pre-1889 position on the south wall. Because the front door 
now faces St. Luke's Church, the view from the glass in the door and the sidelights would 
be obscured. An emergency egress staircase would be installed in the northeast comer room 
through all four floors, and an elevator would be installed in the north center hallway. The 
second-floor rooms would be developed for exhibits and NPS staff use. 

After rehabilitation of the building and installation of necessary climate control and security 
systems, efforts would be made to acquire (through purchase, donation, or loan) original 
Hamilton furniture from public institutions and private sources or to make reproductions. 
The restoration and refurnishing of the rooms would focus the emphasis on how Hamilton 
created his own political and personal fortune; the comfort of his lifestyle would be reflected 
but would not be the dominant theme. 

With additional and upgraded exhibits/refurnishings, guided tours or stationed personnel 
would be needed for security purposes. 

The National Park Service, the local community, and the friends group would actively 
promote the site; with these efforts and the additional interpretive and educational space 
available, visitor use would probably increase. Many visitors would arrive by bus, and the 
National Park Service would work with the city to mark bus parking spaces on 141st Street 
and Hamilton Terrace, institute vehicle weight limitations, and enforce parking regulations . 
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

A museum-quality climate control system would be installed to protect cultural resources and • 
enhance visitor and staff comfort. Undisplayed artifacts would be stored on-site. 

The improvement of the security and fire alarm systems and the addition of a fire 
suppression system would be as described in alternative 2; NPS law enforcement rangers 
would provide additional security. 

Archeological investigation and evaluation would be done prior to any construction work or 
ground-disturbing activities. Trained personnel would also be onsite to monitor construction 
activities. Thus, any disturbance to archeological artifacts would be fully mitigated. 

The garden level would be managed as a park development zone. The basement would be 
managed as a park development zone and a preservation/ adaptive use subzone; the first and 
second floors would be managed as a historic zone and as a preservation subzone. 

It would require a staff of 18 to implement this alternative, and the cost of development, 
excluding land acquisition, would be about $3,856,622. Costs for interpretive exhibits would 
be about $2,236,500 (see appendix G for more details about cost estimates). 

ALTERNATIVE 4 - RESTORATION AND RELOCATION -
PROPOSED ACTION I GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 

A Summary of Changes from the Draft Management Plan 

In response to concerns and suggestions received during the review process on the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement I General Management Plan, a number of changes have been 
made to alternative 4 as presented in the draft document and public meetings. Described in 
detail below, in summary these changes include the following: 

• A new building would be built at the Convent Avenue site for community use, educational 
purposes, and NPS housing; public comment did not favor the option for using this space 
as a vest-pocket park (see "Alternatives Considered But Rejected" section). 

• Interpretation and heritage education programs are more defined than in the draft plan. 
• No onsite bus pullouts would be provided. 
• Full-time security would be provided for both sites. 
• A Friends of Hamilton Grange group has been created. 
• Land transfer and replacement, future park maintenance, landscaping and other 

environmental issues, and house orientation issues would be solved through the 
involvement of the friends group, local organizations, and negotiation with applicable 
agencies such as the city Department of Parks and Recreation and the state historic 
preservation office. 

• Environmental mitigating measures would be instituted to protect residents and the Grange 
from building exhaust and the effects of foundation blasting. 

• The National Park Service, in conjunction with the state historic preservation officer, and 
the City Department of Parks and Recreation has assessed the significance and integrity of 
St. Nicholas Park through a determination of eligibility for the National Register of Historic 
Places. 
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Alternative 4 - Restoration and Relocation - Proposed Action/General Management Plan 

• The Proposed Plan 

• 

• 

The general management plan for Hamilton Grange National Memorial would be to relocate 
and restore the original woodframe first and second floors and attic of the Grange across 
141st Street to St. Nicholas Park (see Alternative 4 - Conceptual Site Plan and General 
Overview). The restoration would recreate the appearance of the Grange during Hamilton's 
residency in accordance with the approved Historic Structure Report and NPS Managemetit 
Policies and any new information learned during the move (see Alternative 4 -The Grange 
on the New Site). Implementation of this plan would accomplish what Congress intended -
restoration of the Grange within an appropriate setting while keeping it within the context 
of its present-day community and on Hamilton's original tract of land. This alternative is, 
therefore, the preferred alternative I proposed action. 

To relocate and create an appropriate setting for the Grange and provide security, 
approximately 0.91 acre on the northern edge of St. Nicholas Park would to be transferred to 
the National Park Service from the city Department of Parks and Recreation. Discussions with 
the city Department of Parks and Recreation have begun, and they have stated that it is in 
the public interest to move the Grange and that they approve of the basic concepts in this 
proposed plan (see their letter in the" Written Comments from Agencies, Organizations, and 
Individuals"). However, a number of issues must be addressed between the city Department 
of Parks and Recreation and the National Park Service in future negotiations. In addition, NPS 
acquisition of the city park land will require both state and federal legislation. The steps 
necessary to acquire the property are described in appendix H . 

The Grange's status as a national historic landmark would not be affected by relocation. 
Although the Grange's status as a contributing resource wouid be iost, removing the Grange 
from the Hamilton Heights Historic District would not affect or compromise the historical and 
architectural basis for which the district was established. In consultation with the state historic 
preservation officer, the National Park Service prepared a determination of eligibility to the 
National Register of Historic Places for St. Nicholas Park. It was determined that St. Nicholas 
Park is not eligible for listing on the national register and that the relocation of the Grange 
would not adversely affect the park (see appendix I, letter dated September 1994). However, 
the effects of relocating the Grange into the park would be mitigated through documentation 
and appropriate design. 

Based on research, in its new location the Grange's exterior would be restored as closely as 
possible to its historic appearance, with all doors, windows, and porches in their original 
places. The main door would be relocated to its original position, and the entrance porch 
would be reconstructed. The house would be oriented to the southwest, and visitors would 
approach the house from the northeast as Hamilton's guests would have done. Visitors would 
enter the house through a new, fully accessible doorway on the northeast to an orientation 
center on the ground floor level (described below). Here they would be greeted by an NPS 
ranger and introduced to the Grange and the Alexander Hamilton story. A curving walk 
would lead from 141st Street around the house to its formal front entrance. Groups who have 
been oriented at the Convent Avenue site and guests attending ceremonies and special 
commemorative occasions would enter through the restored front door . 

A new masonry and stone subbasement (for housing mechanical equipment, maintenance and 
space for staff use) and ground floor, which would be developed as a visitor contact area, 
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

would be constructed at the new site to complement the original building in size, scale, and • 
material. However, these additions would be clearly differentiated from the original Grange 
so as not to create a false historical appearance. During the design phase, geotechnical factors 
would be assessed and considered in determining the foundation design. The results of this 
study would influence the type of foundation and extent of the basement on the new site. 
Vibrations from excavation of bedrock, as measured by peak particle velocity, would be 
limited through the use of modern excavation techniques to avoid damage to nearby 
structures and minimize disturbances to nearby residents and businesses. 

A concealed steel framing system would be inserted to stabilize the building and provide 
adequate load-bearing capacity. An elevator in the northwest corner would provide access 
to all floors (see Alternative 4 - Floor Plan). 

Visitor contact would necessarily be in the ground level floor, which would have a lobby, a 
theater, an information desk and book sales area, staff space, and fully accessible public 
restrooms. Exhibits and other interpretive media would orient visitors to all the major themes 
of Alexander Hamilton and the Grange, as well as the house's historic setting and the various 
changes it has undergone. Four rooms on the first floor would be refurnished to reflect the 
house as it appeared during Hamilton's occupancy. Efforts would be made to acquire 
(through purchase, donation, or loan) original Hamilton furniture from public institutions and 
private sources or to make reproductions. The front entry hall would be refurnished and 
would include the bust of Hamilton in the niche opposite the front door. The dining room 
and parlor would be fully restored, and the mirrored folding doors that once separated them 
and reflected the sylvan setting of the house would be re-created. The room off the entry hall 
would be restored as Hamilton's library. ., 

Less is known about the five private rooms on the second floor than about the first floor. 
Because so little is known about these rooms, they would be developed as interpretive space 
with exhibits about the military, political, and professional accomplishments of Hamilton. 
Contemporary exhibits in at least one room could feature the family furniture that is in the 
park collection but comes from a time after Hamilton's death. 

About 3,827 square feet, including the community use space at the Convent Avenue site, 
would be available for visitor use and interpretation and community use (see table 1 at the 
end of the description of the alternatives). 

A museum-quality climate control system would be installed to protect cultural resources and 
enhance visitor and staff comfort. Artifacts not on display would be stored onsite. With 
additional and upgraded exhibits/refurnishings, guided tours or stationed personnel would 
be needed for security purposes. 

The new site in St. Nicholas Park would be fully developed as an appropriate setting for the 
memorial. Landscaping that is evocative of Hamilton's period would be done. Thirteen sweet 
gum trees commemorating the original colonies and perhaps propagated from the trees at 
Mount Vernon, would be planted near the house in a grove as Hamilton had planted them. 
About six mature trees would have to be removed to allow for the house relocation, but 
additional trees would be planted to ensure that those trees lost are replaced. During the 
design process, landscaping plans would be developed to soften the intrusion of Steinman • 
Hall (part of City College of New York), a nine-story structure adjacent to the new Grange 
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

site. (This would include attention to when the site would be in the shadows; see "The • 
Shadow Study" section below.) Representatives of the City College of New York would work 
with the National Park Service to ensure that building exhaust does not harm site vegetation. 
As mentioned previously in the "Actions Common to All Alternatives" section, the Friends 
of Hamilton Grange group would be actively involved in planning both the existing and new 
house site, including landscape design. 

Parking for visitors would continue to be predominately on the street. The National Park 
Service would work with the Friends of Hamilton Grange group and the City College of New 
York to identify existing parking spaces that would be available for visitor use. Promotional 
efforts for the Grange would also encourage the use of public transit, particularly the subway. 
(Off-street parking options identified in the draft plan are no longer being considered because 
of the desire not to convert public park land to paved parking and the steep grade and traffic 
congestion on 141st Street.) 

Security for the site would be provided by NPS rangers. Rangers would be on duty at the 
Grange 24 hours a day and would live in the housing provided at the new structure on the 
Convent Avenue site. Security and fire alarm and suppression systems would be installed at 
both sites. A decorative iron security fence would be installed around the perimeter of the 
new site, and appropriate walk and security lighting and decorative house lighting would be 
installed. The historic shutters would be used to secure the house from unauthorized entry 
when the site is closed. 

The National Park Service would work with the city Department of Parks and Recreation to 
provide information about the outstanding public collection of historic house museums within • 
New York City parks and draw parallels between these houses and Hamilton Grange. With 
the dramatic restoration and cooperative promotional efforts with the city and the Friends of 
Hamilton Grange group, it could be expected that the number of visitors would increase 
significantly. The Park Service would also work with the city Department of Parks and 
Recreation on upgrading and maintaining St. Nicholas Park to preserve and protect the 
remaining elements of the park's original design. 

Archeological investigations and evaluation would be done before construction work or 
ground-disturbing activities. Trained personnel would be onsite to monitor construction 
activities. Thus, any disturbance to archeological resources would be fully mitigated. Actions 
would also be taken to prevent soil erosion and runoff during construction. 

The plan for the Convent Avenue site would be to construct a new structure for public and 
NPS uses. The new building, no more than two stories, built on the 1889 Grange foundation, 
would emphasize heritage education and community involvement. A multipurpose meeting 
room would occupy the main floor, where educational programs and community meetings 
could be held. Space would also be provided for exhibits to depict the growth and 
development of Harlem, the role of the Grange in the community, the role of St. Luke's parish 
in preserving the Grange, and broader community preservation efforts. Large groups could 
also be oriented to the Grange here before visiting the house. The lower levels of this 
structure would be developed as apartment(s) for housing NPS law enforcement rangers and 
for site storage needs and maintenance operations. The new structure proposed for the 
Convent Avenue site would be designed to be compatible with the qualities for which the 
Hamilton Heights Historic District was established (see New Building on Convent Avenue • 
Site and Use of Convent Avenue Building - Floor Plan). The Friends of Hamilton Grange 
group would be actively involved in all aspects of planning the new structure. 
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

The two original upper levels of the house would be managed as a historic zone and • 
preservation subzone; the two newly built lower levels would be managed as a park 
development zone, and the Convent Avenue facility as a park development zone. 

This alternative would require a total of 23 staff. Excluding land acquisition costs, relocation 
and restoration of the house on the new site would cost approximately $7,907,372, developing 
NPS housing I community use space on the 1889 site would cost about $961,540, and 
interpretive exhibits would cost about $2,109,000 (see appendix G for more details about cost 
estimates). Completion of the project would be carefully phased. Following the move of the 
Grange to the new site in St. Nicholas Park, development of the new NPS building on the 
Convent Avenue site and restoration of the Grange would proceed simultaneously. (The steps 
necessary to acquire funding are listed in appendix H). 

The Shadow Study 

Because of public interest in ,I request for consideration of the landscape design, a study was 
done that determined when the Grange would be in shadows from adjacent buildings based 
on the time of year and day and the location and height of surrounding buildings at the 
relocation site. For comparative purposes, the shortest and longest days of the year were 
selected, and the existing site was also included. The study showed that in December (the 
shortest day) the Grange on the existing site would be in the shadow of adjacent buildings 
throughout the entire day and on the new site only in the afternoon. In June (the longest day) 
the southern portion of the Grange, bordering the church, would be shadowed while the 
northern half would be in natural light throughout the day. The St. Nicholas site would be 
in the sun in the morning and early afternoon and shadow only in the late afternoon. The 
results of this study are shown in appendix J. 

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF SPACE USE IN EACH ALTERNATIVE (IN SQUARE FEET) 

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 

New Site Convent Avenue Site 

Refurnished Rooms 0 780 1,099 1,099 0 

Exhibit Area 1,080 1,339 1,082 1,056 o· 
Information/ 318 318 636 288 o• 
Orientation 

Community Use/ 336 336 772 0 1,384 
Education (incl. restrooms) 

TOTAL 1,734 2,773 3,589 2,443 1,384 

NPS Staff 784 608 336 690 2,192 
(incl. 2,000 for housing) 

Maintenance 180 180 180 0 656 

Mechanical/Storage 914 914 

Mechanical 356 240 1,066 

Storage 170 416 816 

Circulation 1,352 1,389 1,396 1,971 690 

• 

• Although exhibits and orientation would be provided at this site, they would be provided in the community use area and are • 
included in the 1,384 figure. 
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Note: This table does not include actions/developments that are common to all alternatives. 

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 

Concept No action I continuation of Open three floors for public use Open four floors for public use; Restore Grange exterior and interior 
existing trends. Retain current and interpretation, creating more alter existing setting by using more to greatest degree possible to 
limited visitor access to basement space to provide enhanced impressive but less historically appear as it did during Hamilton's 
and first floor; upgrade exhibits. interpretive program. accurate four-story east facade as residency in a place that is 

visitor entrance and providing full reminiscent of its original setting. 
visitor use program. Provide most comprehensive visitor 

use program. 

The Grange Stabilize building, reinforce failed Structural reinforcement and new Structural reinforcement, new Move first and second floors and 
structural members, and partially exposed framing system to allow concealed framing system, and attic of Grange to St. Nicholas Park 
restore interior finishes. Retain use of basement, first, and second subbasement/ garden level and place on new subbasement and 
existing configuration. floors. Retain existing 1889 excavation to allow public use of ground floor. Restore interior and 

configuration. all four floors. Restore historic exterior to historic (1802-04) 
(1802-04) interior configuration as configuration. 
much as possible. 

Access Visitor entrance through existing Visitor entrance through existing Visitor entrance to eastern garden Visitor entrance to ground floor. 
western basement entrance. western basement entrance. level from Hamilton Terrace via Full access (interior elevator) h all 
Exterior wheelchair lift provides Exterior wheelchair lift and east- landscaped entry court with ramps floors. Access through front door 
access to basement and first floor side exterior elevator provide and retaining walls. Full access for large groups and on special 
from Convent Avenue. access to all three floors. (interior elevator) to all four floors occasions. 
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Visitor Use, 
Interpretation, 
and Exhibits 

• 

Alternative 1 

Basement: continued use as 
visitor contact I interpretive area. 
First Floor: upgraded exhibits 
focus on Hamilton's personal and 
political life. House history 
covered only as necessary to 
understand its architectural 
relevance and current location. 
Continuation of existing 
interpretive program. Without 
climate control I fire suppression 
systems, only exhibits and 
reproduction furniture would be 
used. Undisplayed collections 
stored offsite. Second Floor: 
Closed to public. 

TABLE 2. SUMMARY COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES (CONT.) 

Alternative 2 Alternative 3 

Partially restored interior (based Partially restored interior (based on 
on plans and research and plans and research and availability 
availability of furnishings or of furnishings or reproductions). 
reproductions). Basement: Garden Level: lobby, information 
information/ sales desk, theater I desk, book sales area, restrooms, 
meeting room, staff space .. and meeting room, and mechanical/ 
restrooms. First and Second maintenance equipment. Basement: 
Floors: two refurnished rooms small theater, school-group meeting 
convey a sense of the comfort in room, exhibit and staff space, and 
which Hamilton lived. Some storage. First Floor: restore and 
rooms devoted to interpre-tive refurnish four rooms to appearance 
media to more fully interpret of Hamilton era, and interpret how 
Hamilton's contribution to our Hamilton created his own political 
country; other rooms used for and personal fortune. Second Floor: 
NPS staff/site needs. Some rooms devoted to interpretive 
Undisplayed collections stored media to more fully interpret 
offsite. Hamilton's contribution to our 

country; other rooms used for NPS 
staff/site needs. Undisplayed 
collections stored onsite. 

I 

• 

Alternative 4 

Fully restored (as possible) exterior; 
partially restored interior (based on 
plans and research and availability 
of furnishings or reproductions). 
Subbasement: NPS office and 
storage and mechanical equipment. 
Ground floor: theater, lobby, book 
sales, restrooms, staff space, exhibits 
orienting visitors to house, its 
history, the church's role in its 
preservation, and Hamilton himself. 
First Floor: refurnish parlor, dining 
room, library, and hall; use other 
room for exhibits. Second Floor: 
exhibit other family furniture; use 
interpretive media and exhibits in 
other rooms to describe Hamilton's 
accomplishments. Undisplayed 
collections stored onsite. 

Convent Avenue building exhibits 
would depict the growth and 
development of Harlem, the 
Grange's role in the community, the 
role of St. Luke's parish in 
preserving the Grange, and the 
broader community preservation 
efforts. 
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES (CONT.) 

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 

Interpretation/ Introductory coverage of all Slightly more in-depth coverage In-depth coverage of all themes Same as alternative 3 plus more 
Education themes. of all themes. plus relating Hamilton's life to understanding of the Hamiltons' 

contemporary times. More lifestyle and the historic setting of 
opportunities for heritage education the house. 
and community involvement. 

Protection Upgrade security and fire alarm Improve security and fire alarm Improve security and fire alarm rnstall museum-quality climate 
Systems systems; no climate control or fire systems, install fire suppression system; install climate control and control, security, and fire alarm and 

suppression systems. and climate control systems; fire suppression system. Site suppression systems. Site security 
security firm would monitor site. security by NPS rangers. by NPS rangers living nearby. 

Parking Onstreet visitor parking would Same as alternative 1. Park Service would work with city Visitor parking would continue to 
still be first-come/first-served. to mark and enforce designated bus be predominately on the street. The 

parking areas on Hamilton Terrace Park Service would work with the 
and 14 lst Street. Friends of Hamilton Grange group 

and City College to identify existing 
parking spaces that would be 
available for visitor use. The use of 
public transit would be encouraged. 

Use of St. If rectory becomes available, Compatible with the character of 
Luke's Rectory, develop as a visitor center with the historic district, a two-story 
the Existing information/sales desk, small community use I NPS ranger apart-
Site, and the theater, public restrooms, and ment would be built on remaining 
St. Nicholas staff/storage space. Existing foundation on Convent Avenue site. 
Park Site Grange basement then used as Heritage education and community 

multipurpose space for school uses would be emphasized. 
groups. Visitor entrance would be St. Nicholas Park site would be 
from Hamilton Terrace and in- appropriately landscaped, with 
volve the retaining walls, vegeta- sweet gum trees, paved walks from 
tion, and the ramps and elevator 141st Street to entrance, perimeter 
for visitors with disabilities security fence, and lighting. 
described in alternative 3. 

Staffing staff of 5 staff of 7 staff of 18 staff of 23 

Development $1,710,815 $3,616,924 $6,093,122 (excluding land $10,016,372 (excluding land 
Costs acquisition) acquisition) for St. Nicholas Park 
(including site and $961,540 for Convent 
interpretation Avenue site 
and refurnish-
ing costs) 



TABLE 3. SUMMARY COMPARISON OF IMPACTS 

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 

IMPACTS ON Overall, impacts would be positive Overall, impacts would be positive Overall, impacts would be Overall, impacts would be sig-
CULTURAL RESOURCES because stabilization procedures because structural reinforcement significant but beneficial. Major nificant and beneficial. Reloca-

would help preserve and maintain would help preserve and maintain impacts on 1802 and 1889 historic tion would adversely affect sur-
building. Collections would be building. This alternative would be fabric from rehabilitation, rounding properties in historic 
protected through storage offsite. the least disruptive of all action concealed framing system, and district. However, relocation 
Architectural significance and alternatives to surviving historic construction work to develop new would provide reminiscent set-
integrity would be more difficult to fabric. Displayed collections would east entry and elevator. The ting of Hamilton's time. Grange 
interpret. The house would not be be protected by new climate collections would be adequately would lose status as contributing 
returned to a setting that is control and security systems; protected, displayed, and stored .resource to historic district. 
reminiscent of its original setting. collections not on display would be intact onsite. Perceived grandeur of Sensitive design of new Convent 
No impacts on archeological protected through offsite storage. four-story building would not Avenue facility would maintain 
resources or cultural landscape. Architectural significance and contribute to visitor under-standing continuity in district. Moving the 
With the house remaining in its integrity would be more difficult to of architectural significance of building would damage some 
current location and continued interpret. The house would not be house. Framing system would historic fabric. However, resto-
existing use, there would not be returned to a setting that is impact building's historic materials ration would more accurately 
any impacts on ethnographic reminiscent of its original setting. but not design intent or interior or reflect its visual and architectural 
resources. Impacts on visual setting from exterior appearance. Significant design characteristics. 

wheelchair lift and elevator would change in visual appearance of Collections would be ade-
be minimized through design. house and surrounding quately protected, displayed, 
Exposed steel framing system neighborhood from entryway and/or stored intact onsite. 
would intrude on appearance of changes and from exterior Interpreting architectural in-
historic interior. No impacts on landscaping (trees, retaining walls, tegrity and history of the Grange 
potential archeological resources ramps, vegetation). Although there would be possible. Visual setting 
would be expected. With the house would be ground-disturbing of existing location and St. 
remaining in its current location activities, no impacts on potential Nicholas Park would be signifi-
and continued existing use, there archeological resources would be cantly changed. Despite ground-
would not be any impacts on expected. With the house disturbing activities, no impacts 
ethnographic resources or the remaining in its current location on potential archeological 
cultural landscape. and continued existing use, there resources would be expected. 

would not be any impacts on Relocation could cause a Joss of 
ethnographic resources or the a cultural and ethnic link to 
cultural landscape. some of the African-American 

residents of the neighborhood. 
St. Nicholas Park does not retain 
its original integrity. The new 
location of Grange would not 
affect park's overall character-
defining features or design . 
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY COMPARISON OF IMPACTS (CONT.) 

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 

IMPACTS ON VISITOR Current visitation could continue With partial restoration, two With further restoration, four Significant increase (over other 
USE without concern for visitor safety. refurnished rooms, additional refurnished rooms, added alternatives) in quality of visitor 

Wheelchair lift and programmatic exhibits and interpretive space, interpretive space, media, and experience offered because of 
accessibility would help ensure quality of visitor experience displays, and return of interior restoration of interior and 
access for all visitors. Visitors would be better than under architectural integrity, offered exterior of the Grange, new 
could learn more about Hamilton alternative 1. Exposed steel visitor experience would be of a exhibits, four refurnished 
and his accomplishments. framing system would intrude on higher quality than under alter- rooms, and increased space for 
Number of visitors would not be visitor's perception of historic natives 1 and 2. Visitors would interpretation and commemora-
expected to increase. building. Climate control system have a more accurate idea of tive events. The redeveloped 

would increase visitor comfort. what the interior of Hamilton's Convent Avenue site would be 
Visitors would likely stay longer, house was really like, and they available for community 
although little if any increase in could learn even more about meetings and educational uses. 
numbers of visitors would be Hamilton and his accomplish- Portions of St. Nicholas Park 
expected. Wheelchair lift, elevator, ments and how he created his site would not be available for 
and programmatic accessibility political career and financial its present use. Universal 
would help ensure access for all fortune. Visitors would not have a programmatic accessibility 
visitors. sense of the house in the setting would ensure that all visitors 

Hamilton knew. Number of could enjoy site. Substantial 
visitors would likely increase improvement in NPS ability to 
significantly, and visitors would convey early 19th century 
likely stay longer. Wheelchair lift, historical context and 
elevator, and programmatic architectural significance and 
accessibility would help ensure qualities of Grange as 
access for all visitors. Hamilton's home and Hamilton 

the man. Number of visitors 
would likely increase 
significantly. 



TABLE 3. SUMMARY COMPARISON OF IMPACTS (CONT.) 

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 

IMPACTS ON Stabilization would ensure Impacts would be much the same Impacts would be much the same Overall positive impact on St. 
COMMUNITY USE continued community use of and as under alternative 1. as under alternatives 1 and 2. Nicholas Park - attracting 
AND FACILITIES pride in the building. Church/ Additionally, if rectory is Church would give up potential investment and visitors and 

National Park Service relationship developed as NPS visitor center, use of property east of Grange. having NPS ·personnel present 
would continue as is. Temporary church operating budget could be Additional community use space on the relocation and Convent 
noise and activity from building affected. Church/National Park would be available. Temporary Avenue sites. Development of 
reinforcement might be bother- Service relationship would noise and activity from building NPS housing on existing site 
some for some neighbors. continue as is. Noise from reinforcement might be bother- and 24-hour security at the 
Continued measure of security to elevator operation and temporary some for some neighbors. Church Grange would increase site and 
church due to proximity of noise and activity from building members' sense of ownership and overall community security. 
Grange. reinforcement might be bother- security would not be disrupted. Proposed project phasing and 

some for some neighbors. Com- fund acquisition would help 
munity would be less confident alleviate community concerns 
with contracted security that the project would not be 
personnel. completed. Noise levels and 

activity would temporarily 
increase during removal/ 
construction and could be 
bothersome. 

IMPACTS ON LOCAL No significant change. No significant change. Retail sales, additional employ- Potential for construction-
ECONOMY ment opportunities, and perhaps related economic benefits 

stimulation of new businesses would be slightly greater than 
that result from redevelopment of described under alternative 3. 
site would not be economically Recovery of house's archi-
significant because development tectural and structural integrity 
under this alternative would be would likely attract many more 
relatively small. Number of visitors. Visitor spending could 
visitors would be expected to increase, depending on nearby 
increase, depending on efforts by development and efforts of 
community and other tourism- community and other tourism-
related organizations. related organizations . 

• • • 
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY COMPARISON OF IMPACTS (CONT.) 

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 

IMPACTS ON TRAFFIC No significant change; temporary Same as alternative 1. Increases in visitors arriving by If existing parking area is 
FLOW/ loss of some parking area for bus or public transit would not identified at City College or in 
TRANSPORTATION construction contractors. have significant impact on traffic, some other location, parking 

but the difficulty for residents and options for buses and private 
visitors to find parking space vehicles might improve and 
would increase. decrease demand and competi-

tion for available onstreet 
parking. If parking options are 
not identified, anticipated 
increases in visitation could 
create significant parking 
problems along adjacent streets. 

IMPACTS ON No impacts. No impacts. Loss of grass for ramps and About 0.91 acre of St. Nicholas 
NATURAL RESOURCES retaining walls; temporary Park would be irretrievably 

disturbance of lot east of the committed to relocation of the 
Grange during excavation, Grange. Some trees and grass 
construction, and structural would be Jost, however, site 
reinforcement. After construction, landscaping would replace 
some of this loss/ disturbance these resources. Some granite 
would be restored because of new bedrock would also be 
landscaping, including sweet gum impacted. Redevelopment of 
trees. Current relatively natural the existing site for community 
scene changed to developed site. use and NPS ranger housing 

would not impact any 
additional natural resources. 

Impacts on No impacts. No impacts. No impacts. No impacts. 
Floodplains, 
Wetlands, Prime and 
Unique Farmlands, 
and Threatened and 
Endangered Species 

IMPACTS ON NPS No change. No significant changes. More staff Substantial new staff required to Significant impact on daily 
OPERATIONS would be needed to monitor visi- monitor visitor use and protect operations because of 

tor use and protect and maintain and maintain collections and dis- additional staff and resources to 
the collections and displays. plays, but no resolution of Jack of interpret, protect, and maintain 

affordable staff housing. Addi- site and collections. Staffing 
tional maintenance requirements limitations and maintenance 
but reduced space for main- inefficiency resolved in part. 
tenance activities. 
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Alternative 1 

None. 

TABLE 3. SUMMARY COMPARISON OF IMPACTS (CONT.) 

Alternative 2 Alternative 3 

None. No cumulative impacts on cul-
tural resources. Could have 
positive beneficial cumulative 
economic effects if opportunities 
such as Harlem Pier were 
developed in conjunction with 
sites such as the Grange; 
however, associated additional 
costs for services (police 
protection, graffiti removal, street 
cleaning, etc.). 

• 

Alternative 4 

Same as alternative 3. In 
addition, city, state, and other 
tourism-related businesses 
would be most likely to 
publicize the relocated Grange 
as a city visitor attraction. 
Adding the Grange to St. 
Nicholas Park would take the 
park further from its design 
intent but would enhance 
maintenance and security of the 
area. 

Continuum of history 
represented by adaptive use of 
the Grange for religious 
purposes would be lost in the 
process of regaining its 1802-04 
appearance. The Grange would 
be removed from Hamilton 
Heights Historic District and 
moved into St. Nicholas Park. 

None. 

Removal of historic fabric for 
elevator, fire stair, and con-
cealed framing system would 
be irreversible. Excavation into 
bedrock in St. Nicholas Park 
would be irreversible . 

• 



Alternatives Considered But Rejected 

• ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED 

• 

• 

There has been a long history of efforts to find an appropriate setting for Hamilton Grange 
National Memorial. Those relocation efforts are described more fully in the "Affected 
Environment" section under "The Grange and Its History." During these past efforts, many 
relocation sites were considered, including the southern portion of the City College of New 
York campus, Riverside Park near Grant's Tomb, and Amsterdam Avenue at Hamilton Place. 
These sites were rejected because they were too removed from the Grange's present-day 
community or did not provide a substantially improved site. 

At the beginning of the current planning process, a number of broad concepts were 
considered but rejected. These included relocating the Grange to its original site or reorienting 
it and restoring on or adjacent to its current site. Both of these alternatives would require the 
acquisition and demolition of major apartment buildings that are occupied. Besides the 
extraordinary acquisition and relocation costs, the loss of valuable housing in a community 
that has a stated need for housing was deemed unacceptable. Therefore, these alternatives did 
not receive further consideration. 

Of the four alternatives that were considered in the draft plan, alternative 4, which relocates 
the Grange to St. Nicholas Park, had two options for what to do with the Convent Avenue 
site. The option of a vest-pocket park was considered and rejected because of a community 
concern that a park open space would leave a void in the neighborhood fabric I streetscape, 
attract vagrants, and support antisocial behavior. Therefore, the option to build a compatible 
structure on the site was selected . 
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF HAMILTON 

Alexander Hamilton was born in 1755 on the island of Nevis in the West Indies. Immigrating 
to America in 1773 ·to attend school at Kings College, currently known as Columbia 
University, Hamilton settled in New York. Because of the threat of British attack and the 
subsequent revolution, he deferred his schooling. Through his involvement in the war, he 
became one of George Washington's closest confidants, and in 1776 he became Washington's 
aide-de-camp. Hamilton later married Elizabeth Schuyler, daughter of the wealthy New York 
mayor and general, Philip Schuyler. Though Hamilton had arrived in New York with little 
money of his own, through his marriage and professional life the Hamilton family led a 
comfortable life. 

In 1784, a year after the end of the war, Hamilton founded the Bank of New York, the first 
bank chartered in the state following the Revolution and still a powerful financial institution 
today. Resuming his law career and interest in politics, Hamilton became one of the most 
brilliant statesmen of early America. A proponent of a strong federal constitution, he 
published his opinions through articles known as the Federalist Papers. Along with coauthors 
John Jay and James Madison, Hamilton stated that a strong central government was 
absolutely necessary for the struggling new nation. In 1789 Hamilton was appointed the first 
secretary of the treasury of the United States. In this powerful position he created and 

• 

implemented the first successful financial system for the nation. He continued in this position • 
until January 1795 when he returned to his law practice in New York. In 1801 Hamilton 
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His business dealings were in the city of New York, but Hamilton wanted a haven in the 
country to escape the congestion and plagues of the city. He and his family bought 32 acres 
of land in what is now Harlem, outside the city, to build their country estate. Hamilton hired 
John McComb Jr. to build the house in the Federal architectural style. McComb, one of the 
first American-born architects professionally trained in Europe, later designed Castle Clinton, 
Gracie mansion, and the New York City Hall (with J.P. Mangin), as well as many of the most 
elegant city and country houses of the Knickerbocker elite. Construction on the Grange began 
in 1801 and was sufficiently completed for the family to move in in 1802. Hamilton decided 
to name his estate the "Grange," after an ancestral home in Scotland. Hamilton, with his wife 
and eight children, retreated from city life. Unfortunately, he did not enjoy the Grange for 
very long. In 1804 Hamilton was killed in a duel by long-time adversary, Aaron Burr in 
Weehawken, New Jersey. Thus ended the life of one of early America's greatest statesmen 
and founders of the United States' political and financial systems. 

After Hamilton's death, his wife and family lived in the Grange until 1833. It later became 
the summer home for various affluent Manhattanites who wished to escape from city life to 
the suburbia of Harlem. 
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The Site and Adjacent Resources 

THE SITE AND ADJACENT RESOURCES 

The Grange and Its History 

As described in the above history, the Grange was designed as a country retreat, on a 32-acre 
tract that was away from the busy city. It was the only home that Hamilton ever owned. 
According to the NPS Historic Structure Report (1980), during the northward population 
expansion and development of upper Manhattan in the 1880s the Grange was threatened with 
demolition. The expanding migration of residents and resultant dwelling needs engendered 
a systematic, rectangular grid pattern of development, the layout of which ignored the 
boundaries of private landownership. The Grange, situated diagonally, did not conform to 
the proposed grid system. St. Luke's Episcopal Church, planning to move from lower 
downtown Manhattan, had decided on the upper Manhattan area near the Grange. The rector 
of St. Luke's, Reverend Issac Henry Tuttle, noticed the Grange in the area the church was 
interested in moving to and contacted Amos Cotting, the Wall Street broker who had invested 
in the development area of 143rd Street and owned much of the property. Cotting, a shrewd 
investor, recognized Tuttle's interest in the Grange and the benefit of donating the Grange 
to the church. In 1889, with the stipulation that the Grange be used as the church until the 
edifice of St. Luke's was constructed, Cotting moved the Grange approximately 350 feet 
southeast onto a piece of donated property near the future church (to its current site). St. 
Luke's purchased the five lots adjacent to the donated site, on the corner of Convent Avenue 
and 141st Street, for the permanent church. In 1889, the Grange was christened as an interim 
chapel. Services were held in the Grange until St. Luke's Church was completed in 1892 . 

Although relocated in 1889 to an undeveloped, open area, the subdivided lots were not large 
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turned sideways, with the original front door facing south, and the original back facing north. 
The original front and back porches also had to be removed. To use the Grange as a 
temporary chapel, the church moved the large original front door to the southwest corner, 
facing Convent Avenue and closed the old door opening with a blank wall. The front hall and 
stairway from the first and second stories was also changed for church uses. Steps were 
added to the west side, along with wooden pillars at the top of the steps and a walk to 
Convent Avenue. A basement and partial subbasement were built in 1889 as support for the 
house and to provide more space. After the move, apartment buildings and houses were built 
up around the Grange. 

By 1894, the Grange showed the effects of the move and its age. Repairs for structural 
damage and deterioration would be costly. Several members of the church believed that the 
house was no longer needed and was not worth the money required for the repairs. Reverend 
Tuttle, intent on avoiding the removal of the house, raised the money and made the repairs. 
After Tuttle died in 1896, several changes were made to the house; a portion of the house was 
used as a day school until 1909. As the condition of the Grange continued to deteriorate, a 
movement began to preserve the building and establish it as a memorial to Hamilton. 

In 1901, steps were taken to bring attention to the Grange and the need for its preservation. 
Through the efforts of Alexander Hamilton Post, a bill was introduced to the state legislature 
for the purchase of the site and the house for it restoration. The bill was not passed, but the 
feeling remained that the house needed to be preserved. When the issue resurfaced years 
later, the American Scenic and Historic Preservation Society became involved. The society's 
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Discussions on the relocation of the house subsided, but the issue was never dismissed. 
When the Grange became a unit of the national park system in 1962, it was legislated that the 
house should be "preserved in a fitting setting." In the 1960s (1960-67), deliberations about 
relocation continued. The sites considered were all in the vicinity of the current location, 
keeping the Grange within the Hamilton Heights neighborhood. These locations afforded 
more room for restoration of the building, as well as an opportunity for visual clarity and 
more appropriate surroundings. These sites included (1) the north end of St. Nicholas Park, 
along 141st Street, (2) the campus of the City College of New York at West 138th Street, and 
(3) the north side of 141st Street and Edgecombe Avenue, east of St. Luke's Church. None of 
the proposed sites resulted in the relocation, and in 1980, a feasibility study (Meadows Woll 
Architects) was prepared to analyze additional locations and the relocation effort itself. 

At 287 Convent Avenue, the Grange today is in Hamilton Heights, a part of Harlem in upper 
Manhattan - one block north of the City College of New York and three blocks east of the 
Hudson River. The apartment building on the north (erected in 1921) actually touches the 
Grange, and the permanent St. Luke's Church building (completed December 18, 1892), is just 
a few feet south of the Grange. The church obstructs the original front of the house. Hamilton 
Grange has been used by local groups such as the Hamilton Heights Homeowners 
Association, for meetings. 

A commemorative statue of Hamilton was designed by American Beaux Arts sculptor 
William Orway Partridge and created in France in 1892-93 for the Hamilton Club of Brooklyn. 
With the 1936 demise of the club, the statue was relocated to the Grange . 

The cultural resources of the site are the house itself and the Hamiltonian collection in storage 
at Federal Hall. The NPS collection is very limited; most of Hamilton's collection is owned 
by the Smithsonian Institution and various museums throughout the country and in New 
York, such as the New York Public Library, the Museum of the City of New York, and the 
New York Historical Society, as well as private collections. The existing location of the Grange 
is historic as it relates to St. Luke's Church and is an integral element to the Hamilton Heights 
Historic District. 

Hamilton Grange was established as a national historic landmark in 1960 and as a national 
memorial on April 27, 1962 (76 Stat. 57). (The Grange was also listed on the National Register 
of Historic Places on October 15, 1966, with historical documentation to follow on March 25, 
1977.) 

An Architectural History of the Grange 

The three-bay, two-story wooden building was designed in a restrained Federal architectural 
style, with identical north and south elevations. The house had entry doors on two opposing 
sides and broad porches on two opposing sides; coupled with the siting, this opened the 
house to all sides and gave distant views in all directions. Such symmetry and equality 
between opposite facades downplay the idea of front and back, making it an object to be 
viewed in the round. The concept of the geometrically perfect villa set in a landscape was an 
ideal of the Palladian revival in England and was a very popular motif for American 
designers of the period. 
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Hamilton Grange was designed by John McComb Jr., one of the leading New York architects • 
of this period. Although significantly altered, it is one of a very few surviving examples of 
his domestic architecture. According to Fiske Kimball, the noted American architectural 
historian, both the octagonal rooms at the Morris-Jumel mansion, at Monticello, and those at 
the Grange were derived from Morris' Selected Architecture, written in 1759. Once completed, 
Hamilton Grange was on a par with other elegant country homes in the area, such as the Van 
Cortland and Gracie mansions. 

The Grange was a two-story house on a half-raised English basement, which originally 
contained the family kitchen, family dining room, ironing room, and storage areas. The 
original basement exterior walls were ashlar sandstone (possibly brownstone). The two upper 
stories are wood frame, with clapboard siding on the east, north, and west walls and flush 
siding on the south wall, which was originally the entrance facade. A simple Doric 
entablature surmounts all four elevations. Photographs from the mid 19th century, supported 
by correspondence between McComb and Hamilton, show a carved wood balustrade 
surrounding the perimeter of the main roof, as well as on all the porch roofs. It is not possible 
to tell whether this balustrade is McComb's design or if it was a later addition. The balustrade 
was removed from all roofs in the 1930s. 

The main floor level, one-half story above ground, contained the formal public rooms of the 
house - the entertainment and living area. The front door was centered on the south 
elevation, reached by a half flight of stairs leading to a columned porch. This entrance was 
lost in 1889 when the house was moved; the entrance hall and stair were altered by the 
architect Alexander McMillan Welch for use by St. Luke's Church. 

The most distinctive features of the house are the connecting octagonal drawing room and 
dining room at right angles to the (original) entrance hall. The exterior walls of these 
octagonal rooms form bay windows projecting onto broadside porches or piazzas. Floor-to
ceiling triple-hung windows in the bays were common by the early 19th century for porches 
and porticoes for providing access to the porches because the small sashes slide up in a 
compact manner to permit passage to the porch. These long windows also allow maximum 
daylight to enter the two rooms and would have provided excellent views that, when on the 
original site, looked to the East River in one direction and the Hudson River palisades in the 
other. The two octagonal rooms are connected by a doorway originally outfitted with 
mirrored doors like those at the Nathaniel Russell house at Charleston. These doors, when 
closed, reflected light and exterior views entering from the bay windows. Fireplaces, which 
provided heat and light, were in all but two small rooms on each of the first and second 
floors, and there were hardwood floors and balustrades. 

The staircase originally stood where the front door is now, in a separate room adjoining the 
original entrance hall. It was repositioned in 1889, and the ceiling between the upper hall and 
the entrance hall was removed to make a two-story stair hall. The second floor of the house 
contained the private living area, the bedrooms, and the plan of this floor has changed little 
except that the two small north rooms with a bathroom and hallway between them were 
originally one long room. 

• 

The existing interior millwork, molding, and plasterwork throughout the house are mostly 
original. Restrained and elegant, this work shows evidence of an Adamesque influence. Most • 
distinctive are the three arched openings, especially the south arch adjacent to the entrance 
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hall, with its elegant, attenuated garlands and acanthus leaves made of composition material. 
The fireplaces were originally Italian statuary marble mantels; these were removed by James 
Hamilton III and installed in "Nevis," his Greek Revival style country home (built in 1835) in 
Irvington, New York. These mantels were simply carved, in a very restrained but slightly 
elongated manner. The two marble mantels in the octagonal rooms are not original. 

Originally, the front door with its sidelights and half-round transom, and the tripartite 
window in the second-floor stair hall were part of the same composition, forming an elegant 
millwork feature to mark the front entry. The front door was moved to the west elevation, 
but is made up mostly of original parts. Its sidelights were once identical to the delicate, 
curvilinear mullion pattern that still exists in the tripartite hall window. The center window 
in the tripartite composition is another triple-hung unit. 

The Grange and the Church 

St. Luke's Church and the Grange have had a long and complementary relationship since the 
house was donated to the church in 1889, and many church members have a sense of 
ownership in the site. The Grange location and its NPS management have benefitted the 
church through periodic maintenance and onsite security. Visitors to the Grange often become 
interested in the church and its history while visiting the Grange. 

St. Luke's owns about 5,400 square feet of property, vegetated with grass, directly behind the 
Grange (east) on Hamilton Terrace. The property is maintained and mowed periodically by 
the church. The church also owns a rectory in the building that is north of the lot behind the 
Grange, which the church has suggested they might make available to the National Park 
Service. 

The Relationship of the National Park 
Service and St. Luke's Church 

The National Park Service and the church have a good relationship, and the National Park 
.. Service is often invited to participate with the congregation in programs of mutual interest. 

The National Park Service lends maintenance support when requested or needed. The church 
is included in NPS interpretive programs and literature. 

Hamilton Heights Historic District 

Much of the area surrounding the Grange has been listed on the NPS National Register of 
Historic Places as Hamilton Heights Historic District to recognize the various architectural 
styles and development in the area during the period of 1886-1906, with some examples 
extending to the 1930s. The district, which has also been designated by the city as a landmark 
district, includes the area roughly between West 140th and West 145th Streets and 
Amsterdam and St. Nicholas Avenues. Hamilton Grange is a contributing resource to this 
district. 
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Traffic and Transportation 

There are no traffic counts available from the New York City Department of Transportation 
for the Hamilton Grange vicinity. Traffic in the area is primarily local, substantially increased 
by City College students and faculty on weekdays. Traffic on two-lane 141st Street is 
particularly heavy because it is the first crosstown street north of 125th (see Regional 
Developments map). 

Visitors can access the Grange using private vehicles, although parking is limited. Area 
parking for local residents is primarily on the street, and demand exceeds the available 
spaces. The only parking available for visitors to the Grange is also on the street, and visitors 
compete with residents for parking spaces. 

Public transportation is also available by bus or subway. Buses run daily along streets near 
the Grange, including St. Nicholas and Amsterdam Avenues and 135th and 145th Streets. 
Stops generally occur every two to three blocks. There is a no-parking zone in front of the 
Grange/ church where tour buses park. Four subway stops are within walking distance of the 
Grange (see Regional Developments map). 

City Department of Parks and Recreation 

The National Park Service has a long-standing cooperative relationship with the city 

• 

Department of Parks and Recreation due to the presence of two of the historic sites (Castle • 
Clinton and General Grant) in city park areas. Recently the Park Service has assisted the city 
parks in preparing environmentai education information reiated to St. Nicholas Park. 

VISITOR USE AND INTERPRETATION 

The six Manhattan sites offer a unique cultural experience for the visitor. Each site represents 
and interprets a significant individual or event in the history and formation of the United 
States, including New York State and New York City. Opportunities for visitors to understand 
and learn about each site and its significance are available through interpretive displays, 
heritage education programs, and various cultural activities. These opportunities are currently 
offered by the National Park Service, as well as by other government and private entities 
within and adjacent to the different sites. 

Manhattan Sites have more than 3.5 million visitors per year. Along with the Statue of 
Liberty, Ellis Island, the six sites offer tourism opportunities to local, national, and 
international visitors. Visitors come to see the Grange as well as other tourist attractions in 
the area such as the famous 125th Street shopping district, Grant's Tomb, the Apollo Theater, 
the National Black Theater, the Schomburg Library, the Studio Museum, and the Morris-Jumel 
mansion. 

Visitor access to Hamilton Grange has been restricted due to the unsafe structural condition 
of the building; the building has periodically been closed to visitor use for various repair and 
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rehabilitation projects. There are no provisions for visitors with disabilities at the Grange. • 
Also, the lack of visitor parking space affects visitation levels 

Exhibit space and the quality of exhibits are limited due to poor security, failing house 
structure, and an inadequate heating/ventilating/air-conditioning system. These conditions 
also limit the Park Service's ability to provide full interpretation and exhibits about Hamilton 
and his life and influence on our country's financial and political foundations. 

Existing Facilities 

The subbasement houses the heating and hot water systems for the building and is used for 
storage, a maintenance workshop, and a breakroom for park staff. The basement, with an 
information desk, a small book sales area, public restrooms and phone, a small 
theater /meeting room, exhibit space, and staff room is used as the visitor contact area. 
Basement entry is from the Convent Avenue (west) side of the building by way of steps that 
descend one-half level. Interior stairs lead from the basement to the first floor where the tour 
of the house is conducted. The first floor has seven rooms and is used for exhibit space and 
interpretation of Alexander Hamilton's contribution to the formation of our nation and its 
monetary system. This floor shows the style of architecture of the period- with high ceilings 
and floor-to-ceiling windows that allow efficient cooling of the house in the summer. 

The second floor is not accessible to the public; the wood-frame structure was built for a 
family, not to accommodate present-day visitors. This floor is used for staff office space and 
storage, and there is also much space that could be used to enhance the visitors' experiences • 
if structurai reinforcement was done to accommodate visiior loads. The attic is an open space 
that is not used. 

Visitor Use Data 

The number of visitors per year at Hamilton Grange National Memorial is shown below. No 
analysis of park visitors (hometown, length of stay, age, makeup of group, interests, activities, 
etc.) has been conducted for the site. Except for participants in specific programs, little is 
known about the types of visitors using the site. However, Hamilton Grange attracts many 
visitors because of the importance of Hamilton's writings in Europe. The number of visitors 
may increase in the future because of special events, community outreach efforts, the Junior 
Park Ranger program, and bus tours. 

The condition of the building and other interior infrastructure problems have affected 
visitation over the past years. Portions of the house have been closed because of structural 
problems and the Park Service's inability to ensure a safe and enjoyable visit. The entire 
house has been closed to the public since June 1992 because of safety factors. 
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Year 

1983* 
1984 
1985** 
1986 
1987 

TABLE 4. NUMBER OF VISITORS PER YEAR 

Visits/Yr. Year 

2,653 1988 
9,163 1989 

19,840 1990 
42,798 1991 
48,107 1992 

* Area was only open part of the year. 
** Counting procedure changed. 

AREA LAND USE AND RESOURCES 

Area Land Use and Resources 

Visits/Yr. 

46,361 
38,036 
28,117 
41,372 
closed since June 

The area around the Grange is mostly residential, containing townhouses and apartments (see 
Locations map). The City College campus of City University of New York is just south of the 
site. Hamilton Heights Historic District, which is irregularly bound by West 140th and 145th 
Streets and St. Nicholas and Amsterdam Avenues, includes Hamilton Grange and other 
buildings significant for the various styles of architecture. Revitalization efforts, funded 
through capital from the city budget and through federal community development block 
grants, have occurred within the district. Recent capital improvements, including granite 
curbs, tinted cement, and tree plantings, were made to Convent Avenue (which runs in front 
of Hamilton Grange) from West 141st to West 145th Street. 

The city grid generally accommodated residential properties on streets and commercial 
activities on the avenues. Convent Avenue is lined with residential townhouses and buildings. 
Other avenues, such as Amsterdam, are lined with buildings that contain commercial 
businesses on the ground floor and apartments on upper floors. These avenues are often 
zoned for mixed uses. Examples of businesses on Amsterdam in the vicinity of Hamilton 
Grange include bodegas (small grocery stores), printers, a travel agency, a bike store, a pizza 
store, and a millinery shop (Hamilton Heights Homeowner's Association, Ron Melichar, past 
president, pers. comm., August 26, 1992). 

Proposed Development 

Several development proposals, discussed below, exist in the vicinity of the Grange; these 
developments could affect or positively interact with NPS sites such as the Grange and 
Grant's Tomb. Because New York City tourism is a $12 billion industry annually, an 
important economic objective of these projects is to attract additional visitors to New York 
City and to encourage visitors already in New York to stay an additional day and visit sites 
in the Harlem area. Other important objectives include improving the quality of the area and 
capturing additional local consumer spending. 

Harlem-on-the-Hudson. A development, known as the Harlem-on-the-Hudson project, has 
been proposed in western Harlem on the piers at 125th Street and the Hudson River. The 
proposed development is identified by Community District #9 as the last remaining major 
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development opportunity in the community. Both private and public agencies have studied • 
the site and recommended a variety of plans. Among these are a modernized food market 
that would include meat, fresh fruits and vegetables, and possibly fish and fresh flowers. The 
market would not only provide jobs, but also healthy food services. The development could 
also provide open space and recreation by connecting the development with Riverside Park 
and potentially reestablishing the recreation pier that once served Harlem. Recreational and 
cultural opportunities could complement the development and existing parks, provide 
services for residents, and function as an attraction for New York visitors. 

Strivers Center Development Project. A mixed-use entertainment and cultural complex is 
in the initial stages of development along 135th Street west of Adam Clayton Powell Jr. 
Boulevard and St. Nicholas Park in Central Harlem (about six blocks south of the Grange -
see Regional Developments map). Three city blocks have been proposed for redevelopment 
along the street, which in the 1920s and 30s was the entertainment center of Harlem, to 
provide jazz clubs, restaurants, boutiques, some affordable housing, and the Jazz Hall of Fame 
Museum. 

The first phase of the project, known as Striver's Plaza, is underway and includes the 
renovation of eight vacant buildings to create residential and retail space. An extension of the 
commercial zone is also being requested along 135th Avenue to St. Nicholas Avenue to allow 
for continuous retail space. 

A landscape design for the section of St. Nicholas Park at 135th Street is also in process. 
Design elements being considered include wider sidewalks, trees, and new light fixtures . 

New Developments 

Riverbank State Park. Dedicated on May 27, 1993, this state park is new to the Harlem 
community. Built on top of a controversial sewage treatment plant for Manhattan's west side, 
the park was in various stages of planning for 25 years. The park is unique in several ways: 
first, it is an urban contemporary park that provides a wide range of recreational experiences 
for Manhattan residents and visitors, and, second, it is clearly designed for the Harlem 
neighborhood in which it is situated. Community representatives (e.g., community boards and 
other organization members) were involved in the planning process and continue to be 
involved in day-to-day development decisions at the park. In addition, many of the park staff 
are from the surrounding community, which provides positive local economic benefits. This 
park appears to provide an excellent role model and foundation for success from which the 
National Park Service can learn and build on with the planning for and restoration of 
Hamilton Grange. 

St. Nicholas Park 

The Site. St. Nicholas Park, owned by the city Department of Parks and Recreation, is a 
parcel of land that was reserved as park land during the urban development of New York 
City. Along the west side of St. Nicholas Avenue between 128th and 141st Streets, this narrow 
linear park is built on a portion of the rugged topography and rock outcroppings that extend 
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from llOth to 155th Streets and was designed in the 1900s by Samuel Parsons Jr., a 
horticulturist by family tradition and a landscape architect by training. 

St. Nicholas Park is part of the same topographical ridge as Central Park and Morningside 
and Jackie Robinson (Colonial) Parks, which are also narrow linear parks that have been 
defined by the geological formation of the land. In the early 1900s, with urban expansion into 
northern Manhattan, areas that could not easily be developed were left vacant. Recognizing 
the potential of future development, the Department of Parks used some of these areas for 
park land. In his book Landscape Gardening Studies (Parsons 1910), Samuel Parsons Jr. 
described his work and several designs throughout New York. Parsons felt that St. Nicholas 
Park, created on a precipitous section of land and forming a natural barrier between two 
portions of the city, was a "noteworthy" example of the design using this type of topography. 
Parson's design intent was for it to be a place to stroll and escape from urbanization. 
Designing in the Picturesque style, Parsons kept the natural topographical basis of the 
property, blasted some areas, and filled others to provide level areas for the lawns and paths. 
Using the design philosophy expressed in Central Park, the planting design for St. Nicholas 
enhanced the natural features of the landscape while providing the borders for a flowing 
pedestrian circulation pattern. 

With time, many elements were introduced to the park that were not part of the original 
design. In the 1930s playgrounds were added to the east side and north end, and a large 
playground was added to the southern end at 128th Street at a later time. Ball courts and 
comfort stations were added along St. Nicholas Avenue, the east border of the park, causing 
part of the path system to be relocated. In the 1960s the City College of New York constructed 
the nine-story Steinman Hall on the corner of 141st and Convent Avenue, where a 21h story 
stone building existed. Other changes included regrading and replanting several areas 
throughout the park, the periodic replacement and removal of the paving materials for the 
paths, and the addition and subsequent removal of some swimming pools. Although most 
of these additions were made to the peripheral boundaries of the park, they introduced visual 
intrusions to the park's natural setting as well as to the original design. The additions of the 
ball courts and playgrounds were not in keeping with Parson's original intent. 

\ 
A determination of elig~bility for the National Register of Historic Places was prepared by the 
National Park Service m August 1994 to assess the significance and integrity of St. Nicholas 
Park. Samuel Parsons Jr. was an important figure in the history of American landscape 
architecture. St. Nicholas Park is a noteworthy example of its style, and it retains some of its 
character-defining features (such as the circulation pattern). However, only a few specimen 
trees from the Parson's planting plan remain, and most of the existing vegetation was planted 
later or grew voluntarily. Considering the loss of Parson's design intent and planting scheme 
and the substantial intrusions and additions described above, the state historic preservation 
officer, in consultation with the city Department of Parks and Recreation and the National 
Park Service, determined that the park does not possess its original integrity and is therefore 
not eligible for listing on the national register (see appendix I, letter dated September 1994). 

The northern section of the park, along 141st Street, is the location being considered for 
permanent relocation of the Grange (alternative 4). The area of interest slopes sharply from 
west to east with the ridge occupied by City College on the west side. East of Steinman Hall 
is a small bench of land, approximately 50 to 60 feet wide at its widest point, on which the 
Grange could be relocated. From the bench, the land drops off steeply leveling off as it meets 
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St. Nicholas Avenue. A path, now unpaved but part of the original circulation system, • 
meanders through the proposed area of relocation, meeting a set of stairs that also survive 
from Parson's design. 

The park land surrounding the potential site contains various natural resources. Outcroppings 
of granite, although manipulated by man, mark the passage of ancient glaciers. Plants and 
animals that live in this heavily urbanized area include oak, maple, locust, dogwood, 
hawthorn, and Japanese cherry trees, grasses, rhubarb, ivy, honeysuckle, squirrels, rats, 
pigeons, starlings, and a variety of songbirds. Two playgrounds and handball and basketball 
courts are in the park, and Boy Scout and Police Athletic League activities also take place in 
the park. These activities occur along the narrow, level portions of the park that adjoin St. 
Nicholas Avenue. Remnants of illegal drug activities such as crack vials are evident on the 
park stairs near the proposed relocation site. Homelessness, vandalism, litter, graffiti, and 
noise are evident throughout the park. 

SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 

Hamilton Grange National Memorial is in the Harlem section of New York City. New York 
City occupies 321.8 square miles and supports a population of 7.3 million. Manhattan, which 
supports a population of approximately 1.49 million, is an island bordered by the Harlem and 
East Rivers on the north and east, the Hudson River on the west, and the upper New York 
Bay on the south. Manhattan is divided into 12 community districts, which are administered 
by community boards. These boards represent the needs of their community and serve in an • 
advisory capacity to the New York City council and mayor. Hamilton Grange is in district 9. 

Because of the neighborhood characteristics and availability of data by district, general 
socioeconomic information that relates to Hamilton Grange is presented below by district. The 
following information was abstracted from the Community District Needs report for fiscal year 
1993. 

Community district 9 borders the eastern shore of the Hudson River and the Henry Hudson 
Parkway between Cathedral Parkway and West 155th Street. The district, commonly known 
as West Harlem, is 1.5 square miles. The residential population in the area is ethnically and 
economically diverse and includes many of New York's most affluent African-Americans. 
Industrial and commercial tax lots account for only 9% of the total lots in the district; the 
remainder are generally residential. 

The area includes Columbia University, the City College campus of City University of New 
York, Bank Street College, Grant's Tomb, and three distinctive neighborhoods known as 
Morningside Heights, Manhattanville, and Hamilton Heights. Hamilton Grange is in 
Hamilton Heights in the northernmost portion of the district. Containing a substantial number 
of owner-occupied brownstones, particularly in the area surrounding Hamilton Grange and 
St. Luke's Episcopal Church, this area is known as the Hamilton Heights Historic District. The 
remaining area outside the historic district contains some vacant city-owned buildings and 
an increasing number of small businesses. 
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Ethnographic Resources 

District 9 shares some concerns with many other districts, including transportation, parks, 
homelessness, deteriorating infrastructure, and other related concerns. The community is 
fortunate to have over 75.3 acres of park land, most of which surrounds Grant's Tomb. 

A concern unique to district 9, which potentially affects Hamilton Grange and its future 
management, is local economic development opportunities and the education levels and 
literacy of the local work force. This area of Harlem may be described as economically 
isolated and is characterized by high unemployment rates, large numbers of dislocated and 
discouraged workers outside the labor force, large numbers of working poor, and a high 
percentage of the community who are dependent upon public assistance for survival. The 
working population is dominated by individuals who earn less than $10,000 per year and 
have limited English language skills. The average waiting time for entry into an adult literacy 
or English as a second language course exceeds one year. Also affecting the working 
population is the decline in light industrial manufacturing activity in Harlem. Much of the 
existing industrial space is being converted to industrial storage space, which creates one job 
per 20,000 square feet versus the average of one job per 200 to 300 square feet for industrial 
businesses. Because of such economic losses, the community is looking for new development 
and job opportunities and thus is highly interested in future plans for Hamilton Grange (and 
Grant's Tomb). 

ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES 

Ethnographic resources are those cultural and natural resources of ongoing significance to 
contemporary groups that have traditional ties to and associations with the resources. The 
nearly 100 years through which Hamilton Grange has been on its Convent Avenue site has 
resulted in strong associations with neighborhood residents and in particular the clergy and 
parishioners of St. Luke's Church. In the minds of many residents, the associations with the 
Grange give the Hamilton Heights neighborhood its distinctive identity. Furthermore, its 
presence in the neighborhood is seen as having a stabilizing effect preventing the kind of 
deterioration that has been seen in other nearby neighborhoods. 

Throughout the planning process for this management plan, community residents have 
expressed a sense of proprietorship of the Grange. Barbara Lund, in Hamilton Grange and Its 
Contemporary Harlem Community: A Composite Sketch, 1993, reports on the community's "sense 
of having taken special responsibility for that building, of 'looking out' for it, . . . of 
'watching over it. "' Many of the residents who have this sense of guardianship are African
Americans for whom Alexander Hamilton's Caribbean roots provide a cultural link between 
their community and the Grange. It is felt that the Grange symbolizes a piece of the African
American ethnic heritage in the founding fathers' roles in the development of the country. 

These traditional associations between the Hamilton Heights neighborhood and Hamilton 
Grange are of continuing importance to the sense of identity and cohesiveness in the 
community. A better understanding of the traditional associations and a continuation of those 
associations will be important to the successful restoration, rehabilitation, and preservation 
of the Grange, particularly in a new location. The formation of the Friends of Hamilton 
Grange group will be an important factor in encouraging the continuation of traditional 
associations . 
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NATURAL RESOURCES 

Air Quality 

Hamilton Grange National Memorial is classified as class II area under the Clean Air Act (42 
USC 7401). Under this classification, maximum allowable increases (increments) in sulfur 
dioxide (S02), particulate matter,· and nitrogen oxides (NOx) cannot be exceeded. These 
increments allow for modest industrial growth in the vicinity of the memorial. 

Hamilton Grange is within the New Jersey-New York-Connecticut Interstate Air Quality 
Control Region. Data from the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, 
Division of Air Resources, was collected from 26 air monitoring stations in the borough of 
Manhattan. Dated June 30, 1992, this data indicates that emissions in Manhattan are within 
the national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for S02, nitrogen dioxide (N02), and 
lead; however, emissions of carbon monoxide and ozone exceed these national standards 
(New York Department of Environmental Conservation, Bureau of Abatement Planning, Mike 
Cronin, pers. comm., 1992). Particulate matter (PM-10) is currently unclassified, usually 
indicating a lack of monitoring data. 

Geology 

The geologic grouping known as the New York City Group underlies the island of 

• 

Manhattan. Members of this grouping include the Manhattan formation, the most common • 
rock in the grouping, which overlies the Inwood marble and the Fordham gneiss. The 
Manhattan formation, metamorphic gneissic schist, is the bedrock foundation that supports 
the weight and height of the Manhattan skyscrapers and that is found throughout Manhattan 
in numerous conspicuous outcrops. These outcrops are seen in places such as Central Park 
and other natural areas throughout Manhattan. The outcrops in St. Nicholas Park may be one 
such area. 

Soils 

The Soil Conservation Service does not survey Manhattan. It is assumed, since the sites are 
in a highly urbanized area, that the soils are suitable for development. 

Climate 

The New York City metropolitan area is in the vicinity of most storm and frontal systems that 
move from west to east across the North American continent. Because most storms approach 
from the west, New York City can have higher temperatures in summer and lower 
temperatures in winter than would normally be expected in a coastal area. 

Although continental influences predominate, oceanic effects are also present. Local sea 
breezes moderate the afternoon heat in summer and add to the warming effect of the heat 
generated by the city in the winter. The small average daily variation in temperature attests • 
to the influences of the ocean. 
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Natural Resources 

Average yearly temperature varies from a low of 46.9° F to 62.2° F. Highest and lowest 
average temperatures occur in July (85° F) and January (26° F), respectively. Average relative 
humidity varies yearly between 56% and 72%, depending on the time of day. Humidity 
reaches a high of between 75% and 80% in the early morning hours throughout most of the 
summer and early fall. Precipitation averages 44 inches annually. 

Vegetation/Wildlife 

The lot to the rear of the Grange is vegetated with grass and weeds. A variety of plant species 
exist in St. Nicholas Park, including oak, maple, locust, dogwood, hawthorn, and Japanese 
cherry trees, grasses, rhubarb, ivy, and honeysuckle. Predominant animal species include 
squirrels, rats, pigeons, starlings, and a variety of songbirds. 

Federal and State Threatened and Endangered Species 

Consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service office in New York revealed that, except 
for occasional transient species, no federally listed or proposed endangered or threatened 
plant or wildlife species exist within the boundaries of Hamilton Grange or St. Nicholas Park 
(see appendix K). 

Consultation with the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation indicated 
that historically there may have been habitat for several rare plant species in the area of the 
Grange. However, because of the urbanization of Harlem over the past 100 years, this habitat 
has been permanently altered. The State Department of Environmental Conservation says that 
the possibility of a rare species occurring is highly unlikely; therefore onsite surveys are not 
required for the Grange (Significant Habitat Unit, Latham, New York, Steve Young, botanist, 
pers. comm. 1992). 

Floodplains and Wetlands 

There are no wetlands or floodplains at Hamilton Grange National Memorial. 

Water Quality 

There are no water bodies close to the Grange that would be impacted by any of the 
proposed alternatives. 

Prime and Unique Farmlands 

There are no prime or unique farmlands at Hamilton Grange National Memorial. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

This section presents the environmental impacts of the alternatives. This discussion of impacts 
provides the scientific and analytic basis for comparison of the alternatives. A summary of 
the environmental impacts is presented in table 3 in the "Alternatives Including the Proposed 
Action" section. 

IMPACTS COMMON TO ALL ACTION ALTERNATIVES 

Impacts on Cultural Resources 

Because the historic landscapes from the 1802-04 and the 1889 periods of significance no 
longer exist, the actions of these alternatives would not impact the Grange's historic 
landscapes. 

Impacts on Natural Resources 

Because Hamilton Grange is in a highly urbanized section of Harlem with few significant 
natural resources, impacts on floodplains, wetlands, prime and unique farmlands, and 
threatened and endangered species would not occur under any of the four proposed 

• 

alternatives. The State Department of Environmental Conservation says that the possibility • 
of a rare species occurring is highly unlikely; therefore, onsite surveys are not required for 
the Grange. 

There are no water bodies close to the Grange that would be impacted by any of the 
proposed alternatives; therefore, water quality is not discussed except in terms of stormwater 
runoff. 

During stabilization and construction work, temporary and minor increases would occur in 
fugitive dust and vehicle exhaust from construction equipment and activities. 

Impacts on Community Uses and Facilities 

Stabilizing, restoring, or moving the existing building would ensure that Hamilton Grange 
remains as a resource for the adjacent community. Local groups using the facility would be 
able to safely continue using a multipurpose meeting room under all alternatives. Without 
stabilization or restoration, the declining integrity of the structure would prevent future 
visitor and community use. 

The Friends of Hamilton Grange group would foster communication between the National 
Park Service and the local community. The involvement represented by this group in the 
future planning and restoration of the Grange could help maintain and enhance community 
pride in Hamilton Grange as a site as well as in Hamilton himself. 
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Alternative 1 - No Action I Continuation of Existing Trends 

• Impacts on Parking 

• 

•• 

Parking would continue to be a problem in all alternatives - less so in alternative 1, more 
so in alternatives 2 and 3, and most in alternative 4, because of visitor use. However, because 
the National Park Service and the Friends of Hamilton Grange group would work with City 
College to identify existing parking spaces at the college for Grange visitors, some parking 
problems might be alleviated. Except in alternative 3, no designated onstreet bus parking 
would be provided, and buses would have to drop-off visitors and find available parking. 
However, the no-parking zone in front of the house/church could still be used by tour buses 
as it is currently. 

ALTERNATIVE 1 - NO ACTION I CONTINUATION 
OF EXISTING TRENDS 

Impacts on Cultural Resources 

Impacts on Historic Structures and Properties. Under alternative 1 there would be minimal 
impacts on the building by the addition of stabilization materials and the addition of an 
exterior wheelchair lift. These improvements would introduce nonhistoric fabric, but they 
would be designed so that architectural integrity of the building would not be jeopardized. 
Any historic fabric lost during stabilization would be recorded according to NPS standards; 
modern construction materials might be needed for stabilization efforts, and visitors might 
be aware of stabilization measures. Compared to the other alternatives, there would be 
minimal impacts on the building interior due to stabilization. 

All of these changes, along with the double porch that is not original to the house, create a 
greatly misleading impression of what was a pioneering and noteworthy example of early 
American Neo-Classicism. The Grange would be virtually unrecognizable to Hamilton or 
McComb. 

Impacts on Museum Collections. Without air-conditioning and temperature/humidity 
control and fire suppression system, museum artifacts could not be displayed. Objects and 
artifacts of the collection would be stored offsite, where there would be adequate climate 
control, security, and fire suppression systems. 

Impacts on Architectural Integrity. The house cannot be interpreted or understood as a 
significant architectural resource in its existing location. The relocation and rearrangement of 
the house's entry and orientation has resulted in a significant loss of architectural integrity. 

Impacts on the Cultural Landscape. There would no impacts on the cultural landscape. 

Impacts on Visual Resources. The house would not be restored to a setting that is more 
reminiscent of its original setting. 

Impacts on Archeological Resources. Because no ground-disturbing activities are proposed, 
the possibility of disturbing any archeological resources would be unlikely. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Impacts on Ethnographic Resources. Because the house would remain in its current location • 
and existing uses would continue, there would not be any impacts on ethnographic resources. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 

Stabilization of the Grange would enable current visitation levels to continue without concern 
for visitor safety. The wheelchair lift and programmatically accessible interpretive media (see 
appendix E) would help ensure universal accessibility. Visitors could learn more about 
Hamilton's life and time because of upgraded exhibits and reproduction furnishings, which 
would potentially enhance the quality of the visitors' experiences. 

Improvement to the Grange under this alternative would likely not be enough encouragement 
to city, state, and other tourism-related groups to promote it as a worthwhile visitor 
attraction. There would be no expected increase in visitation - except perhaps minor 
increases due to house stabilization and NPS programs. 

Impacts on Community Use and Facilities 

Stabilizing the existing building would ensure that Hamilton Grange remains a community 
resource and a source of community pride. Local groups using the facility would be able to 
safely continue using the theater/meeting room. Future community use of the building might 
not be possible without stabilization. 

The relationship between the Grange and St. Luke's Church would remain as it currently 
exists. The proximity of the Grange to the church would continue to provide a measure of 
security for the church, particularly with the improved security system. 

Based on comments received during scoping, the congregation of St. Luke's Church has a 
sense of ownership of the Grange and perceives a value from its current location. This 
alternative would not disrupt members' sense of security and ownership. 

Temporary noise and activity from building reinforcement might be bothersome for some 
neighbors. 

Impacts on the Local Economy 

Stabilization of the Grange would not result in any significant changes to the local community 
or community use in the vicinity. Reopening the Grange would ensure that any positive 
economic effects that currently occur in the community would continue. Purchases of goods 
and services related to the Grange are unknown but assumed to be relatively small. Visitors 
usually tour the Grange and leave the neighborhood for other destinations. 
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Alternative 2 - Preserve and Open Entire Building 

• Impacts on Traffic Flowffransportation 

There would be no change in traffic flow under this alternative. There would be temporary 
impacts on parking space due to the presence of the contractors who would be doing work 
on the house. 

Impacts on Natural Resources 

There would be no additional impacts on natural resources. 

Impacts on NPS Operations 

There would be no change in NPS operations. 

Cumulative Impacts 

There would be no cumulative impacts. 

ALTERNATIVE 2 - PRESERVE AND OPEN ENTIRE BUILDING 

•. Impacts on Cultural Resources 

• 

Impacts on Historic Structures and Properties. Loss of historic fabric during stabilization 
and reinforcement and where the wheelchair lift and elevator are attached to the building 
would be thoroughly documented and minimized through design. Fabric would be replaced 
in kind whenever possible. The exposed steel framing system would help stabilize the 
building but minimize the loss of historic fabric. The elevator entrance on each floor, which 
would mean converting a window to a door, would change use of the space into a vestibule 
and preclude restoration of that immediate area, including the library on the first floor. All 
of these changes, along with the double porch that is not original to the house, create a 
greatly misleading impression of what was a pioneering and noteworthy example of early 
American Neo-Classicism. 

The insertion of air-conditioning duct work and a fire suppression system would destroy 
some historic fabric and would be a visual intrusion. The climate control system would allow 
the windows to be fixed shut, further enhancing the security of the site. 

Impacts on Museum Collections. Under this alternative, the part of the Hamiltonian 
collection that would be on display would be better protected because of the improved 
security and fire suppression and climate control systems. The part of the collection that 
would be stored offsite would also be protected from theft and damage. 

Impacts on Architectural Integrity. In addition to the impacts described under alternative 
1, insertion of an exposed steel framing system would impact the building's architectural 
integrity and design intent. 
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ENVIRONMENT AL CONSEQUENCES 

Impacts on the Cultural Landscape. There would no impacts on the cultural landscape. • 

Impacts on Visual Resources. The wheelchair lift would impact the visual resources; 
however, proper design could minimize these impacts. The addition of the elevator would 
intrude on the visual scene and setting of the rear of the house. Proper design of the elevator 
could minimize these impacts as well. The exposed steel framing system would intrude on 
restoration and appearance of the historic interior. 

Impacts on Archeological Resources. Prior archeological investigation and evaluation and 
on-site personnel would mitigate any potential impacts on archeological resources caused by 
ground being disturbed to install the elevator. If archeological artifacts are found, they would 
be catalogued and preserved according to NPS standards, thus mitigating adverse effects to 
these resources. 

Impacts on Ethnographic Resources. Because the house would remain in its current location 
and existing uses would continue, there would not be any impacts on ethnographic resources. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 

The quality of the visitor experience would most likely be somewhat greater than under 
alternative 1 because of the partial restoration of the house, additional exhibits related to 
Hamilton's role in history, refurnishing two rooms, increased staff, and the programmatic 
accessibility of all interpretive media as well as the basement, first, and second floors to all • 
visitors. The new climate control system would also enhance the visitor experience, and 
visitors would likely stay longer; the addition of more space for visitor use and interpretation 
would allow the Park Service to more fully interpret the life and accomplishments of 
Alexander Hamilton. The exposed steel framing system would intrude on visitors' perception 
of the restored rooms. 

With minimal improvement of the site, the city, state, and other tourism-related groups would 
probably not promote the Grange as a visitor attraction, and little if any increase in numbers 
of visitors over the current levels would be expected. 

Impacts on Community Use and Facilities 

Impacts would be much the same as described under alternative 1. Additionally, if the St. 
Luke's rectory, which adjoins the church property behind the Grange, was developed as a 
visitor center, the church would give up its use as staff housing. The church operating budget 
could be affected by loss of the rectory; the effect would depend on how funds from the Park 
Service for purchase of the property would be used and by the cost of replacing the housing. 

Noise from elevator operation and temporary noise and activity from building reinforcement 
might be bothersome for some neighbors. 

Based on comments received during scoping, the congregation of St. Luke's Church has a 
sense of ownership of the Grange and perceives a value from its current location. This 
alternative would not disrupt members' sense of security and ownership. 
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Alternative 3 - Entrance Reorientation and Additional Interpretive Space 

The community would be less confident in security personnel from a contract agency than 
in NPS law enforcement personnel who would be either working on-site full time or living 
nearby. 

Impacts on the Local Economy 

Impacts would be much the same as described under alternative 1. 

Impacts on Traffic Flow/Transportation 

Impacts would be the same as described under alternative 1. 

Impacts on Natural Resources 

No additional impacts on natural resources would occur under this alternative. 

Impacts on NPS Operations 

There would be no significant changes in NPS operations. Because more historic objects 
would be displayed, more NPS rangers would be needed to monitor visitor use and protect 
and maintain the collections and displays. 

Cumulative Impacts 

There would be no cumulative impacts under this alternative. 

ALTERNATIVE 3 - ENTRANCE REORIENTATION 
AND ADDITIONAL INTERPRETIVE SPACE 

Impacts on Cultural Resources 

Impacts on Historic Structures and Properties. Rehabilitation and major construction under 
this alternative would have significant effects on the structural components and historic 
materials of the building. Insertion of a concealed steel framing system would require the 
removal of some original structural members and finish materials. All finish materials would 
be replaced in kind. The rear facade and appearance of the house would be substantially 
altered to accommodate the new entry. Changing the staircase and front door would 
significantly affect evidence of the building's history (from the relocation period). 

The insertion of air-conditioning duct work, a fire suppression system, and an elevator would 
destroy some historic fabric and would be a visual intrusion. However, the climate control 
system would allow the windows to be fixed shut, further enhancing the security of the site . 
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Impacts on Museum Collections. The collection would be kept intact at the site, where it • 
would be adequately protected. 

Impacts on Architectural Integrity. Reorienting the visitor entrance would create a 
perception of grandeur in a four-story building with a two-story porch, but this building 
would bear little resemblance to the two-story house that Hamilton knew and would not 
contribute to visitor understanding of the architectural significance of the house. The 
concealed steel framing system would impact the building's original materials but not the 
design intent. 

Impacts on the Cultural Landscape. There would no impacts on the cultural landscape. 

Impacts on Visual Resources. There would be a visual effect on the house and on the 
Hamilton Heights Historic District, which encompasses the Grange, with the entrance 
reorientation and the addition of landscaping, sweet gum trees, retaining walls, and ramps. 
The concealed framing system would not impact the building's interior or exterior 
appearance. 

Impacts on Archeological Resources. Archeological investigation and evaluation prior to 
ground disturbance for the elevator, subba$ement excavation, and foundation underpinning 
would mitigate impacts on archeological resources. Preliminary archeological investigation 
suggests that the only likely archeological resources around the house are associated with the 
relocation of the house and the construction of the 1889 foundation and the church. If 
archeological artifacts are found, they would be preserved and catalogued to NPS standards, • 
thus mitigating adverse effects to these resources. 

Impacts on Ethnographic Resources. Because the house would remain in its current location 
and existing uses would continue, there would not be any impacts on ethnographic resources. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 

The quality of the visitor experience would be expected to increase beyond that of alternatives 
1 and 2 because of further restoration, additional interpretive space and displays, the four 
refurnished rooms, and the return of the historic staircase and front door to their original 
location (although the door would not be open to visitors). Because of these additions and 
improvements, visitors would be able to experience much of the comfort of Hamilton's life 
and better understand how Hamilton created his own political career and financial fortune. 
Visitors would not experience entering the house as Hamilton's visitors would have, but once 
inside visitors would have a more accurate idea of what Hamilton's home was like. Visitors 
would probably stay longer. However, visitors would not have a sense of the house in its 
original setting as Hamilton knew it. The elevator, ramps into the main entrance, fully 
accessible interpretive media, and audiovisual components, would help ensure universal 
programmatic accessibility. 
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Alternative 3 - Entrance Reorientation and Additional Interpretive Space 

• Impacts on Community Use and Facilities 

• 

• 

The relationship between the Grange and St. Luke's Church would remain as it exists. The 
proximity of the Grange to the church would continue to provide some security for the 
church, particularly with the improved security system and the presence of NPS personnel. 
With NPS purchase or easement on the property east of the Grange, the church would give 
up any potential use of that site. 

Additional community use space would be available. Noise levels and activity would 
temporarily increase during construction, potentially disturbing the neighborhood 
surrounding the site. 

Based on comments received during scoping, the congregation of St. Luke's Church has a 
sense of ownership of the Grange and perceives a value from its current location. This 
alternative would not disrupt members' sense of security and ownership. 

Impacts on the Local Economy 

As described in the "Affected Environment" section, the Harlem community is seeking local 
economic development opportunities because of declining employment in the area of 
Community District 9. Local retail sale increases, additional employment opportunities, and 
perhaps the stimulation of new businesses that result from development or redevelopment 
of a site are related to construction and visitor activities. The amount of construction dollars 
for redevelopment under this alternative would not be economically significant because the 
job would be relatively small. 

Material purchases and other retail sales might or might not occur in the area, depending on 
the availability of goods. Because federal contracting regulations do not allow hiring 
contractors from specific geographic region, there is no guarantee that the stabilization work 
would be awarded to a contractor in the Harlem community. Thus, local construction-related 
employment opportunities would not be ensured. Even if a local firm was awarded the job, 
the work would be short-term, with few construction-related economic benefits to the 
community. 

As suggested in the alternative, additional NPS and community promotional efforts could 
increase the number of visitors at the site, which could benefit the local community if visitors 
remained in the community to visit other sites, enjoy restaurants, or shop. Such activities 
could contribute in a minor way to the local economic base. Currently, most visitors come to 
the site and leave for other parts of the city. To encourage spending, visitors must have 
information on restaurants, shops, and other sites, and such opportunities must be available 
in the community. Promotion would require concerted community efforts and perhaps 
funding to launch a promotional campaign to encourage tourism in Harlem. 

Impacts on Traffic Flow/Transportation 

The likely increase in the number of visitors arriving by public transit and bus would not 
have a significant affect on traffic, but the difficulty for residents and visitors to find parking 
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space would increase. Designating and enforcing bus parking regulations would depend • 
heavily on the cooperation of local residents and the willingness of the city. City budget 
limitations could make it difficult to enforce parking rules. 

Impacts on Natural Resources 

The small yard behind the Grange and the adjacent church property that abuts Hamilton 
Terrace would be temporarily disturbed during excavation of the subbasement, underpinning 
of the foundation, and creation of a new main entrance. Preventing or containing stormwater 
runoff during construction and removing soil and other excavated material would prevent 
pollution. 

Some grass in the church yard would be permanently lost to ramps for visitors with 
disabilities and retaining walls. Additional grass would be impacted during construction; 
however, after construction, a portion of this loss would be restored through new 
landscaping, including sweet gum trees. The current relatively natural scene would be 
changed to a developed site. 

Impacts on NPS Operations 

This alternative would require substantial additional NPS staff but would not resolve the 
issue of affordable housing for the staff. Also, this alternative would have additional 
maintenance requirements while reducing space for maintenance activities. Because more 
originai historic objects wouid be dispiayed, more NPS rangers wouid be needed to monitor 
visitor use and protect and maintain the collections and displays. 

Cumulative Impacts 

There would be no cumulative impacts on cultural resources. Beneficial economic effects 
could potentially occur for the community if opportunities such as the proposed Strivers 
Center Development Project were developed in conjunction with sites such as Hamilton 
Grange. If properly packaged and promoted, these sites could attract visitors and tourism
related spending to the Harlem area. However, additional costs for services such as police 
protection, graffiti removal, street cleaning, and promotional efforts would also be required. 

ALTERNATIVE 4 - RESTORATION AND RELOCATION -
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE I PROPOSED ACTION 

Impacts on Cultural Resources 

Impacts on Historic Structures and Properties. Relocation of the building to a different site 
would have an adverse effect on the historic resource and surrounding properties of the 
Hamilton Heights Historic District. This relocation would result in a loss of status for the 

•· 

Grange as a contributing resource to the district. Although the Grange would be removed • 
from the district, the historical and architectural reasons for which the district was established 
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Alternative 4 - Restoration and Relocation - Preferred Alternative/Proposed Action 

would remain intact. However, relocation would provide a setting reminiscent of Hamilton's 
residence. 

Sensitive design of a new facility at the Convent Avenue site would preserve the 1889 
foundation and maintain the continuity in the district. 

Moving the building would result in some damage to and loss of exterior and interior fabric, 
such as plaster or wood that would have to be replaced or repaired. However the original 
cross-axial floor plan would be recovered and perceptible to visitors, with the front door and 
stair returned and front porch rebuilt. Restoration of the door and stairway reconstruction 
would affect historic fabric from the 1889 period but would also reflect the original 
architectural design of 1802. The elevator would destroy historic fabric and preclude 
restoration of two rooms. However, restoration would more accurately reflect the building's 
visual and architectural design characteristics. 

Insertion of a concealed steel framing system would require the removal of some original 
structural members and finish materials. All finish materials would be replaced in kind. The 
insertion of air-conditioning duct work and a fire suppression system would destroy some 
historic fabric and would be a visual intrusion. The climate control system would allow the 
windows to be fixed shut, further enhancing the security of the site. 

Impacts on Museum Collections. The museum-quality climate control and fire suppression 
systems would protect displayed and stored artifacts . 

Impacts on Architectural Integrity. Returning the house to a free-standing position and 
restoring the original entrance facade would allow interpretation of the house's history as 
Hamilton's country retreat and its early 19th century architectural significance, which is not 
possible at the existing site. 

The concealed steel framing system would impact original materials but not the building's 
design intent. 

Impacts on the Cultural Landscape. A determination of eligibility was prepared to evaluate 
the historical significance and integrity of St. Nicholas Park, designed by Samuel Parsons Jr. 
in the early 1900s. Completed by the National Park Service in August 1994, the determination 
was reviewed by the state historic preservation officer and the city Department of Parks and 
Recreation. It was determined that the park does not retain sufficient integrity to be listed on 
the National Register of Historie Places. Locating the Grange at the north end of the park 
would not adversely affect the park's overall character-defining features or design. 

Impacts on Visual Resources. With the building's removal, the existing setting of Hamilton 
Grange would be altered. Vegetation would also be altered by removals and additions. The 
concealed framing system would not impact the building's interior or exterior appearance. 

In St. Nicholas Park, the house would be returned to a site that is reminiscent of its 1802 
historic setting. Relocation of the Grange to St. Nicholas Park would be a significant visual 
impact on the park because a new element would be introduced . 
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Impacts on Archeological Resources. Disturbing ground for the new subbasement at the • 
relocation site could disturb archeological resources. Prior research and evaluation would 
mitigate potential impacts. It is unlikely that archeological resources would be found because 
the bedrock is close to the surface. However, if archeological artifacts are found, they would 
be evaluated and if determined significant they would be preserved and catalogued to NPS 
standards, thus mitigating adverse effects on these resources. Archeological resources at the 
existing site could be adversely affected by site rehabilitation and work required to move the 
building. Removal of the 1889 foundation and development of a park could significantly 
impact potential archeological resources. 

Impacts on Ethnographic Resources. With the relocation of the Grange to St. Nicholas Park, 
some African-American residents could experience a sense of loss of the cultural and possible 
ethnic link with a founding father of this country's democratic government. Although visitor 
use of the house would remain the same, its relocation would cause the loss of a symbol in 
the immediate neighborhood. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 

Relocating the house and returning it to a free-standing setting that is reminiscent of its 
historic site would substantially improve the interpretive program's ability to convey to 
visitors the early 19th century historical context and architectural significance and qualities 
of the Grange as Hamilton's home and in turn Hamilton the man. The relocation of the 
Grange to an appropriate setting such as the park would most likely attract new visitors, if 
properly advertised, promoted, and maintained (see "Impacts on the Local Economy" under 
alternative 3). However~ the potential for increase in visitor use is difficult to quantify. 

The increase in the quality of the visitor experience would be significant under this 
alternative. Seeing a restored building with all its doors, windows, and porches in place and 
the interior with its restored staircase and front door and furnishings would enhance the 
visitors' experiences. New exhibits and original and reproduction furnishings and objects 
would allow visitors to interact with the past. Special events and commemorative occasions 
related to Hamilton and his ideas would be easier and more appropriate to enact because of 
the increased space and the house restoration. Overall, this would mean a much more 
complete visitor experience - with a film, exhibit rooms, furnished rooms, and ranger 
interpretation. Universal programmatic accessibility would ensure that all visitors could enjoy 
the site. 

The landscaping at the relocation site would be aesthetically pleasing to visitors and park 
users; however, the park land inside the fence surrounding the Grange would only be 
available for general use during the hours when the site is open. 

The exhibits provided at the new Convent Avenue building would provide the visitor and 
community members with insights into the significance of the Harlem community's and St. 
Luke's parish's involvement in the preservation of the Grange. The possibility of using the 
multipurpose community room for large group orientations would further enhance visitors' 
experiences by giving them important background information and by preparing them for 
what they will see upon entering the Grange. 
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Alternative 4 - Restoration and Rc/ocntion - Preferred Alternative/Proposed Action 

• Impacts on Community Use and Facilities 

• 

• 

The overall impact on St. Nicholas Park, in its current state, could be positive - having NPS 
personnel on the site and attracting investment and visitors. The proposed relocation site in 
St. Nicholas Park is not used for organized activities. The path that goes through the 
relocation area would be interrupted by moving the house. The path is used primarily as a 
shortcut by individuals coming from City College to 141st Street, Hamilton Terrace, the lower 
section of the park along St. Nicholas Avenue, and the 145th Street subway station. Although 
unrestricted access to approximately 0.91 acre of park land would be lost to the community, 
the National Park Service would work with the city Department of Parks and Recreation to 
mitigate some of this loss by assisting in the maintenance of the park adjacent to the proposed 
relocation site. 

Redevelopment of the 1889 foundation with a building for NPS ranger housing and 
community uses would result in a continued, if not somewhat heightened sense of security 
for community residents and visitors. With NPS law enforcement rangers stationed nearby, 
the full-time security of the two sites, and the security fence around the relocated Grange, 
greater security would be provided in those areas. Local research indicates some community 
residents have felt a heightened sense of security from developments such as Riverbank State 
Park because of the park's security measures and the pervasive presence of park personnel, 
which discourages negative and/ or criminal activity in the park's vicinity. 

Other positive benefits of the new building at the Convent Avenue site include the potential 
for educational programs related to the community and its heritage, as well as space for 
community meetings and activities. The use and availability of this building, and the 
programs and exhibits within, would promote community involvement with the National 
Park Service and the future of the Grange. However, as discussed in alternative 3, St. Luke's 
Church as well as other community members feel a distinct sense of ownership of the Grange. 
Moving the building has raised the following concerns in the past and present: fear that 
insufficient funds would be available to finish moving the building and maintain it in its new 
location and security issues at the existing and new sites. These concerns should be overcome 
by the project phasing plan presented in the alternative description. 

Noise levels and activity would temporarily increase during the move and construction, 
potentially disturbing the surrounding neighborhood. 

Impacts on the Local Economy 

The potential for construction-related economic benefits from Grange relocation would be 
slightly greater than that described in alternative 3. Recovering the house's architectural and 
structural integrity would likely attract many additional visitors, as do other restored house 
museums in Harlem and the Bronx, such as the Morris-Jumel and Van Cortland mansions. 
Visitor use and spending could potentially increase but would require community efforts to 
promote local sites and keep visitors in the Harlem area, as explained in alternative 3. 

Visitors would spend more time at the site, and there would be more to see and learn. With 
the dramatic restoration and relocation, the city, state, and other tourism-related businesses 
would be more likely to publicize the Grange as a New York City visitor attraction. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Cooperative efforts between the National Park Service, the Friends of Hamilton Grange group, • 
and developments near the Grange such as the Strivers Center Development Project could 
also promote additional tourism and tourist-related spending, particularly as restaurants, 
shops, and other commercial enterprises are developed along 135th Street. 

Impacts on Traffic Flow/Transportation 

If existing parking is identified at City College or in some other location by the Friends of 
Hamilton Grange group, City College, and the National Park Service, parking options for 
buses and private vehicles might improve and decrease demand and competition for available 
onstreet parking. If parking options are not identified, anticipated increases in visitation under 
this alternative could create significant parking problems along adjacent streets. 

Impacts on Natural Resources 

Approximately 0.91 acre of open park land would be irretrievably committed to the relocation 
of the Grange in the northern section of St. Nicholas Park - adjacent to 141st Avenue and 
on the bench next to City College. Specific resources lost would include six old trees and 
ground cover. These would be replaced by landscaping that is evocative of Hamilton's time 
period, including 13 commemorative sweet gum trees. As indicated in the alternative 
description, landscaping plans would be developed for the site that are appropriate for the 
shade that envelops the site on spring and summer afternoons (see appendix J) and that • 
would help stabilize soils. · 

Granite bedrock would be blasted and disturbed to build the foundation for the relocated 
Grange. Blasting activities would be controlled to prevent damage to surrounding buildings. 

Only surface areas of St. Nicholas Park acquired by the National Park Service would be 
disturbed during construction. Following construction, the National Park Service will work 
cooperatively with the city Department of Parks and Recreation to preserve and maintain the 
adjacent sections of St. Nicholas Park, which would enhance its current condition. 

Redevelopment of the site on which the Grange now resides for public use and NPS housing 
would have no additional impacts on natural resources. 

Preventing or containing stormwater runoff during removal/ construction at both sites would 
prevent onsite erosion and minimize sediment in local gutters and drains. 

Impacts on NPS Operations 

There would be a significant impact on daily operations because of additional staff required 
to interpret, protect, and maintain the resources. The staffing limitations and maintenance 
inefficiency issues would be resolved in part by ensuring affordable staff housing at the 
Convent Avenue site and providing adequate onsite maintenance facilities. 
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Alternative 4 - Restoration and Relocation - Preferred Alternative/Proposed Action 

• Cumulative Impacts 

Cumulative impacts would be the same as described in alternative 3; in addition, under this 
alternative, the city, state, and other tourism-related businesses would be most likely to 
publicize the relocated Grange as a New York City visitor attraction. The addition of the 
Grange to St. Nicholas Park would take the park further from its original design intent, but 
it would also enhance maintenance and security of the area. 

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 

The continuum of history represented by the adaptive use of Hamilton Grange for religious 
purposes would be lost in the process of regaining its 1802-04 appearance. The historic 
significance of Hamilton Heights Historic District would be not be affected by removing a 
resource that is a contributing element to the district. Sensitive design of the Convent Avenue 
facility site would mitigate impacts on the historic district. 

Relationship between Short-term Uses and Maintenance 
and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity 

None. 

• Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources 

• 

Removal of historic fabric for insertion of a new structural system and an elevator and fire 
stair would be irreversible. Excavation into bedrock in St. Nicholas Park, which would be 
necessary for relocation of the Grange, would be irreversible . 
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COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS, 
EXECUTIVE ORDERS, AND REGULATIONS 

In implementing the General Management Plan for Hamilton Grange National Memorial, the 
National Park Service has and would continue to comply with all applicable laws, regulations, 
and executive orders, including those listed below. 

Because there are no floodplains, wetlands, or prime and unique farmlands at Hamilton 
Grange or in St. Nicholas Park (the relocation site in alternative 4), compliance with Executive 
Orders 11988, "Floodplain Management" and 11990, "Protection of Wetlands", and analysis 
of prime and unique farmlands will not be necessary for Hamilton Grange. Informal 
consultation with appropriate federal, state, and local agencies has been conducted in the 
preparation of this document. These agencies are listed in the section on scoping and 
consultation. 

The procedures to be followed are described as follows. 

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT OF 1969 (as amended) 

• 

This document provides public disclosure of the planning and decision-making process and 
the potential environmental consequences of actions and alternatives, as required under this 
act. The draft environmental impact statement for the general management plan was on 
public review for about 11 months. Agency and public comments were considered; the draft • 
pian and environmentai analysis have been reviewed in light of the comments. A final 
environmental impact statement has been prepared that responds to or incorporates the 
public comments on the draft document. After a 30-day no-action period, a record of decision 
will be prepared and circulated to interested parties. The record of decision documents the 
final decision and the alternatives considered and identifies the environmentally preferable 
alternative. 

NATURAL RESOURCE COMPLIANCE 

Clean Air Act, as Amended (42 USC 7401 et seq.) 

Section 118 of the Clean Air Act requires all federal facilities to comply with existing federal, 
state, and local air pollution control laws and regulations. Hamilton Grange National 
Memorial would work with state and local agencies to ensure that all in-park activities meet 
applicable air quality standards. 

Endangered Species Act of 1973, as Amended 
(16 USC 1531 et seq.) 

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act requires all federal agencies to consult with the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service to ensure that any action authorized, funded, or carried out by the • 
agency does not jeopardize the continued existence of listed species or critical habitat. 
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Cultural Resource Compliance 

Informal consultation was initiated under section 7 during the summer of 1992. No 
endangered or threatened species were identified in the area of Hamilton Grange (see 
appendix K). However, as requested by the Fish and Wildlife Service, specific development 
plans and associated environmental documentation for Hamilton Grange would be provided 
for their review before construction to ensure that no new listed species have been found at 
the site(s) being considered. 

CULTURAL RESOURCE COMPLIANCE 

Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 (42 USC 4151 et seq.); 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 USC 701 et seq.) 

All facilities and programs developed would be accessible to visitors with disabilities. 

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 

Hamilton Grange, listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1966, and Hamilton 
Heights Historic District, listed in 1983, will be evaluated for potential impacts as proposed 
in the actions of the alternatives. In assessing effects of any of the actions for compliance 
purposes, Hamilton Grange would be considered as a national historic landmark and as a 
contributing resource to the locally significant Hamilton Heights Historic District. These 
actions must be addressed under the provisions for assessing effects outlined in 36 CPR part 
800, regulations issued by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation implementing 
section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (NHPA, 16 USC 470 et 
seq.). Federal actions are considered to have an effect when they alter the character, integrity, 
or use of a cultural resource. 

Section 106 applies only to federal or federally funded, licensed, or assisted properties. The 
National Park Service must adequately evaluate the impacts of each alternative on the cultural 
resources of the site and Hamilton Heights Historic District. Under alternative 4, which calls 
for relocation of the Grange, revision of the boundary of Hamilton Heights Historic District 
to retain the presence of the Grange as a contributing resource was considered. However, 
based on the significance of the district and the delineation of the current boundaries, the 
National Register of Historic Places was consulted and does not believe that the revision of 
the boundary is justified. With the relocation of the Grange, a national historic landmark, 
proper compliance procedures would be followed. Furthermore, as stipulated under section 
110, research on potential cultural resources is required before any proposed actions can be 
undertaken (see appendix F). Therefore, a determination of eligibility was prepared for St. 
Nicholas Park, which determined that the park was ineligible for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places (see appendix I). 

A draft copy of this document was submitted to the state historic preservation office and the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation for review and comment. The National Park 
Service will continue to consult with the state historic preservation officer and the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation to ensure that NPS administration provides for the 
management and protection of the site's cultural resources. This will be performed in 
accordance with the intent of NPS policies and section 106, as provided for in the 1990 
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COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, AND REGULATIONS 

programmatic agreement among the National Park Service, the Advisory Council on Historic • 
Preservation, and the National Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers. Under 
stipulations C, D, and F of the programmatic agreement, all actions that are not considered 
programmatic exclusions (these are actions reviewed by the National Park Service and are 
considered programmatic exclusions only if found to meet conditions specified in the 
programmatic agreement) or that are were not adequately reviewed for 106 purposes in plans 
reviewed under former programmatic memoranda of agreement will be reviewed in 
accordance with 36 CFR part 800. Actions proposed in the alternatives that are programmatic 
exclusions - installing climate control systems and fire suppression systems - are covered 
under paragraphs Cle and Clk in the programmatic agreement. 

TABLE 5. GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN ACTIONS AND CULTURAL COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Implementation of these alternatives would require up-to-date research and documentation to fully 
ascertain the implications of these actions on the resources. The following programmatic exclusions for 
the actions were determined in consultation with the NPS North Atlantic Regional Office regional 
historian, with the assessment of effects based on preliminary determinations. 

ACTIONS 

ALTERNATIVE 1 - NO ACTION (EXISTING TRENDS) 

1. Stabilize and reinforce exterior and interior 
structural components of house 

2. Modification of building to allow access to 
visitors with disabilities 

3. Upgrade existing fire detection and security systems 

ALTERNATIVE 2 - ADDITIONAL INTERPRETIVE SPACE 

1. Stabilize and reinforce exterior and interior 
structural components of house 

2. Modification of building to allow access to 
visitors with disabilities, including exterior elevator 

3. Restoration and refurnishing of three rooms and 
installation of exhibits 

4. Upgrade fire detection and security alarm systems 

5. Installation of environmental and climate control 
monitoring units and fire suppression system 
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COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Requires SHPO I ACHP review 

Requires SHPO I ACHP review 

Programmatic exclusion {Clk)* 

Requires SHPO I ACHP review 

Requires SHPO/ ACHP review 

Requires SHPO I ACHP review 

Programmatic exclusion {Clk)* 

Programmatic exclusion (Cle, Clk)* 
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Cultural Resource Compliance 

TABLE 5. GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN ACTIONS AND COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS (CONT.) 

ACTIONS 

ALTERNATIVE 3 - ENTRANCE REORIENTATION 

l. Stabilize and reinforce exterior and interior 
structural components of house 

COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Requires SHPO I ACHP review 

2. Addition of interior space with expanded basement area Requires SHPO I ACHP review 

3. Restore doorway and staircase to 1802 configuration Requires SHPO I ACHP review 

4. Restore and refurnish four rooms and install exhibits Requires SHPO I ACHP review 

5. Modification of building to allow access to visitors Requires SHPO I ACHP review 
with disabilities, including interior elevator 

6. Reorientation of access, with new main entrance and Requires SHPO I ACHP review 
landscaping 

7. Upgrade fire detection and security alarm systems Programmatic exclusion (Clk)* 

8. Installation of environmental and climate control Programmatic exclusion (Cle, Clk)* 
monitoring units and fire suppression system 

ALTERNATIVE 4 - RESTORATION AND RELOCATION 

l. Obtain legislation for boundary change and raising the Requires congressional action 
funding ceiling 

2. Transfer city park land to National Park Service Requires state and local legislative 
action 

3. Relocate building - effects on structural and Requires SHPO I ACHP review 
historical components, including Hamilton Heights 
Historic District 

4. Stabilize and reinforce exterior and interior Requires SHPO I ACHP review 
structural components of house 

5. Restore exterior and interior four rooms and Requires SHPO I ACHP review 
install exhibits 

6. Addition of interior space with expanded basement area Requires SHPO I ACHP review 

7. Modification of building to allow access to Requires SHPO I ACHP review 
visitors with disabilities 
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COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, AND REGULATIONS 

TABLE 5. GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN ACTIONS AND COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS (CONT.) 

ACTIONS 

ALTERNATIVE 4 - RESTORATION AND RELOCATION (CONT.) 

8. Installation of environmental and climate control 
monitoring units and fire suppression system 

9. Improve fire detection and security alarm systems 

10. Feasibility evaluation of housing unit design and 
the effects on the surrounding historic districts 

COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Programmatic exclusion (Cle, Clk)* 

Programmatic exclusion {Cle, Clk) 

Requires SHPO/ ACHP review 

* Must be reviewed by the region and found to meet conditions in the programmatic agreement, 
stipulation C, before they be finally determined to be programmatic exclusions. 
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 

1992 PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS OF 
PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVES 

Before the release of the draft plan in 1993, public meetings were held to solicit public input 
into the planning process and the preliminary alternatives. The meetings are listed below. 

March 

April 

May 

Manhattan Community Board #9, general board meeting. Attendance 50. 
Superintendent presented preliminary alternatives for Hamilton Grange and 
Grant's Tomb. Relocation of the Grange was the principal issue discussed. 

Manhattan Community Board #9, Parks Committee. Attendance 25. Continued 
above discussion. 

Open house at Hamilton Grange, 12:00-5:00 P.M. Attendance 50. General 
discussion of alternatives and their impact on the immediate neighborhood. 
Approval expressed by several residents of area for moving the Grange to restore 
architectural integrity. 

Manhattan Community Board #9, Landmarks Committee. Attendance 15. 
Superintendent discussed preliminary alternqtives for Hamilton Grange . 

St. Mary's Church, 6:30-8:30 P.M. ("town hall" meeting regarding Hamilton 
Grange and Grant's Tomb). Attendance 75. Principal issue discussed was 
relocation of the Grange. Representatives of St. Luke's Church expressed strong 
opposition to move. 

June Fine Arts Federation. Preliminary alternatives for the Manhattan Sites were 
reviewed. 

August 

Municipal Arts Society. Preliminary alternatives for the Manhattan Sites were 
reviewed. 

Legislative update at Federal Hall (regarding Hamilton Grange, Grant's Tomb, 
and Federal Hall). Attendance 12. Superintendent provided information for 
legislative aides and city and state government representatives. Superintendent 
reported that the public comments received have identified three controversial 
issues: relocation of Hamilton Grange, relocation of mosaic benches at Grant's 
Tomb, and termination of exclusive use of portions of Federal Hall. Suggestions 
were made that the Park Service explore transfer of part of Riverside Park 
surrounding Grant's Tomb from the city Department of Parks and Recreation and 
that the plan for Hamilton Grange include development of the current site after 
house is moved, as well as additional parking and full-time security at the site. 
Finally, it was agreed that the preferred alternative for Hamilton Grange should 
be presented at a general public meeting, to be attended by those public officials 
represented here . 
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT PLAN 

The Draft General Management Plan I Environmental Impact Statement for Hamilton Grange was 
released to the public in April 1993. A 60-day comment period was initially provided but was 
extended until early 1994 to solicit and respond to the public opinion generated by the draft 
plan alternatives. Meetings held with community residents, interested parties, organizations, 
and government agencies are briefly outlined below. 

1993 Presentations/Comments 

May Individual presentations on the alternatives were made to Community Board #9's 
Park Commission and Landmarks Commission. Both meetings were open to the 
public. 

July A public meeting was held at Aaron Davis Hall, City College of New York, by the 
National Park Service to present the four proposed alternatives for development 
of Hamilton Grange. Attendance was 250. Vocal opposition to moving the 
structure to St. Nicholas Park reflected concerns about the absence of security in 
the park, the resulting "hole" left at the existing location, as well as the loss of 
playground space in the park to accommodate parking for the new site. 

August Representatives of Community Board #9, the Hamilton Heights Homeowners 
Association, and others in favor of alternative 4 were invited to a meeting at 
Federal Hall to discuss a resolution in favor of alternative 4 to be presented to a 
full meeting of Communiiy Board #9. Tne construction of a new faciiity on the 
existing site, elimination of parking areas from the proposal, and increased NPS 
security staff were discussed. 

A presentation of alternatives was also made by the National Park Service to the 
Historic Preservation Committee of the Municipal Arts Society. 

September A presentation of the preferred alternative 4 was made by the National Park 
Service to a joint public meeting of the Parks and Landmarks Committees of 
Community Board #9 at Convent Avenue Baptist Church. Attendance w~s 100. 
Local clergy expressed strong opposition to this alternative based upon their 
views that the move would result in a major loss to the neighborhood 
community. In a vote by those committee members present, 11 voted in favor and 
7 opposed the preferred alternative. 

A presentation was also made to Landmarks Harlem. This meeting resulted in a 
vote that was favorable to alternative 4. 

December Congressman Charles B. Rangel called a meeting in his office, bringing together 
NPS representatives and five local clergyman opposed to alternative 4 and 
moving the Grange. Means of accommodating their concerns were discussed. 
However, their opposition remained firm. 
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Summary of Comments on the Draft Plan 

• 1994 Presentations/Comments 

January 

March 

• August 

October 

A presentation was made by the National Park Service to Community Board 
#10 on the preferred alternative 4. All questions and concerns were solicited 
and fully addressed. 

A "town hall" meeting was called by Congressman Charles B. Rangel at the 
City College of New York. Attendance was 250. A full presentation of the 
preferred alternative 4 was made by NPS Regional Director Marie Rust and 
other NPS representatives from Boston and Washington, D.C. Discussion 
focused on the economic impact of this alternative, proposed new construction 
on the existing site, increased security in St. Nicholas Park, preservation of 
playground space, offsite parking, shadows, and many other issues. A 
comprehensive public discussion followed the presentation, with speakers both 
opposed to and in favor of this alternative expressing their views. Written 
statements either agreeing to or opposing the move were also submitted at the 
meeting: nine were in favor of the move and 12 were opposed. Concerns 
expressed in these statements were discussed at the meeting and are also 
addressed through responses to other letters below. 

Subsequent to this meeting, Community Board #9 voted (18 in favor, 11 
opposed, 2 abstentions) in favor of a resolution supporting the preferred 
alternative 4. A copy of this letter is included in the following "Comment and 
Response" section . 

On August 10, 1994, an onsite meeting was held with the National Park 
Service, the city Department of Parks and Recreation, and the state historic 
preservation office to evaluate the significance and integrity of St. Nicholas 
Park. 

On October 24, 1994, a meeting was held with the city Department of Parks 
and Recreation Commissioner Henry Stern and other department staff, NPS 
Regional Director Marie Rust, NPS Chief of Urban Projects Michael Adlerstein, 
and Manhattan Sites Superintendent Joe Avery to discuss a land transfer. 
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 

LIST OF AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS WHO RECEIVED OR REVIEWED 
COPIES OF THE DRAFT PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

This document was prepared in consultation with or was distributed to the following 
agencies, organizations, and individuals. An* indicates a response was received on the Draft 
General Management Plan I Environmental Impact Statement. 

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

Permanent Mission of the Republic of 
Vanuatu to the United Nations* 
Robert F. Van Lierop, Ambassador 
Permanent Representative 
416 Convent Avenue 
New York, NY 10031 

FEDERAL AGENCIES/OFFICIALS 

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
Washington, D.C. 

Environmental Protection Agency* 
Region II 
Robert W. Hargrove, Chief 
Environmental Impacts Branch 
Jacob K. Javits Federal Building 
New York, NY 10278-0012 

Howard Lowe 
Office of Congressman Charles Rangel 
163 West 125th Street 
New York, NY 10027 

Office of Policy and Management 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Region 2 
26 Federal Plaza, Room 500 
New York, NY 10278 

Linda Rosenstadt/Neil Goldstein 
Office of Congressman Jerry Nadler 
1841 Broadway, Suite 800 
New York, NY 10027 
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Many Ross 
Office of Congresswoman Valazquez 
815 Broadway, 1st Floor · 
Brooklyn, NY 11229 

Cooper-Hewitt Museum* 
The Smithsonian Institution's National 
Museum of Design 
2 East 91st Street 
New York, NY 10128 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
New York Field Office 
Leonard P. Corin, Field Supervisor 

John Wade 
Office of Congresswoman Maioney 
950 Third Avenue, 19th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 

STATE AGENCIES/OFFICIALS 

Mr. Abert Appleton, Commissioner 
Environmental Protection, Room 2358 
1 Centre Street 
New York, NY 10007 

Mr. Carter Avery 
Office of Assemblyman Farrell 
2341-55 7th Avenue 
New York, NY 10030 

Hon. Herman D. Farrell Jr. 
Assemblymember 

The Fine Arts Federation of New York* 
Roy Gussow, President 
40-40 24th Street 
Long Island City, NY 11101 
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Ms. Jannie Green 
Office of Assemblyman Edward E. Sullivan 

Joseph Haslip 
Office of State Senator David Peterson 

Richard Harley 
Office of Assemblyman Keith Wright 

Michael Klein 
Manhattan Regional Representative 

Hon. Franz S. Leichter, State Senator 
656 West 181st Street 
New York, NY 10033 

New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation 
Significant Habitat Unit 
Burrell Buffington 

New York State Office of Parks, Recreation, 
and Historic Preservation* 
Historic Preservation Field Services Bureau 
Julia S. Stokes, Deputy Commissioner for 
Historic Preservation 
Peebles Island 
P.O. Box 189 
Waterford, New York 12188-0189 

Ray Saltini 
Office of State Senator Leichter 
656 West 181st Street 
New York, NY 10033 

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 

National Trust for Historic Preservation* 
Northeast Regional Office 
Vicki Jo Sandstead, Director 
Seven Faneuil Hall Marketplace 
Fifth Floor 
Boston, MA 02109 

List of Agencies and Organizations 

Catalogue of Landscape Records in the 
United States* 
Catha Grace Rambusch, Director 
Wave Hill 
675 West 252nd Street 
Bronx, New York 10471 

CITY AND LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS/ 
AGENCIES/OFFICIALS 

Abyssinian Development Corporation 
Karen A. Phillips, Executive Director 

C. H. Anderson, President 
West 149th St. Tenants Assoc. 

Antioch Baptist Church 
Rev. Al Floyd Alston 

Area 143 Day Care Center 

Ms. Alto Averatt, Director 
HPD Neighborhood Preservation 

E. Verda Avila, Community Affairs Officer 
School District #6 

Audubon Tenants League 
Ms. Katie M. Rolle 

Bank Street College 
Government and Community 
Ms. Eileen Mantone, Director 

Ms. Elizabeth Barlow 
Central Park Administration 

Laurie Beckelman, Chairperson 
Landmarks Preservation Commission* 

Bethune Senior Center 

Boscobel Restoration Inc.* 
Garrison-on-Hudson, New York 

Bowery Saving Bank 
Mr. Clarence Petty 
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 

Boys Club of Harlem 
Mannie L. Wilson Center 

Gail Brewer 
Mayor's Office of Legislative Affairs 

Broadway Presbyterian 

Camara Da Comercio De 
Hamilton Heights Inc. 

Child Inc. Head Start 
Convent Avenue Center 

Children's Art Carnival 
Ms. Betty Taylor, Director 

Church of Annunciation 
Sr. Rita Davoli 

Church of Christ 
Fourteenth 

Church of God 
Rev. Pierre L. Desrosier 

Church of the Intercession 
Vicar Fred Williams 

Church of the Master 

Church of the Resurrection 
Rev. Lawrence E. Lucas 

Citizens Action for a Safer Harlem 
Mr. Joseph Kelly 

Citizens for Hudson River 
Esplanade, Mr. Lee Lien, Director 

City College 
Ms. Tony Rogers 

City of New York Community Board #9, 
Manhattan* 
565 West 125 Street 
New York, NY 10027 
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City of New York Department of 
Environmental Conservation 

Natural Resources Unit -
Chris Nadareski 

Bureau of Abatement Planning, Division 
of Air Resources - Mike Cronin 

City of New York 
Department of Transportation 

City Tabernacle S.D.A 
Rev. Johnathan Thompson 

Columbia Daily Spectator 

Columbia University 
Mr. Larry Dais, Asst. VP. 

Community Precinct Council 
26th Precinct 

Congregation Church of God 
Rev. W.M. Aarons 

Convent Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. Clarence P. Grant 

Convent Avenue Neighborhood Assoc. 
Collin Clarke, President 
Mr. Larry Butler, President 

Cosmopolitan 
Rev. L. Mahamaker 

Mr. Michael Crohin 
Deputy Assistant Chief NYPD 

Dept. of Sanitation DST. #9 
Mr. Carl Galina 

Ms. Angela Dews, Director 
Northern Manhattan Office of the 
Manhattan Borough President 

Hon. David N. Dinkins, Mayor 
City of New York 
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Dunwell Plaza S.S. 
Ms. Ann Ratcliffe, Coordinator 

Mr. Robert Early 
Manhattan District Attorney's 
Office of Community Affairs 

East Harlem School of Music 
Mr. Johnny Colon 

El Diario La Prensa 
Community News 
Mr. Reginaldo Atanay 

Emanuel Pieterson Historical Society* 
Horace Carter, President 
P.O. Box 733 
Manhattanville Station 
New York, NY 10027 

Episcopal Diocese of New York 
George Hernandez, Archivist 

Episcopal Mission Society in 
The Diocese of New York 
Ms. Nell B. Gibson, Director 

Ethiopian Congregation 
Rev. Roulos 

Mr. Jay Faiertag 
Senior Project Manager 
Public Development Corporation 

Wallace L. Ford, II, Commissioner 
Dept. of Ports & Trade 

Friends of Cast Iron Architecture* 
Margot Gayle, President 
235 East 87th Street, 6C 
New York, NY 10128 

Gardens Nursery Schools 

Genesis II 
Mr. Andi Owens, Director 

List of Agencies and Organizations 

Christopher Glaisek 
Harbor Park Coordinator, New York City 
Department of Parks and Recreation 

Betsy Gotbaum 
Commissioner, New York City Department 
of Parks and Recreation 

Grant Houses Day Care Center 

Greater File Chapel Baptist Inc. 
Rev. Jasper Simmons 

Greater Saint Luke AME Church 
Rev. Frank Emmanual 

Hamilton Grange Community Task Force to 
Prevent the Removal of the Grange* 
Rev. Johan Johnson, Task Force Coordinator 
435 W. 141st Street 
New York, NY 10031 

Hamilton Grange Day Care Center 

Hamilton Grange Library 
Ms. Jean Peterson 

Hamilton Heights Homeowners Association* 
John Cardwell, President 
P.O. Box 565 
Hamilton Grange Station 
New York, NY 10031 

Harlem Interfaith Counseling 
Mr. Cadric C. Johnson 

Harlem Legal Services Inc. 
Ms. W. Faye Jackson 

Harlem Restoration Project 
Ms. Marie Runyon 

Healthy Start Program 
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Landmarks Harlem, Inc.* 
Ms. Sandi Griffin, Chair 
Thomas J. Bess, Executive Director 
201-A West 138 Street 
New York, NY 10030 

Elizabeth Holtzman, Comptroller 
City of New York 

Chief Thomas Kennedy 
New York Fire Department 

Jack Linn 
Assistant Commissioner for Government 
Relations, New York City Department of 
Parks and Recreation 

LUFPA 
Mr. Trini Apolinar 

Mr. Charles McKinney 
Riverside Park Director 
Borough of Manhattan 

Stanley E. Michaels, City Councilmember 

New York City 
Department of Mental Health 

New York City Department of Parks and 
Recreation, Parks Enforcement Unit 

New York City Housing Authority 
Office of Community Affairs 

New York Observer 
Toby Axelrod 

New York Urban League 
Mr. Chris Boyd 

Our Lady of Lourdes Church RC. 
Father Thomas Fenlon 

Macedonia Baptist Church 
Rev. Issac Graham 
Mr. Joseph B. Edwards 
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Major Morris Community Center 
Willie Dixon, Director 

Manhattan Community Center 

Manhattan Holy Tabernacle 
Rev. Richard Christie 

Manhattan Spirit 
Mr. Bruce McCandless 

Manhattanville Day Care Center 

Mt. Zion 7th-Day Advent Church 
Mr. Danzel Martin 

The Municipal Art Society of New York* 
457 Madison Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 

New York One News 
Mr. John Dienst 

Office of Black Ministry 
Mr. Herbert Johnson 

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity 
Mr. Benjamin Grant 

Our Lady of Lourdes Adult 
Leisure Club 

PHASE: Piggy Bank Inc. 

RENA Coalition Multi-Services 
Mr. Donald Jenkins 

Riverside Church 

Riverside Coalition 
Ms. Mary Saunders 

Riverside Park Fund 
Ms. Debbie King, Executive Director 

Ms. Lisa Robinson 
Department of City Planning 
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Saint Catherine of Genoa RC. Church 
Father Robert Richie 

St. James Presbyterian Church 
Rev. Lenton Gunn Jr. 

Saint Johns Baptist Church 
Rev. John. L. Scott 

Saint Luke's Episcopal Church 

Saint Lukes Roosevelt Hospital Corp. 
Ms. Brenda T. Belfield 
Associate Vice President 
Community Affairs and Development 

Saint Mary's Church 
Rev. Robert Castle 

St. Nicholas Park Civic Assoc. 
Mr. David Kennedy, President 

St. Nicholas Place 
Neighborhood Association 
Euzie Hutchinson 

Saint Stephen's African Orthodox Church 
Father David Richard 

Captain John Seymour 
Commanding Officer 
30th Precinct 

Peggy Shephard 
· District Leader 

Society for the Preservation of WEEKSVILLE 
and Bedford-Stuyvesant History* 
Joan Maynard, Executive Director 
P.O. Box 130120, 
St. John's Station 
Brooklyn, New York 11213-0002 

Mr. Andrew Stein 
Office of City Council President 

Donna Stovall 
Office of City Council Stanley Michels 

List of Agencies and Organizations 

Upper Manhattan Task Force 
on AIDS 

Ms. Margaret Walton 
Office of the Mayor 
Community Assistance Unit 

Captain William F. Wanamaker 
Commanding Officer 
26th Precinct 

West Harlem Cluster of Churches 
Rev. Robert L. Johnson 

West Side Waterfront Panel 
Ms. Betsy Haggerty 
Executive Director 

Zion Baptist Church 
Rev. Charles Harvin 

BLOCK ASSOCIATIONS 

Broad/ AM Block Association 
Mr. Mendell Jackson, Business Manager 

West 112th Street - 500 Block Association 
Mr. John Arbo, President 

West 113th Block Association 
Mr. George Ewing 

West 123rd Block Association 
Mr. Herbert Crews 

West 135th Street - 500 Block Association 
Ms. Dorothy Smith 

West 142nd Street - 500 Block Association 
Ms. Genevieve Outlaw 

West 142nd Street - 500 Block Association 
Ms. Bernice Tully 

West 143rd Street Block Association 
Ms. Dorothy Cherebin 
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West 144th Street - 500 Block Association 
Mr. Nestor Gonzalez 

West 146th Street - 500 Block Association 
Mr. Eugene T. Morgan 

West 147th Street - 600 Block Association 
Ms. Patrica Boatner 

West 148th Street - 400 Block Association 
Ms . .Florence Atkins 

West 148th Street Block Association 
Ms. Irene Beasley, President 

West 149th Street - 600 Block Association 
Ms. Carol Bergaam 

West 149th Street Block Association 
Mr. Randy Still 

West 151st Street - 500 Block Association 
Ms. Margaret Robinson 

West 151st Street - 500 Block Association 
Ms. Marie Fitts, President 

West 152nd Street - 500 Block Association 
Ms. Cheryl Kyler 

West 154th Street Block Association 
Marie Leroy 

Hamilton Terrace Block Association 
Ms. Frizell Williams 

Hamilton Terrace Block Association 
Ms. Henrietta Rouse 

Hamilton Terrace Block Association 
Ms. Elizabeth Mayo 

Hamilton Terrace Block Association 
Ms. Cecilia Vargas 

150-155 Edgecombe Block Association 
Ms. Gloria Clark 
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130-153 Edgecombe Block Association 
C.G. Madden, Secretary 

TENANT ASSOCIATIONS 

854 St. Nicholas Avenue Tenants Association 
Ms. Deborah Henry 

596 Riverside Drive Tenants Association 
Ms. Marie Lee 
Ms. Colister Morrisey 

49th St. Nicholas Terrace 
Tenants Association 
Shampelle Everett, President 

Logan Plaza Tenants' Association 
Ms. Queenie Thompson 
Mr. Robert Buksha 

Manhattanville Tenants Assoc. 
Ms. Dorothea Chapman 

Riverview Apartments Tenants Association 
Ms. Liz Stuart 

601 West 136th Street Tenants Association 
Mr. William Palmer 

608-610 Tenants Association 
Mr. Louis Aguas 

680 Riverside Drive Tenants Association 

3569 Broadway Tenants Association 
Ms. Gloria Barretto 

United Tenants Association 

INDIVIDUALS 

Michael Adams 
Aileen Avery 
John Cardwell 
John Clark 
Alienza Domenicana 
Joseph E. Fields* 
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Written Comments from Agencies, Organizations, and Individuals 

Donald Hill* 
Matthew Huffman* 
Marjorie Johnson* 
Christopher W. London* 
Roderick J. MacGregor* 
Robert Mahoney 
Ms. Trinidad Martinez 
Wendy Mauritzon* 
Ronald L. Melichar* 
Alvarene Molland* 
Mary Mu_ (illegible)* 
Boydie Patterson 

Robert D. Paulus* 
Francis Redhouse* 
Dwight Stanley 
Herbert W. Thorne 
Lana Turner 
Ronald F. Wagner* 
Caroline Waloski Weinman* 
Jim Williams* 
Timothy Van Dam* 
Dr. D.J. Wellington* 
Colette C. Whitlock* 

WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM AGENCIES, ORGANIZATIONS, AND INDIVIDUALS 

A total of 37 letters were received on the draft plan. Individuals or groups commenting could 
be divided into two general groups - those in favor of moving the Grange to a more 
appropriate location and those supporting the retention of the Grange in its current location 
on Convent Avenue. The Environmental Protection Agency favored any of the four proposals. 
Of those favoring the move, 31 groups or individuals supported alternative 4 (but many only 
under certain conditions) and one suggested another offsite location. The five letters opposing 
alternative 4 and relocating the Grange were in favor of restoring the Grange within its 
current site and did not necessarily state a preference for the other alternatives. In addition 
to letters, the following petitions were received: 

• 168 signatures favoring alternative 3 and opposing alternative 4 (petition was 
sponsored by the Hamilton Terrace Block Association) 

• 729 signatures in support of full restoration and relocation of Hamilton Grange 
National Memorial within the present community and on Hamilton's original 
tract of land. 

• 538 signatures opposing the physical relocation of Hamilton Grange from its 
existing site to any other location (sponsored by St. Luke's Episcopal Church) 

• 74 signatures protesting the move of the Hamilton Grange from its existing 
location (sponsored by Convent Avenue Baptist Church) 

As a result of the comments received in meetings, letters, and petitions, changes were made 
to the preferred alternative 4 to address public concerns. These changes are described in 
alternative 4 of the final plan and are referred to in the following "Comment and Response" 
section. 

International Representatives 
Permanent Mission of the Republic of Vanuatu 87 

Federal Agencies 
Cooper-Hewitt Museum 89 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 91 

State Agencies 
New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation 92 
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Local Agencies • 
City of New York Landmarks Preservation Commission 93 
City of New York, Parks and Recreation 96 
Community Board #9, September 1993 98 
Community Board #9, March 1994 99 

Organizations 
Boscobel Restoration Inc. 101 
Catalog of Landscape Records in the United States 102 
Emanuel Pieterson Historical Society 109 
Fine Arts Federation of New York 115 
Friends of Cast Iron Architecture 116 
Hamilton Grange Community Task Force to Prevent the Removal of the Grange 117 

Hamilton Grange: An Analysis of Alternative 4 119 
Position Paper 143 

Hamilton Heights Homeowners Association 149 
Landmarks Harlem, Inc. 151 
Municipal Art Society of New York 155 
National Trust for Historic Preservation 157 
Society for the Preservation of WEEKSVILLE and Bedford-Stuyvesant History 159 

Individuals 
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Joseph E. Fields 161 
Margot Gayle 162 
Don Hill 163 
Matthew Huffman 164 
Marjorie Johnson 165 
Christopher W. London 100 

Roderick J. MacGregor 167 
Wendy Mauritzon 168 
Ronald L. Melichar 17 4 
Alvarene Molland 176 
Mary Mu (illegible) 178 
Robert D. Paulus 180 
Francis Redhouse 181 
Ronald F. Wagner and Timothy Van Dam 182 
Caroline Waloski Weinman 183 
D. J. Wellington, M.D. 184 
Colette C. Whitlock 185 
Jim Williams 187 
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PERMANENT MISSION OF THE REPUBLIC OF VANUATU • MISSION PERMANENTE OE LA REPUBUOUE DE VANUATU 

TO THE UNITED NATIONS AUPRES DES NATIONS UNIES 

~~- -~-

TEL.. (212) 926-331 l 

919/93 

Georgette Nelms 
Superinlt:Ddcnt 

416 CONVENT AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 1003l 

15 July 1993 

United Statei; Department of the Interior 
· National Park Service 

Manhattan Sites 
26 Wall Street 
New Yorlc, N. Y. 10005 

TELEFAX (212) 928-4131 

Re: Proposed Dcvcil!Pm<fll Plan for Hamilton Graiw: National Memorial 

Dear Ms. Nelms, 

lbank. you for your letter of June 28, 1993 and the draft General Management Plan and 
Environment Impact Statement for the Hamilton Orange National Memorial which was enclosed 
therewith. 

I have reviewed that document very carcfully because of the great importance of 
Hamilton Grange to the future of the immediate community. I regJlll that I was out of town and 
unable to attend the public meeting held on July 13th at Aaron Davis Hall. I would have been 
most interested in hearing the views of others in the community. 

At the outset, let me state that mmi proposals of this son arc immediately viewed with 
considerable trepidation because very few of the promises that have been made to the community 
in which the Grange is located have been kept. Funhermore, very few changes in this 
community have been effected with the long-term pcrspcclive necessary to assist it in its 
redevelopment and improvement in its quality of life. The North River Sewage Treatment Plant 
is, of course, one obvious example. The Joss of the Museum of the American Indian is another. 

On the surface, Alternative 4 does look appealing. There is no question that the Grange 
is somewhat dwarfed physically by the two adjoining structures. In its current state, it is also 
under-utilized and lack.s a high quality of visitor experience. The proposed bus pullouts and 
parking spaces would c.ertainly help to alleviate the often congested traffic conditions on Convent 
Avenue itself. In shon, Alternative 4 appears to have many attractive qualities which would 
recommend it. The proposed possible use of the Convent Avenue site for the National Park 
Service also appears to be attractive. 

• 
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• 
RESPONSES 

Although a potentially positive method of eliminating 
congestion, the proposed bus pullouts and parking spaces 
were eliminated from alternative 4 to preserve park land and 
play areas within St. Nicholas Park. The National Park Service 
proposes to work with the Friends of Hamilton Grange and 
the City College of New York to identify feasible locations for 
visitor parking. The text describing alternative 4 in the final 
plan reflects these changes. 
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However, Alternative 4 also raises many questions which can only be answered by 
immediate, firm, and long-termcommitmentsoftheresources necessary to protect, enhance, and 
preserve this rare treasure should that alternative be adopted. It also appears to me that 
considerable effort must be exp<nded for public information and education with respect to the 
importance of the Grange and its surrounding environment, regardless of which alternative is 
selected. Without such efforts, it is doubtful that members of the public will demonstrate the 
necessary pride and community spirit to assure the success of the project. 

Should the necessary resources be committed, we would certainly look forward to the 
results of the restoration and relocation of the Grange. Indeed, we would be pleased to join with 
others in heralding what could be a very positive and constructive step forward for the 
community which we are proud to be a part of. 

Thank you for asking for my views, and thank you for the effort being put into the 
consideration of the various proposals. 

cc: The Honorable Charles Rangel 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2252 Rayburn House Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

RFVL:mtc 

Sincerely yours, 

Ambassador 
Permanent Representative 

2. 

RESPONSES 

Following the completion and review of the final plan, the 
process for resource commitment and/or acquisition would 
begin. The foreseen steps in this process are identified in 
appendix Hof the final plan. As noted in the alternative 4 
description in the final plan, communicating the importance of 
the Grange and the surrounding community would be a major 
component of the interpretation and education at the restored 
Grange and the new Convent Avenue building. 
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Cooper-Hewitt Museum 

The Smitnsonian lnsHtutiori's 
National Museum of Des ign 

2 East 9\ st Slreel 
New Yorlc , N.Y. 1 0128 
Telelll\one 212-86CH\868 
fp 212-86().@()9 

July 12, 1993 

The Honorable Charles B. Rangel 
United States conqressman 
Ada111 Clayton Powell State Off ice Building 
163 West 125th Stree t 
Nev York, New York 10027 

Dear Congressman Rangel: 

My Name is Deirdre Scott and I am Program Coordinator for Audience 
Development at Cooper-Hewitt, National Museum of Design, Smithsonian 
Institution. In addition to that designation I am also a board member of 
the Upper Manhattan Society for Progress Throu9h Preservation and an 
active concerned citizen ot New York City. As an African American I have 
been an ardent . follower and supporter of preservation issues especially as 
they e!f ect Harlem, Upper Manhattan and the Bronx - areas that have been 
historically overlooked and neglected. I am writing to you now to l\ake 
you aware of my concerns which are shared by a great many people and to 
request that you help secure the full restoration Of Hamilton Grange to 
its original grandeur by leading the effort to quarantee sufficient funds 
from congress. 

When erected in 1802 the Hamilton Granqe was an architeCtural masterpiece 
of 9reat sophistication by one of the country's first professional 
architects, John McCoombs Jr. who also desiqned New York's City Hall. 
Today, and for over 100 years it has been an architectural aberration 
wedqed between two massive structures totally out of scale and character 
with its delicate design. 

The Parks Service, happily mindful of the fact that for 111any years 
attempts to restore the Grange were also used as a subterfuge to remove 

• 
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this treasure from our Harlem community, have finally proposed to restore 
the Grange on a neighborhood site - St. Nicholas Park. Given the various 
alternatives identified by the Parks Service, the move to St. Nicholas 
Park is by far the.most satisfying. It is, in fact, a brilliant 
compromise since, this would both substantially contribute to the upgrade 
of the park as well as assure the continuity of Hamilton and McCoombs 
original intent in the fullest way possible. 

This beautiful building and distinguished landmark when properly restored 
will help to attract ever greater numbers of tourists to Harlem who will 
one day patronize local restaurants, bed and breakfast and business 
establishments and help to effect the revitalization of this special area 
of Hew York city. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

~sj·r/7f--
Proqram coordinator 
for Audience Development 

cc: Georgette Nelms, National Parks Service 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

REGtONll 

Joseph T. Avery 
Acting Superintendent 
National Park service 
Manhattan Sites 
26 wall street 

JACOB K. JAVITS FEDERAL BUILDING 

NEW YORK. NEW YORK 1027a.oot 2 

New York, Hew York 10005 

Dear Mr. Avery: 

Class: LO 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the draft 
environmental impact statement and general management plan for 
the Hamilton Grange National Memorial (the Grange). This review 
was conducted in accordance with Section 309 of the Clean Air 
Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 7609, PL 91-604 12(a), 84 Stat. 1709), 
a~d the National Environmental Policy Act. 

The proposed project involves the development of alternatives for 
future management and use of the Grange. These alternatives hava 
been developed in an attempt to address the problelllS of 
inadequate staffing, inefficient maintenance organization, unmet 
visitor needs, poor security and severe structural conditions 
which plague the site. Further, the alternatives consider 
Congress's directive to preserve the Grange •in a fitting 
setting." 

EPA believes that the implementation of any of the project 
alternatives will not result in significant adverse environmental 
impacts. Therefore, in accordance with EPA policy, we have rated 
this project as LO, indicating that we do not object to 
implementation of the project. 

Should you have any questions concerning our comments, please 
contact Joanne Arenwald of my staff at (212) 264-6689. 

Sincerely yours, 

jfi,lLJ(, a;"~· r 
tRobert w. Hargrove, Chief 

Environmental Impacts Branch 

• • 
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,... . , . :"·\~ New York Stale Otltce ol Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation 

~ Hisloric Preservalion Field Services Bureau 
H(-.· ... OR"- !)un S Peebles Island, PO Box 189, Walertord, New York 12188-0189 518-237-8643 
()r;., Lehm•ri 

Comminion•r 

• 

Marie Rust 
Regional Director 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
North ~tlantic Region 
15 state Street 
Boston. H8se. 02109-JS72 

Dear Ms. Rust, 

July 1, 1993 

Re: DOI 
Hamilt.on Grange National 

Memorial 
Manhattan, New York Co. 
92P~2184 

Thank you for requesting the comments of the State Historic Preservation 
Oft ice CSHPO). We have reviewed the project in accordance with Section 106 
of t.he Nat.ional Hiator.ic Preservation Act of 196& and the relevant 
implementing regulations. 

Staff from thie office have recently visited this historic property. 
Therefore, aft.er reading the report submitted by your office, it is the 
opinion of the SHPO that, while any of the four alternatives would be an 
acceptable treatment. of this property, we concur with your findings that 
proposal #4 (moving the structure to a new site) is the preferred 
alternative. This would allow the original orientation of the house to be 
restored. provide a much more appropriate settin9 for the house as well 
offer more opportunities for public prograf'M"ling. As for the Hamilton 

Effect despite the Grange being considered a conc1·1but.ing buiding. These 
comments are given with the proviso that the proper procedures for revie"" of 
th!' r.io\•e of a t-Ti'lticinal Register listed property will be followed. 

Please use our project revie\J id.:-ntification number if additional 
correspondance is necessary. If you have any questions, please call Jim 
Warren of our Project Review Unit at (518) 231-8643, Ext. 280. 

Sincere:~y yours, 

·lia s. Stok 

D puty Coff~-r.i .. :.:ioner for 

JSS/JPW:tr 

1. 
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Compliance procedures are outlined in the "Compliance with 
Federal and State Laws, Executive Orders, and Regulations" 
section of the Final General Management Plan/Environmental 
Impact Statement. The procedures outlined in the draft plan 
have been amended to include the findings of the 
determination of eligibility for St. Nicholas Park. 
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nlE CITY OF NEW YOllX LANDMAAKS Pl.ESERVATION OOMMISSION 
21S BJ\.OADWAY. NEW YOll, NEW YoRIC 10007 PHONE (212) 553~ll00 

R E p 0 R T 
l\ugust 3. 1993 

94-0003 

287 Q:mvent Avenue Manhattan 2050 4 

llAMllll1JN GRANGE U>-0317 

!WUL'I1JN l!EIG!TS llISTORIC DISTRICT 

LANDMARKS PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
REPORT 

93-3374 

IN/ALT 

With respect to docket number 93-3374, a schematic proposal to 
move Hamilton Grange from ita present non-original site at 287 
Convent Avenue to st. Nicholas Park and to restore the building 
to its original condition, 287 Convent Avenue, LP-0317, Borough 
of Manhattan. 

CR 94-0003 
August 3, 1993 

This report is pursuant to Title 25, Chapter 3 o! the 
Administrative Code of the City of New York, which requires such 
a report by the Landmarks Preservation Commission on plans for 
the construction, reconstruction, alteration, or demolition of 
any improvement or proposed improvement which is owned by a 
governmental agency, and is or is to be located on a landmark 
site or in a historic district or which contains an interior 
landmark. 

At the Public Meeting of July 13, 1993, following the Public 
Hearing and Public Meeting of June 22, 1993, the Landmarks 
Preservation Commission reviewed a schematic proposal to move 
Hamilton Grange from its present non-original site to a new site 
at st. Nicholas Park, and to restore the building to its original 
condition, as shown in the photographs, the Draft Environmental 
Impact statement and in drawings 1 and 2, dated received May 27, 
1993, prepared by the National Park service, submitted as 
components of the application, and presented at the Public 
Hearing and Public Meetings. 

In reviewing this proposal, the Commission noted that Hamilton 
Granqe is a three-bay, two-story, wood frame, free-standing 
symmetrical, Federal style mansion designed by John McComb, Jr., 
and built in 1802-1803 for Alexander Hamilton as a country 
retreatr that the mansion originally featured identical north 
and south elevations, with two entry doors on two opposing sides 
and broad porches on two opposinq sides; that the original 
siting of the mansion on 32 acres of land opened the house to all 
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sides, giving distant views in all directions, a concept of the 
geometrically perfect villa set in an expansive landscape; that 
in 1879 the property was divided into 300 building lots, and the 
rectangular street system was extended north with the grid for 
143rd street proposed to pass through the building; that in 1889 
the mansion was moved 350 feet to the southeast to its present 
location at 287 Convent Avenue and acquired by St. Luke's 
Episcopal Church: and that when the mansion was moved and the 
adjacent church and apartment buildings were constructed, the 
building was turned sideways and the original front and back 
porches and entrance door were removed and relocated on the 
building. The commission further noted that the interior of the 
mansion exhibits mostly original millwork, moldinq and 
plasterwork, showing evidence of Adamesque influence: that 
although the mansion is altered, it is one the few surviving 
examples of architect John McComb, Jr.'s domestic architecture; 
and that when the building was designated in 1967, the 
designation report noted that the National Park Service was 
considering moving the building to a more appropriate site and 
stated "As the buildinq is now situated,. the Grange cannot be 
made to reflect either its architect's conception or its 
condition when it was Alexander Hamilton's residence." The 
Co1D111ission finally noted that presently the mansion is closed to 
the public due to severe structural problems including floor 
joists that have pulled away from beam pockets, and split and 
horizontally cracked beams. 

With reqard to this proposal, the Commission found that moving 
the building from its present non-original site to a new location 
within st. Nicholas Park would enable the mansion to be fully 
restored to its oriqinal appearance with all doors, windows and 
porches restored to their original places; that the new setting 
of the mansion within the park would more closely recall the 
building's original setting within 32 acres of landscaped 
grounds: and that the restoration of the building in its new 
site would allow more comprehensive visitor programs which would 
enhance interpretation of this important Federal style mansion as 
well as the life of Alexander Hamilton. Based on these tindings, 
the work is found to be appropriate. 

However, the CoD1ltlission also found that the existing site, being 
within the Hamilton Heights Historic District and associated with 
the Grange for over 100 years, is very important, and its 
disposition should be dealt with as part of the program for 

~~i~~~atl~n of the .ho;~: ;h~~:J'.:i' co~~'ide~"~ot only t~hl~to~i~"c• 
orientation, with the front door facing south, but also that the 
orientation must make sense on the proposed site, which has a 
north-facing street frontage; and that any fence placed around 
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Following the relocation of the Grange, a new building that is 
compatible with the architectural characteristics of the 
Hamilton Grange Historic District would be constructed. A 
possible design for the building is depicted in the final plan in 
the description of alternative 4. The purpose of the building 
would be for community use, heritage education programs, 
and NPS housing. In addition, the preservation efforts and the 
importance of the current location in the Grange's history 
would be presented through exhibits and interpretive media. 
(A more detailed description of the building is provided in the 
alternative 4 description in the final plan.) Restoration of the 
Grange and construction of the new building would occur 
simultaneously; the Convent Avenue site would not be left 
vacant. 

The proposed orientation for the relocated Grange, as 
presented in the description of alternative 4 in the final plan, is 
the historical orientation to the south. However, based on site 
topography, the location of 141st Street, and the location of 
Steinman Hall, the most appropriate orientation and location 
of the house (within the acreage acquired) might be changed 
during the design process in consultation with the Friends of 
Hamilton Grange group, the state historic preservation office, 
the Landmarks Commission, and other state and local 
organizations. Site elements such as security fencing would be 
appropriately placed. 

• 
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the site be as far removed from the mansion as possible and that 
the distance between the house and the high retaining wall at the 
edge of the park be increased, if possible, so that the mansion 
can read as a free-standing country retreat in the middle of a 
landscape. 

Please note that the issuance ot this report pertains to the 
schematic stage of this project only and that when final 
documents and drawings are completed they will need to be 
submitted to the Commission for review. Direct all inquiries and 
correspondence relating to this report to Jennifer Field, 
Landmarks Presrvationist • 

.,.;:&u-
Laurie Beckelman 
Chair 

LB/JF/wp 
cc: National Park Service 

Art Commission 
NYC Department of Parks and Recreation 
SHPO/Advisory Council 
Joan Olshansky 
Alex Herrera 
Laura Alaimo 
City Record 
HOC 
community Board 9 
Files 
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As noted in response #1, the National Park Service would 
continue to involve the Landmarks Commission in the 
relocation and restoration of the Grange. Final design 
drawings would be submitted for the commission's review. 
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Ms. Marie Rust 

COMMENTS 

Director, North Atlantic Regional Office 
National Parle Service 
15 State Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02109 

Dear Ms. Rust: 

lheArsenal 
Central Park 
New Yori<, New York 10021 

Hemy).Stem 
Cornmisoioner 

October n, 1994 

It w~ a pleasure to. have met with _you, Michael Adlemein and Joseph Avery last 
~~y to discuss ~e National Parle Service proposal to relocate Hamilton Grange to a site 
within New York City's St. Nicholas Park. 

Subject to future detailed negotiation, Parks & Recreation hereby approves the basic 
concept of the plan. We believe it is in the public interest to move the Grange to a more 
attractive and spacious setting. As we discussed, there are a number of issues which a final 
agreement between the parties must address. 

Loss of Trees/St. Nicholas Park 
We are particularly concerned about the possible loos of mature trees from St. Nicholas 
Parle. The National Part Service should rely upon siting and construction options which can 
preserve the existing large trees, including consideration of siting the house to the east 
(somewhat downhill) from the currently proposed site. When trees must be removed, New 
York City requires tree replacement based upon a Basal Area Replacement Formula, namely 
that the cross-sectional area of replacement trees equals the cross-sectional area of trees 
removed. 1be Grange relocation must meet or surpass this standani. 

Land Transfer/Park Mitigation 
We would prefer to limit the land transfer to the immediate grounds of the new Grange 
location, which should roughly correspond to the property within St. Nicholas Part which 
formerly was part of Alexander Hamiltan's Grange property. In partial excru:nge for this 
land transfer, the National Parle Service should perform ongoing maintenance and operational 
support for the upkeep of related areas of St. Nicholas Parle. Such ongoing maintenanoe 
support will not only improve the public experience of the relocated Grange, but will more 
importantly provide the greatest compensatory benefit to the surrounding neighborhood which 
currently uses St. Nicholas Park. 

Land Replacement 
Our usual practice requires at least acre-for-acre replacement for the loss of City parkland. 
In this case, Parks & Recreation would expect that our transfer of land within St. Nicholas 
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The National Park Service would work with the city to site the 
house in such a way as to preserve the maximum number of 
trees. The cross-sectional area of trees that must be removed 
would be replaced by the 13 commemorative sweetgum trees 
along with other trees necessary to achieve the basal area 
replacement formula. 

Final determination of the area and extent of land transfer 
would be made through negotiations between the city and the 
National Park Service. Following the definition of the related 
areas and the area to be transferred, the National Park Service 
would work with the city Department of Parks and Recreation 
to provide/ensure ongoing maintenance of those areas. 

The National Park Service and the city would address the 
actual method of land transfer in future negotiations. As part 
of those negotiations the National Park Service would explore 
land replacement from federally owned lands. Appendix H 
outlines the acquisition procedures anticipated by the National 
Park Service. Any land transfer from the federal government to 
the city related to this plan might require additional 
compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act. 

• 
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Henry Stem to Marie Rust, NPS, re: Hamilton Grange Page2 

Parle: to the Federal government be accompanied by similar transfec of land from the Federal 
government to the City. The transfer of the Coast Guard Building located between Battery 
Park and the Staten Island Feny Terminal would enhance public waterfront access and 
provide a valuable addition to Battery Parle. 

National Register Fllgi"bllity 
My staff concurs with the finding of the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation, and 
Historic Preservation that St. Nicholas Park, originally designed and built by Samuel Parsons 
but subsequently reconstructed and modified in the 1930's and later, does not retain sufficient 
historical integrity to merit National Register eligibility. 

Should the National Parle Service decide to pursue the relocatiOll of Hamilton Grange 
into St. Nicholas Park, my staff and I would be pleased to meet with you to discuss the 
lenns of the agreement and conditions of the land transfer. Please call me or Stephen 
Whitehouse, our Chief of Planning at (212)-360-3403, when you are ready to proceed. 

• • 
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565 West 125 Street 
New York, New York 10027 
(212) 864-6200/Fax # 662-7396 

COMMUNITY BOARD #9, MANHATTAN 

RUltl W. u ... 1nge1 
~ 8cNDuQfl of Manti.nan September 20, 1993 

n.octor. P. l<on69ff 
Choi< 

\tlmie10.Mll191' 

-~· -Bynum 

-~· "-".!;...,.,-

~!:::;' 
ViclDr Vicl:oria -JoNptt H. c.nt.r 

~'1teuu-.r 

Mr. Joseph Avery 
Acting Superintendent 
United States Department of the Interior 
National Parks Service Manhattan Sites 
26 Wa 11 Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Mr. Avery: 

Both the Parks Comm1 ttee and the Landmarks and 
Historic Preservation Committee ot· Manhattan Community 
Board No. 9 would li~e to ~hank you and your staff for 
your presentation at the Public Hearing held on Thursc:lay, 
September 9th, ln the matter of the restoration of 
Hami 1 ton Grange. 

To confirm what you already know from that meeting, 
the meetin~ resolved tha~ it hlvors alternative No. -4. 
The vote was as follows: 

Community Board: In Favor: 
Abstaining: 1 

Opposed: 

Community: 
Abstaining: O 

In Favor: 14 Opposed: 11 

,~d<~/~# 
Barbara Platt. Co-Chair 
ParKs Department 

~, ... #"~#' 
~~athan Miller. Co-Chair 

Very truly yours, 

Rosalie Jean Bapt 1 ste, co
Cha1 r, Parks Department 

LandmarKs and H;storic Preservation 

SERVINO HAMIL1'0N HEIGHTSIMANHIQTANVILLE & MORNINGSIDE HEIGHTS 
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565 West 125 Street 
New Yor1<, New York 10027 
(212) 8&Ml200/Fa>t ' 662-7396 

COMMUNITY BOARD 19, MANHATTAN 

-~:..-
1-P.-

°'"" -nMlll« ,.......,,,,.., 
~ 

""""'"s!...~ 
~~ -,_ 
-N.C.... ---

March 18, 1994 

Mr. Joseph T. Avery, S.uperintendent 
National Park Service; Manhattan sites 
26 Wall street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Mr. Avery: 

At our regularly scheduled General Board meeting 
held on Thursday, March 17, 1994, the attached 
resolution regarding 'National Parks Service 
Alternative Proposals for the Relocation/Restoration of 
the Hamilton Grange• was passed by a vote of 18 in 
favor, 11 opposed, 2 abstentions and 0 abstentions for 
cause. 

Sincerely, ,...-~ 

~·~ 
Enclosure 

cc: Elected OfficiAle 

SERVING HAMllJON HEIGHTSIMANHAT1J\NVJLLE & MORNINGS1n1: """"'TI> 
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RESOLUTION RE: RELOCATION AND RESTORATION OF Tl!E l!AKILTON GRANGE 

Whereas, the National Parks Service has drafted a General 
Management Plan/Environmental Impact Statement for the renovation 
of the Hamilton Grange National Memorial; and 

Whereas, the NPS preferred alternative/propose4 action would 

--re-site the Grange itself within St. Nicholas Park on a 
level area representing the southerly continuation of 
Hamilton Terrace across W. 14lst St. in order to allow full 
architectural restoration of the Grange to its interior and 
exterior appearance during Hamilton's residency and the 
landscaping of a setting more reflective of its original 
rural placement at (now) W. 143rd St. and Convent Avenue; 
and 

--construct upon the present Convent Avenue site a 
compatible structure housing a Ranger residence, exhibition 
space, and a reception room for community usei and 

Whereas, this proposed action appropriately memorializes 
Hamilton's contribution as a founder of our government, 
recognizes and celebrates the achievement of this architect, John 
McComb, Jr., architect with Joseph F. Mangin of City Hall, 
extends use of the current NPS site and provides for community 
presence of NPS Rangers, promises greater security within St. 
Nicholas Park, promotes national focus upon an enlarged and 
renewed memorial encoura in to both hist · · 
e orts and international tourism, and places Hamilton Heights at 
the center of an emerging Revolution Trail linking nationally 
significant historic sites and events throughout the length of 
Manhattan; 

Be it resolved that Community Board #9/Man. actively supports the 
National Park Service in this Memorial renovation, and 

Be it further resolved that the Board.pledges assistance to 
Congressman Charles B. Rangel and Senator Daniel P. Moynihan in 
their efforts toward passage of appropriate Congressional funding 
legislation, and 

Be it further resolved that the Board calls for institution of a 
community-based organization, Friends of the Hamilton Grange, to 
be allowed an active support and oversight role toward the Grange 
-- in guarantee of the community interest in this long-treasured 
National Memorial, the foremost historic and architectural 
endowment within our boundaries of responsibility. 

SERVING HAMILTON HEIGHTSIMANHATTANVILLE & MORNINGSIDE HEIGHTS 
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Alternative 4 in the final plan has been amended to identify a 
new NPS ranger residence and community use facility as the 
appropriate use for the Convent Avenue site once the Grange 
has been moved. The vest-pocket park has been eliminated as 
a viable option. 

The concept of a Revolution Trail was not specifically 
identified in the draft plan and is not addressed in the final 
plan. The trail is part of a larger planning concept that involves 
Hamilton Grange, the five remaining sites within the 
Manhattan Sites group (Federal Hall, Grant's Tomb, Theodore 
Roosevelt's birthplace, St. Paul's Church, and Castle Clinton}, 
and other historic sites within the city. The future of the trail 
will be discussed in the general management plan/ 
environmental impact statement for Manhattan Sites, which 
will be on public review in the future. 

The Friends of Hamilton Grange group was identified in the 
draft plan and is also included in the final plan (in the "Actions 
Common to All Alternatives" section). Formation of the group 
has been initiated by the National Park Service 2. 
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Ms. Georgette Nelms, Superintendent of Manhattan Sites 
The National Park Service, Department of the Interior 
26 Wall Street 
New York, New York 10005 

July 13, 1993 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

I send this letter in support of the proposed relocation and restoration of Hamilton Grange, 
the early 19th century home of Alexander Hamilton. I believe that the plan is a reasonable and 
responsible solution in regards to both preserving a landmark and assuring a strong future for 
the surrounding community. 

As C-Orator of a Federal-era country residence, I am well aware of the historical significance 
of Hamilton Grange. Like Boscobel, Hamillon's famous residence represented the best of 
American architecture and decorative arts. Today, as the house sits overwhelmed by 
domineering structures, the significance of its original conception is lost. How successful is an 
historic structure exhibited in so foreign a situation to that which it was built? By relocating 
Hamilton Grange to the nearby park setting, you will be able to strengthen its presentation, and 
thus its attractiveness and historical significance for drawing visitors. 

The value of this proposed relocation must also be seen as beneficial to the surrounding 
community. By strengthening Hamilton Grange's presentation and offerings to a public 
audience, you will be increasing the numbers of visitors to the entire neighborhood -
encouraging a rediscovery of one of Manhattan's most interesting areas. This proposed plan 
would benefit the entire community from the perspectives of both preservation and business. 

It is my hope that this plan becomes a reality. I applaud its creation, and I offer my services 
to help make this relocation happen. 

Sincerely, 

~'- l"'"<=-""""h~er-~ 
Collections 

GAARISON-ON-HUDSDN, NEW YO~K 

• • 
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IE: THE GRANGE, ALEXANDER HAMILTON'S ROUSE 

w...,,Hill 
675 West 252nd Street 

Bronx, New York 104 71 
2121549-3200 

In the discussion about the proposed r•siting of The Grange, Alexander Hamilton's 
house from its present location to nearby Saint Nicholas Park, one exceedingly 
important, indeed critical eleaent, has been overlooked---na.mely the park itself. 
It is being treated ae a vacant lot. Advocates of the move aaaert the park vUl 
be 01 improved" by the insertion of The Grange. Saint Nicholas Park is not a 
vacant lot. Saint Nicholas Park and it11 history deserves recoanition. This 
recognition must be part of any serious. educated diacussion. 

Saint Nicholas Park is the work of Samuel Parsons. Jr. (1844-1923). Th• Parsons 
family (for whom Parsons Blvd. in Queen1 is named) was well established and 
respected in the 19th century horticultural world. It was at the Paraona Nur•ery. 
remnants of which can still be seen in Kissena Park. that Samuel Parsons. Sr. 
introduced for t.he first. time Japanese cut.leaf maples to the nation. Parsons 
elso was the first in the country to propagate rhododendrons. Much of the plant 
aaterial supplied for New York's Central Park came from the Parsons Nuraery. ~ 

i-. ... ~ 

..., __ 
Sa11Uel Parsons. Jr. w.a.a educated &t Haverford and Yale. He was partner to &Dll'ISClft'OOUMCI. 

Calvert Vaux until the latter'• death in 1895. In addition to continuing s ... u::-= 
private practice. with commissions nationwide. Paraona was in charge of Nev c.it!::'~ 
York City's parks longer than any single person. In 1882, he was appointed a.llCkMol s Superintendent for Planting, in 1898 Landscape Architect and in 1906 Parks =~= 

~ CcnamiHioner. His career bridged the change in taste from the "beautiful and ~= 
O picturesque" to the 11 reform era11 parlu1. =.s:= 

Saint Nicholas Park is the only existing example of Parsons• work ~~~ 
C.!) in the picturesque style. Character defining elements. e.g. boundaries,~:=-" 0 c:irculation systems, topographical delineation are all intact, ...._.=:~ 

~ 
affording a high level of integrity to t:he aite. Some original c..rd:==.:'.= 

t2 
plant: material is evident though in mature even declining state. On°:"lias . 
only to remember the decrepitude of Central Park in the 1960s to 
know t:hat present conditions are not insurmountable to a proper 
rehabilitation. 

(.,) ~.~ 
~--:,,... .. ~~ 

. 
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An evaluation of St. Nicholas Park has been completed in 
response to public concerns expressed following the release of 
the draft plan. The National Park Service, working with the 
state historic preservation officer and the city Department of 
Parks and Recreation, completed a determination of eligibility 
for the National Register of Historic Places. The integrity of the 
park as a whole was analyzed using national register criteria. 

As noted in response #1, St. Nicholas Park was evaluated to 
determine its level of significance and integrity. Some of the 
character-defining elements are discussed in the sections of the 
final plan. However, it has been determined by the state 
historic preservation officer and the city Department of Parks 
and Recreation that the park does not retain sufficient 
historical integrity to meet national register eligibility (see 
appendix I). 

A copy of the determination of eligibility can be provided by 
the National Park Service if requested. 

• 
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Page 2 

I must comment on the irony of the present situation. Parsons wae often the 
eingle dissenting voice against incursions into the green •paces of Nev Yoi-k's 
Central Park. Some of the suggested insertions included expositions and a race
track.. Indeed it could be asserted that Central Park, as we ltnov it and 
treasure it today, 1s as a result of Parsons' unyielding defense of the original 
de•ign intent of Olmsted and Vaux. 

My personal opinion is that The Grange should stay right where it is. Why? 
!ecause it t:e.aches valuable lesaone. only two of which t wi11 f!numeyate: 

0 The pover of a single persona' determination in the Preservation 
Movement. Whether it be Ann Pamela Cunningham and Mount Varnon> 
or Rev. Isaac Tuttle and The Grange. The houses were saved, by 
the perseverance of one person. 

• The present discussions speak to the growth and philoaophic•l 
sophistication of the Preservation Movement iD the United States. 
To save is good. To save with contextural integrity is better. 
W'e have come a long vay. 

Will moving The Grange. making changes, drastic. even mutilating chang:ee, in 
Saint Nicholas Park merely be anot.her form of insensitivity to site? Another 
form of misplacement? 

The point of this letter is to be aure that any discussions about The Grange 
and its location or proposed relocation should, indeed MUST include Saint 
Nicholas Park as a cultural resource in its own right. 

Toward this end, I enclose a bibliography of the work of Samuel Parsons. Jr. 
A copy of the Planting Plan for Saint Nicholas Park taken from Parsons book 
Landscape Gardening St.udiea published in 1910 by John Lane Company, Nev York. 
lt should be further noted that one of Parsons' books, The Art of Landscape 
Architecture is being reprinted in the near future. The New York State 
Council on the Arts has just awarded a grant for an exhibition on the Legacy 
of Samuel Parsons, Jr. 

Yours truly• 

~ C<cw ~a.111~xl 
Catha Crace Rambusch 
Director/CATALOG 

·•··. ,.:n,. 
··•' :.. . ..: ' .. ..·~ ,.r-. 

-i --:if~~·~~:-·(!. "t.c;.;;cilliil(I! 
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The Grange has a rich history within preservation efforts. In 
relocating the house, it would become possible to restore the 
architectural and structural qualities of the house. The 
proposed relocation site in St. Nicholas Park is on the 
peripheral boundary of the northern end. Throughout the 
history of the park, several additions and structural intrusions 
have occurred, mostly in the north and east sides of the park. 
The proposed site of relocation would not compromise the 
picturesque qualities of the central part of the park, and it 
would not be a visual intrusion from the northeast staircase 
and entrance of the park. 

See responses #1, #2, and #3. 
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Ardoltttt.,.. July 1949; XXXJX(•): llH16. Aa laT/y 
brief GRasmenr of Pamt1nlln- ar a landscape dal8Mr· 

Stiles. Hemy R. A Hlltory of the O<y of lh-ootlyo. 
BtOOllyn, NY: Pul>IUhed by Sub.cription; 1169. VoL //, 
pp. 17J-J14 co111ai11.1 an a1aid6tl qtWttUian from an 
wUdmlifitld s~. which tkst:riba Pa.mvn11,,·s 
•bMOJGIU, acriw 1~· and hU ·~IUJuultutic 
ckw.tlon ro .floral punulu. • At ~n as 1lls abJlilia o.s a 
mvsician anti anis1. Refers to ma!f'Y Ihle/ta and 
drawiltKS still Jn lhe possession of1M/amily. 11le sourer 
describa Pannmriu", horticul11mll lard'n ""1 says 
llOthi"& about liU tutivlt/u a.r a landscdPf dair~. 

Took, Robert M. "Wilolct>essto Laadsc>pe Gan!eo: lbe 
Early ~clop.Dlltnl of Hyde Part.• HMdson Riwr 
RqU>Nzl k~. Seprembe1 1991; S(2): 1-ll. Due.uses 
both th< Stud and Hom/< own<n/Ups of 11JKk Peri. 

No reposi&ory bas been located lhat CoD1aios ori1inal 
~ w.\ d.1aw\np by OJ re\11ing to ,\Jldr! Panne.ntier. 
However, the Saint Joseph Coovent, Brentwood, NY his 
Parmentier family records and portraitsc«1tend primarily 
OCI Adele Parmentier Bayer and ht1r be.ne(actioo.s. 
Additionally, lhe Wcsh:ro Hiswric:JI Manuscripts 
Collection, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO bolds 
the Charlef Van Ravenswaay Collection, which includes 
a d~ft manuscript oa Parmentier by the late Dr. Van 
Ravemwuy, including extensive ooles c.Dllcctcd by him. 
TlU1 material was very uscfuJ 10 ~ vrojcct teua. 
u.temblin1 the Vanderbilt Mansion National Historic Sice 
Cultural Landsaipe Report listed above, allhou1b Dr. V&D 
Raveaswuy's research focused more oa Patmel)tier as a 
~cuJturist than a landscape designu. 

Contribulcd by Cynthia z.ill<vUy, l'b.O. 

I 
Pana.u. Jr. ·was born in ~;w1:fo!, ~~-the~ 
SamUeJ Bowne Parsons, a nurseryman, and Susao 
Cliowbnd) Pusoos. P,.cedod by """ &eae""- of 
~er horticulturists, bis family propa1ac«I and 
CWt1vatfid nuRCIY. stock for nearly two ceatu.ries. ~ 
~Ursery prospered UDtil U,.e elder Pusoos' death (1907). 
1 brou1b1 to the fatn.ily inlemaliooaI notoriety. 
~Pe>mmitics for inlerot\ional \ravel, ui \be ability to 

~a variety of omament.a.1 trr.ics and shrub$ co the . s. 

AN ANNOTATED 818UOGlcAl'ln 

Panons, Jr. Samuel, c.1 1910s. (Fn'l!lisplru, AlrJrtOrlt:i 4J 
S41JuMlftJni;1N./9'MJ. 

Parsoru; first studied at Haverford College and later 
1raduatcd from Yale Scientific School with a Bachelor of 
PbiloSO(>hY in J 862. His studies cmph.u.it.c.ll A&ri<:W.tunl 
Chemist')', Geology, Bot.any, Physics and Surveyin1. 
Ahi:r college he studied farm.int. firsl for on(: year on a 
model fann OD Cayu,e:a Lake, and then six on bis ~ 
farm in sou them New Jtrsey. This wlS followed by five 
ycan in \be fanii~y nursery, Parsons & Sons Company. 
Flushing. NY. He~ his attention wai; tumeJ to layin1 
out and plantln1 country places. This period of prw:ticaJ 
experience prepand Parsons for his a:>signmeat with 
Calvert Vaux, when be joined his NYC office, Vaw: and 
Company, u • studeot. In the course of one year he 
became a p&rtner. Ourins th.is tenure num~s placel 
werclaidoutthroughoutthecountry. In lBBJ, Vaux was 
asked to retum to lbc NYC Parks Ot!p1rtment, which he 
•&reed oa lhe condition that Parsons be: able to .ioill him. 
nus bc3an a thirty-year tenure for Parsona ... a public 
servant. 

Parsons ~gan this carcc::r as Supeorin1endec1 of Plantilla, 
-..bk\:k w» at.Wa\\y 'hu::r.."a as.s\:st<m\. H~~ be belptd 
Vaux to perf«I plans, with an emphasis on plantin1 • 
Althou1h Vaux later resigned ic 1883 f;)r two years, upDn 

9) 
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his return, the two wortcd toptber on every picc;e of 
park dmip within lbe ci1y. This meant cbup aod 
deve.lopmenf in various parU cf Ccatral Part, and the 
rede5ip, desip and/or construction of such pub md 
opea sp&ce.<1 u Grants Tomb, Bowling G~. Uoioa and 
Abinsdon Square11, and JcaneUe, Canal Strtcl aod 
Christopher Parts. Aftet Vau•'• death in 1895, Pal"SOZ:d 
raumed the role of Landscape ArchileC:I. He left tbc 
department briefly for four ycan;, 1898-1902, and served 
as Commissioner for a brief period in 190S. During Ibis 
lime be oversaw much of the: design and plutinr ia 
Central, R..ivenide and Morniaaslde Parb, and tbe 
creation, design .nd coastnaction of St. Nicholas, DeWitt 
Clintoo, Thomas Jeffel'$00, aod John Jay Patts ud lbe 
Broadway Mall (S9-12Stb Stniet). Throuzb bis 
respo115ibilitics at the Parb Department, u president of 
the Park Board of Manhattan and Richmond, NY, and as 
the landscape 1rchitcct -,,pointed lo the City-Improvement 
Commissioo, he played a pivocal role durio1 a time when 
New York City's parks evolved from J>icnarcsque to 
Reform-Era desips. 

Parsoas' commissions can be found throu1bout the 
country in the form of puts, playgrouo.W:, estates, 
aardens, cemderi~. plan.aed communities (or homestead 
parks &S bi: rc:ft:rred to them), public crow:tds, and cam.pi.is 

plans. fie wu the Fiest profasiooat laadsc.apc an::hicect 
hin:d by the citi~ of Birminehlm, AL (Glen Iris Park) 
and San Dieao. CA {Balboa Park). A samplin1 of career 
projects includes the National Capital Gl"OUDds (sclocled 
under u:i Act of Congress), Washington DC (unexccuh:d); 
League Island Park, Philadelphia, PA; Pine Lawn 
Cemetery, Syossd, Lt; Evergreen Part Cemetery, 
Brooklyn, NY; Alhemarle Park, Asheville, NC; the 
University of Alab&ma at Tusaloosa, AL; •Etcnendorf" 
Horse Fann, Lexinaton, KY; "Bury HiU-, Newport, RI 
and "lnisfad-, Roslyn, NY. 

Concurrent with public: service and his own practice, 
Parsons &. Co., the America Society of l.:andscapc 
Architects (ASLA) was founded in Panoos' NYC office 
in the St. Jame& Buildin1 oo January 4, 1899 - due 
laricJy to his persistcooc. He was d«ted it.s first Vice 
President, wilh lohl'l: Charles Olms&ed as President, and 
played a role in dr1ftin& its first cmwitutioa amons other 
tasks. He later served u president in 1902, and •rain in 
1906-7. 

Throughout his career, Parsoas wrote m.teasivcly 
indudine numerous articl~ in Scribnu's Magazin.t, 
Gardm d Fi,/d, 7htr Ammaui Ganlen, IM Out/oo!, aad 
~ Am'rican Archit,a. He also wrote sevea major 
book.s. His design philosophy and much of his career 

canon CUI. be zleaned from thMe publication,;: and bis 
si,.Ufic:atleeacy extant in the Americao landscape today. 

Panou, Jr., Samuel. •1taliu:i Villas; Their Pl-=o and 
FUllci:ion in 1he Landscape• '17te Amnia:u1 Archil'CT, 28 
11117 1915; CVlll(2066); 49-55, S9. llJ,.s, 

Parsoos, Jr., Samuel. "Landscape Surrounds for 
Academic Buildings"', The American Arddlec::t. 20 
OclObu 1915; CVlll(2078); 257-264. Phmo" 

Panoos, lr., Samuel. "l.a""1 and La1ulscape: Suhurl>on 
La ..... " 7M Amuicun °"""11. April 1881; Il(l)I, 

Parsons, Jr., Samuel. •t.awn. aad Landscape: An Ida.I 
Lawn.· Th< Am•rlcun Ganhn. Octobe< 1881; 11(3) 40. 

Parw:>os, Jr., Samuel. "Lawn and Landscape: Nook.cries.• 
1he Amt'rican Garden. February 1!82; 111(2): 24. 

Parsons, Jr., Samuel. "Lawn and Landscape: OmalDCntal 
Cllmbin1 Vines.'" The American Garden. Septembt:r 
1882; lll(9): 136. 

Par300.S, Jr., S...m\l(J. "'Lawa. and Laadscape: The Hardy 
Az.alt.a. • The Amt'rican Garden. December 1882; 111(12): 
184. 

Parsons, Jr., Samuel. "Lawn and Landscape; Rhodo· 
dendrons. • 'Iht American Garden. June 1883; IV(6}: 108. 

Parsons, Jr., Samuel "'Lawn u:id I....a.ndscape: Ceotral 
Part.• The Ameriro.n Garden. December 1883; IV(l2): 
230. 

Parsons, Samuel, Jr. •Lawn Plmtiq for Winter Effect.· 
~Atlantic Mon1hly. May 1881; (XLVJI). 

Bail•y, Liberty Hyde (Ed.). Cyclopedia of ..,,,.,;can 
Honicullure. New York: Tbe Macmillan Compuy; 1910. 
/ncilldu "'Lawn"', by Panons. (pp. 890-891.} 

Capan,, Harold A.: Pray. James Shlf&is: Vau~. Downina 
(Ed.). TranstUTions of the Ammcan Socilty oflandsctzpt' 
Arcllilecu 1899-1908. HarrUbura:. PA: Horace McFarland 
Co. ·Smau Ciry ParJc.r• by Parsons. Includa f1UUIY 
Refo111t Era part d'sirns. (pp. 75-80). 

Capam., Harold A.: Pny, James Sturgis; Vaux, Dowuial 
(Ed.). TransaaiotU o/1h' Ainerican Sociery of Lantis~ 
Ardaitttr.r 1899-1908. Hanisbura:, PA: Horace McfarJuid 
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Co. •1nurat1ng Fat:U In Regard to Ute lncqtion -4 
~ ofc.-.J pari:• by /'anons. lnclwks urly 
part 1''- W· IOS·llO). 

Chl1o. liol""' (ll4.); hr>oo>, Mabel {l'lom<io)', l'owlcr, 
Clumco (Text). EA1llsh House Ground.I. New Yort: 
Mabel-;1924. A.,.,tcolkaiO!ro/tonknp/l<Jtot 

from INfQJOl/y trip 10 Ent'-'· 7M boa/>. is dweo1..i 10 

JM monory of Samuel Parsons. 

Pmom, /r •• S.mud. "Shrubbery ia the Homo Grouoc!s: 

How ID Stx:ure the Ila! Result.", °'"""" I.if• /Jo 
,i-rim. Novemh« 1901; 25-26. 

Par.om, Jr •• Samuel. "Haw to Make a Garden - Tho 
l.awD: Somo of Cbe Prliiciples Explained by • New Yorl 
Unibclpe Ganber·, eo..,,,,Lif• In Atnmca. M..W 
1902: 173. 

Elwood, P. H. (Ed.). Am.neon LnNJscar """''""""" 
New York: Tbo An:bitectural Book Publi<lllng Co., loc.; 
1924. Pholds of Azar. Sen§. Cook, and SIBson E.rtaus 
ddltw by p.,.,.,,, (pp. 122-/U). 

Ml1bews, J.- Gi111vitocad Mathews, RiChrd. A. (Ed.). 
71w Manor and Co/lager Albonm-11 Ptui. A.shLMlll, 
Nonh CaroUna.· A HiJlaric nannetl ResU!emial 
Community. AsheviJJe, NC: The Albemarle Park·M.ar.or 
Grounds A»ociarioa., Inc.; 1991. lncWJa the chapier 
•JM Lottdscape '!/° Albmsarll Park: ~I Panon..f • 
Vu1on• by Cluuhs Birnbal'm (pp. 40-6)). Hir1aric alfll 
_...,, plwtos, planJ. 

Panons, Mabel (Ed.). Mnnoriuo/Samuel Parsou. New 
Yod: 8Dd l...oDdon: O.P. Puln1.m's Sons; J926. 4'Jn Mr 
fotJi.r~ d""1i in /92J, /ofab.I /'arsons (1902-1964) 
«Jmpkla his drtaikd biography; how hi ~ Olmsted 
rtltrd Vara; tM Cattral Ptuk yean and tM bottle to 
/ll'Crtrve tM imm of tM ·anMrWanr pltm for the 
following d«Oda. Parsons ph010 ar ajrontispktt. 

Panom. Jr., Samuel. lbc Parts and the faople", 'lllC 
0"1/oo.t. 7 May 1898; 2)-3), 

p.,.,_, Jr .• Samuel and O'Donovao, W.R. "Tho Art of 
c....t...p. Gordcoina". n.. Chuloo.t. 22 September 1906; 
221-lll. 

hnon.. Jr., Samuel. ~Art o/Land.J~ Architect1.1n, 
New Yort aod London: The Knickerbocker Press, G. J:t. 
Pt:itnam·s Soal; 1915. PQrS(JIU' studyof1hedt!11elopme1JJ 
lcu.d,QJpe arthitecr11re Q.nt/ "i.u applicaJion 10 modn-n 
"""1.rcape gardening. " '/he cu/mi11a1ion of his work ahd 

AN ANNOTA7XD BIWOG&t/'ITY 

dai111 pltllosopldu. Many phot03 of wliich sonw an 
ld .. J;/UJ. 

""-'· Jlr.J, Suini.J (Ed.). n;,,u "" l.aNl.t
Ganlenl.,. Boston ,.d Now York: Hou1h1Do Milllia 
Company, 'I'bei Riverside Press; 1917. Panon.r writes 
llllroduction and ttrYa as editor for IM rqnW of Priltce 
w:in P~MasJ:a11·,. clas.Jic. ~ by John Nolen. 
Second 111 saia of •aJ11Mrl1a1ivie" boob to be ptcbUs/aat 
with the tr>Opmu/on of IN ASL.A. 

PU10ns, Jr., Samuel, H'1'W 10 Pl.an the Home GrolUfds. 
New York: Doubleday & McClun: Co; 1899. "BIJ.ric 
priltdpld OBAccrNftJ tht 1eltaion and dai,tn cf 
ra1Unti4/. propmia. • Disausion of plmu matl!rllW. 
EAfl'Ovings, plllns, seaion.t. 

JJanom, Jr., Samuel. Untbca,,. Gard1nin1. New York, 
l.ondoo: 0.P. Putnant'• Sons, The Knickerboctcr Pnu; 
1191. £,mpha.ris on 14ndscape composllion oNl p/JW 
matnials. Chango In 1tUte/1echnolbgy U lWll illiunwd 
/MDvative US* of photos and en1ravin1s for tM poiod. 

Parson.s, (Jr.}, Samuel. LandsCtJJN Gardt!ning Slr,J/n. 
New Yori:: iciln Lane Company; 1910. o.,. of 1~ fow 
books by Panom to credit his own lVOrk with projl!Cf 
namu and /.ocaJiotu. J,,dudu many p!totw and pkms. 

Parson&, Jr .. Samuel. RqJon to Park Board New Yer* 
City of Samuel Pono1U, l.andsCOfM Ardiitecr on V".uit to 
£11roJNan Parla. New York: Martin B. Btown Company 
Printers; 1906. Shorr m1mogrnph. 

Parsons, Jr. Samuel. •Lawn PJanting for City aad 
Country.• Saibner's MotrthlyMagazine, 1579; (VIU)249. 

P&rsoo1, Jr., Samu~I. •nc Ornamentation of Poads uul 
Lakes.• Scribner'.rMoNhlyMag~iM. March 1891; IX(3) 
Many NYC uampla UtcJudlng Union Squan. 

Parsoci., Jr., Samuel. "Small Country Places.• Saibn.n's 
MoN/\ly M•gcitln<. Mm\\ 1in; Xl(l) Thb iJ 11!. ,.,.. 
anick thal appmn in Homes in City and Country. 

Panooa, Jr., Samud. •The Evolution of A City Squue. • 
ScrlbnD"'z Monthly Magazine. July 1892; Xll(l): 107-
116. F«us on mtalhr NYC parlc.r dni1nM wilh Vaux. 

Sturgis, Russell; Root, John W.; Price, Bruce; Mikboll. 
Donald G.; Patsons Jr, Samuel; Linn, W.A. Homu I,. 
Clry and Country. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons; 
1893. lndwda chapter ITy Parsoru on ·Small Co11n1ry 
Placu.'" Previowly published in Scribner's Monthly. 
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PIONllUS OF AMEJUCAN LANDSCME DESIGN 

Vaulll:, Calvert and Parsons, Jr, Samuel. Concuning Lawn 
Planlin1. New York: Orange Judd Company; lHl. This 
JO+ Pllle monograph is a seriu of short asays in 
alkrnaling daaptn-s by tM a111hon. Parsons' focweJ on 
planl matnials (t!g. "My Friend 1M Andl'Ol1W!a•), 'While 
Vaat addruses brooder design applications (9The Value 
of Sky"). 

The location of lbc: office papers of Parsons & Co. is ool 
known today. HDWeVer lhc NYC Municipal Archives 
contains the Central Park Collection representing Parsons' 
public service career. The Archives are being caLalogucd, 
and lhcn: is also related correspoodence which is 
organized by year, much of which is iD PaDOns' own 
band. Also i.n NYC, the Arsenal, at the Departmenl of 
Parks&. Recreation, ba.s detailed meeting minutes and a 
photoeraphlc bibliography for all Annual Reports. The 
Long Island Collection, Queens Public Library contains 
the Parsons family papers including information on the 
nursery opention, Quaker society meetings, family tree, 
etc. There is aJso a scrapbook of newspaper articles high
lighting personal controversies and achievements. The 
NY Historical Society bu a limited coll~tion and a small 
family file. Other archives are usually job specific and 
can be found locally. Examples include the photographic 
archive of the Binnin2ham Historic.al Society with 
liistoric images of Parsons-designed residential 
oommunities. The Binninaham Public Library, Dq>t. of 
Archives and Manuscripl'I includes the family p1pcrs of 
Rob.:rt JcmisoD, Sr. The San Diego Historical Society 
bolds one of the few collections of known correspondence 
from Parson~ & Co related to Balboa Park found in the 
George Mao:ton fanUly papers. Also the California Room, 
San Dieao Public Library has over 100 related drawings. 
The Frances Loeb Library at Harvard, Cambridi:e, MA 
bas ten original plans by Parsons. 

Contributed by Charles A. Birnbaum 

PeieH, Elbert, b. 1886, d. 1968. Elbert Peets wu born 
in Hudson, OH on May 5, 1886. Educate.d in the 
Clevelud public school system, Peets' worked as a 
teenaaer for H. U. Horvath, a landscape architect and 
nurseryman who served as a consultant forester to the 
City of Cleveland. After graduating, maa:na cum l.audt:, 
Phi Beta Kappa, and with First Scholarship Honors from 
Cleveland's Western Reserve University (1912). Peets 
enrolled in the i:raduate program in landscape architecture 
ai Harvard University, eamina: an MLA (1915). 

96 

Elbert Peel<,. (Pfte-11'1 CDll'1n)· of Cr•mtll l/11i•·tnity UbrontS, 

Dqn1nmmr of Mo11w:c1,.pts 11>1.l Um11cn:i1y Arcl!i11c~.) 

Becau...e of his early training. Peds taught horticulhlre at 
Harvard anJ also published a hook, Prnctlcal Tue Repair 
(1916). He then workM for 1he Cambrid~e. MA firm of 
Pray, Hubbard and White-. Arnund 1915 or 1916, he met 
Wem('r He:gcmann. a wdJ.lcn0\.\'?1 planner from Germany 
who ...,·orked as a con .... uHant to many American cilies. 
This 1SS01:iation rcsulced in the prl!'pi!.ration of numerous 
J!l:&ns for communities in Wisconsin, includini the 
company lO\l1l of Kohler. Po:oeb i>1:rv¢d as a civilian 
planning en&incer for the U.S. Army during WVw'l 
(J917-l918), follow<!.1.1 by a rdum to Wisc(ln:.in, where! he 
•gain worked wilh Hegemann until late 1919. In J 920. 
he spent • year in Europe, usini? fund"' from the Charles 
Eliot Travelling Fellowship that Harvard h:.ad award~ him 
in 1917. Following his return to the Unit~ States, Ptitts 
immediately rejoined Hegemann and i:,c;gan to collaborsh: 
on their profusely illuo;trated volu~. Tht- Amt'rican 
Vicruvius: An Architt•rls' Ha11dbonk o[Cll·ic Art (1922). 

After returning to Clc-veland and devdoring a prh·ate 
planning office that he nuintainc-<l lhroughout the 1920s 
and in10 the 1930s, Peds c.<,tahli~h"'d a r~putalion a.~ one 
or Amc-rica's l~ding crilics in landM:a~ architeciure, 
publishing a kries of espc!i;ial!y insi~hlful articles in 
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• COMMENTS 

EMANUEL PIETERSON HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

COHNENTS ON THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
DRAFT PLAN FOR RESTORATION OF THE 
1fAHILTON GRJINGE NATIONAL MBHQRIAL 

11.itll tile assistance of oar arcll.itectural and eng.ineer.ing 

consultants, wllose statement of qaal.if.icat.ions .is attacbed, -

.inspected the ez.ist.ing site and reviewed tile Alternatives .in tJle 

April 1993 Dra:tt Plan prepared by tbe National Parle Service. W.itla 

respect to AJternat.ive 4, we £.ind tbat tile proposed relocation o:t 

tile Grange to St. N.icllolas Parle would create tr-ndous 

accessibility problems :tor disabled visitors plaaaiag to arrive oa 

tbe.ir OWD by foot or ia a wbeelcbair. '1'.lae grade along l4lst Street 

1 between Convent Avenue aad St. N.icbolas Avenue is eztremely steep, 

tile slope o:E wbicb .., est.i..mate at 1:8 or approz.i..mately 12.S•. 

Guidel.iaes for mobility-illlpaired persoas rec01111Dend tbat tile grade 

oa sloped surfaces be as gradual as possible aad aot ezceed a 1" 

r.ise in a 12" run or approzi.mately s•. Clearly, tbe slope of tile 

la.ill providiag access to tile proposed entrance in Alternative 4 

would ezceed Federal accessibility standards for public buildings 

as required by tbe Americans with Disabilities Act. Ascending or 

desceDdi.ng tb.is bill durillg tbe wiDter wben icy co1Jditio1Js aay 

ez.ist is eztremely dangerous, wbetber a person is disabled or not. 

• 
1. 

• 
RESPONSES 

All development and rehabilitation activities by the National 
Park Service at Hamilton Grange within St. Nicholas Park and 
at new facilities on Convent Avenue would conform to the 
requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act. The grade 
is steep on 141st Street between St. Nicholas Avenue and 
Convent Avenue. Diligent maintenance would be necessary to 
keep it passible in winter icy conditions. The entrance walk to 
the site would fall within federal accessibility standards. 
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COMMENTS 

ror the same reason, - do aot feel Alternative 3 in the Draft 

Pl1111. would be feasible eitller. aeacbing the soutb gate by foot or 

ia a wlleelchair fr- St. llicllolas Avenue, a.s depicted oa tile 

proposed site plan coatained in tlle Draft Pla11. report, would be 

eztremely difficult ia good weatller aad most probably .impossJ.ble 

wben icy conditions e•ist oa tbe grou.ud. rbe slope of grade fn:i. 

tile proposed aaatltoa rerrace gate to the proposed aew building 

e.atraace woald likewise be eztr..ely steep. 

2'herefore, ia coasideratioa of the likely accessibility 

proble.a witb tbe preferred relocatioa site proposed ia the Draft 

Plaa, we have developed an alternative proposal for relocating tie 

Graage ia St. llicllolas Parle (see tbe attached site plan). 2'Jle site 

- propose is oaly one aad a balf blocJcs soutll of tbe ezistiag site 

3 aad would have · paaoraaic views of the Barlem Valley below. It 

would also provide easy access to mobility-iapaired vi.si.tors 

because the street grade aloag St. Nicholas 2'errace is relatively 

flat. !'he site would also be accessible to cbarter buses llJld is 

oaly OJle block -st ot pablic bus transportation tllat nuas along 

Coaveat Aveaue • 

• 

2. 

3. 

• 

RESPONSES 

It is anticipated that the Grange would be moved, as described 
in alternative 4, following the approval of the final plan and 
record of decision. Therefore, alternative 3 would not be 
implemented. 

The proposed location of Hamilton Grange at the foot of 
Hamilton Terrace is intended to continue the direct connection 
the Grange has shared with its historical community of 
Hamilton Heights. Although the National Park Service would 
work with City College to address issues of mutual concern, it 
is not the intent of this plan to integrate Hamilton Grange into 
the City College of New York campus. 

• 
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Ia additioa, sitiag tbe buildiag aloag St. llicbolaa !rerrace 

would proYide a •ore secure Jocatio.n Lor t:Jle Ora.age, •• opposed UI 

tile ot:.laer Alter.nat.iyea LrJ. tile Draft Pl.a.a, becaaae t:.la.ia area i• 

regvJ.arJ.J' patrol.led bf' t:.lae city College oL •- ror.lc' 11 aeaur.itJ' 

Lorc:e. N'e L-1 t:.laat locat:i.ng t:Jae araage at tb.ia aite WDald pror:i.d• 

a fQrt:Jaer benefit by iate!Jratiag t.la:i.a .nat.io.nal la.i11tor.ic .-on ..... t 

.iato t.lae l.ife a.ad fabric of City college, wlllcll is located adjac-t 

to tbe proJ>Oaed site, tbu11 acting as a resource to stud-ts 

11tudy.i..Dg early Amer.iclUI bi11tolt"J' a.ad arc1Litect11re. 

JreapectfullJ' Submitted, 

Borace carter, l'reaide.nt 

lflf1UIU1tL l'IrnlUOll BIS!'OJtrCAL SOCiftr 

Noyember 17, 1993 

Poat OLLice Boz 733, lfa.Dbatta.nrille Statioa 

New rork, NflW rork 10027 

(212) 2113-5300 or (718) 937-1124 
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PROPOSED SllE PLAN 

HAMILTON GRANGE NATIONAL MEMORIAL 
NEW YORK, NY 

© 1993 - THE EMANUEL PIETERSON HISTORICAL SOCIETY- NEW YORK, NY 
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• COMMENTS 

ARCHITECTURl'.L MID rnamErnu:G CCt!SUL TAt!TS 
TO THE EMANUEL PIETERSOtl HISTCRICAL SOCIETY 

MARK G. BARgSDALE, R.A. - ARCHITECT 

Mr. Barksdale is a registered architect in the states of New York 
and New Jersey, as well as a licensed professional planner in the 
state of New Jersey. He is also a certified construction inspector 
and a certified environmental inspector. He has had over 15 years 
e~perience in the fields of architecture and urban planning. 

As an architect he has been primarily involved with the design and 
renovation of healthcare facilities, hotels and residential 
buildings. During the course of his career he has performed site 
surveys and building inspections, has been involved in all phases 
of the design process and has provided construction administration 
services on numerous projects. He is treasurer of the New York 
chapter of the National Organization of Minority Architects (NOMA) 
and has also been act1vely involved with landmarks preservation 
activities, having been a member of the Emanuel Pieterson 
Historical Society since 19BJ. 

Mr. Barksdale earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Architecture 
from the City College of the City University of New York, Master of 
Science degrees in Urban Planning and Health Facility Design from 
Columbia University, and a Juris Doctor degree from Yale University 
Law School. 

BYRON FROWNER, P.E. - CONSULTING ENGINEER 

Mr. Frowner is a licensed Professional Engineer in the gtate of New 
York and has over JO years experience as an engineer, specializing 
in electrical and electronic engineering. He has been involved with 
the design, testing and maintenance of complex electro-mechanical 
and electronic equipment, as well as management of large-scale 
projects and Staff for such governmental agencies as the United 
States Navy, the New Yorl: City Transit Authori-cy and the Bureau at 
Water Pollution control in New York City. He has also acted as a 
construction manager and designed mechanical and electrical systems 
for several lar0e-scale renovation projects at :·letropolitan 
Hospital in New iork City. In addition, he has also acted as a 
consultant on various other engineering projects throughout New 
York City and the nation. 

Mr. Frowner earned a Bachelor of Electrical Engineering degree from 
the City College of the City University of New Yer);. 

• • 
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FRANK KENNEDY. R.A. - ARCHITECT 

Mr. Kennedy is a registered architect in the state of New York and 
has over 26 years experience in the construction industry, 
consisting of 10 years of civil engineering activities and 16 years 
of work providing architectural design and construction 
administration services to clients throughout the metropolitan New 
York area. 

As an architect he has been involved in various aspects of 
architectural program planning and building design, including 
preparation of documents for all phases of the design and 
construction process. He is also highly experienced in the 
application and analysis of building codes and zoning regulations, 
gained through many years of practice in New York City. In 
addition, he has a strong planning background, which he has applied 
in dealing with a number of urban design problems. 

Mr. Kennedy holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Architecture and 
a Bachelor of Architecture degree from the City College of the City 
University of New York. 

ANTHONY O. SOHEFUN, ENG.SC.D., P.E. - CONSULTING ENGINEER 

Mr. Somefun is a licensed Professional Engineer in the state of New 
York and has 16 years of experience in engineering and 
architecture, specializing in the area of structural design. He has 
acted as a consultant on a number of projects including hospitals, 
churches, high-rise commercial buildings and residential buildings. 
He has also performed construction inspections and building 
investigations. 

Mr. Somefun holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil 
Engineering, a Master of Science degree in civil Engineering and a 
Doctor of Engineering Science degree from Columbia University as 
well as a Bachelor of science degree in Architecture from the City 
College of the City University of New York . 
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FEDERATION 

FOONDl;;o 1119!1 
-241hs

L<n&hlandClty.N.Y.lllOl 
(718):1151.731.5 

October 2, 1993 

Mr. Theodore kovaleff, Chairman 
Community Board #9 
565 west 125 Street 
New York, N.Y. 10027 

OF NEW YORK 

Tiii OMW'INC S0CUTT 

NEW Tolll Mll1IOl'OUTAN CHAl"T!lt C. Tiii: 
AMEIUCAN SOCIEITOI' INTEJllOlt DDICNUS 

AMDICAN AISTMCT AanSTI 
SCVU'TOllS cun.o 

HAlLEM CUl.TUIALCOUMCll.. INC. 
NEW YOU ME't'J.DPOUTAN cKAYrE• OFTHI 

AMD.ICAM ""4NNINC ASOOCliTIOH 

TH£ PAAU COUNClL 

NP/roJI u.nm !QOnT ASSOCIATION. urc. 
MEWYOflll SOCTITYOf Al\CHrncl'5 

NEWlOUUHDMAUSOONSICIWANCI' 
PVIUc A.at FUND. INC. 

HlStUIJC DCST'IUCTS COUNCIL 

CIW.LIS Cd.Ddl,. Dirwdoio' 

J&-Hff--
MICRAtLIWdtt.&I., Dindor 
Fuo lillMAMM. Dndol'
H1Nuntt N.\TIIM', DiNdor 
Om Pt.wAU.. lJindor 
Eu..ulo1 Plnl.t.Dtr.cWr-
Uo flA.MD1,Dil¥<t<lf' 
M4uotl Rou.u., o;:~or 
IH11&1looSSEJ.U.Dindor 
AalWLUt Jon Tmw. Dindor' 

RE: The Grange 

Dear Mr. Kovaleff, 

As an organization representin9 the major architectural pro
fessional societies of New York City, we recommend the restora
tion and relocation of the Ale~ander Hamilton house, The Grange, 
across 14lst Street to St. Nicholas Park, as proposed by the 
National Park Service. 

The 1802 house is one of the last remaining Federal style villas 
built in early New York City, and because it is a part of 
Hamilton's original estate, it deserves a park setting that 
would more closely reflect its original environment. 

We understand the community is reluctant to have an empty lot 
created next to St. Lukes Church to which it presently adjoins, 
but we are told the Park Service includes in its proposal erec
tion of a public facility in that space determined with commu
nity approval. Considered und~r these conditions, the Fine 
Arts Federation strongly urges community support for the relo
cation of this historic treasure. 

In our interest in the preservation of your community, as well 
as its goals, we offer our hel~ in any way it can be of value. 

Sincerely, . 

(~/~ 
Roy G~;;;w, President 

RG/rf 

• 
1. 

• 
RESPONSES 

Alternative 4 in the final plan has been amended to identify a 
new NPS ranger residence and community use facility as the 
appropriate use for the Convent Avenue site once the Grange 
has been moved. The vest-pocket park has been eliminated as 
a viable option. 
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Mr. Joe A~ery. Supervisor 
Five ManhattBn Sites 
National P&r~ Ser~i~• 
2fl \lal.l Stre.,t: 
N. I., LY. 10005 

Dear Mr. AYery t 

Oct:obor :H,1993 

RE: Aleza~der Hami1ton'g 
niot:or1c home. The Gt~ng~ 

Otir i>Fg&.t&.:..£ation 1 vb.:$,eh va .. e•te't>li.1111hed in 1Gi70 t.o b.el-p •ave 
all ~e could of Nev York City's 19th century heritage of iron
front buildidgs, auch es ~bo8& ln the SORO Ris~o~lc D1Btr1ct, aDd 
others outsid• the distTict. which are et.i.1 t f'lt rialt, i1:1 a.l&o 
eoacern•d abou~ th• ~ondit.ion pf the historic Hamilto~ c~a.nge in 
tha Hmmilton Heis~t8 B1atoric District in Manh~tta~. 

It ie widely recognized thee Th• Grange ~as "9tored' oD its 
present site to smYe it fro~ de~oltcio~. A ctYi~ ci~ded Ne~ 
Yorker made posBible th~ movin~ of Alei•nde~'• Hamilton's 
b.i.:storic: h-011.e wben lf stQod in. th.e war of 1'pr-ogress"" as street...& 
•e~e being cut through foe deTelopment of its •r~s 1n 1889. 

The Yationel Park Servict has aplendid plans for mo•~ng The 
Cra"a~ to an appropriate bite. after all th~ae y~ors~ And how 
fortynate that ~he aite la nearby &o that thi~ significa~t 
national monument tan still be en enrich~ent to ics trsditional 
neighborhood. 

It ia qui~e ave 1nepir1n1 to visualite how tkia stately 

lannscaping. ~e do hope that Yark s~rvlce planning includes the 
pl~nt~n1 of thir~&•n ••~ sweet sum tree• from George Washington 1 ~ 
Hount Vernon est~te. Ma7be these could be &elected aa aaplings 
cow so that theJ Yill be r~ad1 !or crBnsplant1D8 id Hamilto~ 
H•ight• by the time the house is rEad7 for rededication followiDB 
it~ relocation and reatoration. 

ec ure wan ~o encourage an 
and you per•onally~ as run 
faet 44 poesible. 

~V~,-1. s r~-yotc.-
arg CiiJ\.? 'I 

PreBi nt: 

1. 

• 
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The feasibility of placing the sweet gum trees on the new site 
would be thoroughly evaluated during the design process. 
Conclusive research would be completed in an attempt to 
substantiate the origins of the sweet gum trees. 

• 
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435 West 141 Street, New York, New York 10(}31 
(212) 926-2713 

TI>e Honorable Albert A. Gore, Jr. 
Vice President of the United Stntes 
Washington, D. C. 

Marchs, 1994 

Re: The Harnll\QD Gran= National Memorial 

Dear Sir: 

As a. concerned group of the WE~t Harlem-Hamilton Heights 
community, ~ oppnsjtion to the Natjanal Par~'s 

roposed removal of Alexl'linder Hamilt ' House,. The Grange, to a city 
~ is nation memorial has bEen at its prese'iiT s.ite for 

approximately 104 years and we oppose i~ removal to St. Nicholas P<trk 
where II will destroy and disrLlpl the needed open spaces of the P.uk. 

We are writing to you to enlist your support in our efforts in 
preventing the removal of Hamilton Grange from its present location es 
is being P'Of•Os~c.1 by lhe Natlonal Park Service. 

We are opposed to the Granze's removal for many r.::asons, a ci.1py 
of our position paper is enclosed as well as a copy of An Analyc.is oi 
N .P.S. Altemative 4. We firmly believe that tt.e Grange ca."'l be r<:storcxl 
and used as a historic mustun1 for tl\e use of the entire City and lhe 
Nation at its present lo~ati011. 

We would nlso like to add that we arc opposed to the site tl\ai is 
proposed by the National Park Service because it will further scar and 
disfigure a vital green space of this area, St. Nicl"'las Park. The hislorlc 
s.ignificanc:-e and worth of'this vita!. resource conlil\u<!s. to bi.:: ignored. St. 
Nicholas Park is the W(lrk of Samuel Parsons. Jr .. and st<Lnds as the only 
remaining ~xample o! his l::md~capiug \\~L.Jrk i~ tht: pk,ur~que style. 

• 
1. 

2. 

• 
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See responses to "Hamilton Grange: An Analysis of Alternative 
4" and the "Position Paper" below. 

See response #1 to the Catalog of Landscape Records in the 
United States . 
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'The H<.>norable Albert A. Gore, Jr. 

Wen" oim.ply asking that e. new uid differenl wat ..... tion of the Nation.,! 
Park Service's Q,,,.,al Man agcment l'lan slwulrl b@ u1u!ert;il;en with the object 
of restoring tN. Crange .al it• pre,ent loi;.oli()n. 

Any a'sislona! or infrmnatkm that you m.ay be able to pruvidl! us will be 
appreciated to help"" keep the Grange ~t [ts pYe$•nt k>c•linn . 
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HAMILTON GRANGE 

AN ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE 

4 

Report to the 

Hamilton Grange Community Task Force To Prevent The Removal 
Of The Grange. 

Prepared by the 

City College Architectural Center (CCAC) 

Ghislaine Hermanuz, Director 
City College of New York 

School of Architecture and Environmental Studies 

November 1993 
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INTRODUCTION 

Hamilton Grange National Memorial, originally a home built for Alexander 
Hamilton, the first Secretary of State, is a national monument located in Harlem, 

at 287 Convent Avenue (Block 2050; Lot : 4). Oliginally located near what is now 
143rd Street and Amsterdam Avenue, the house was donated to St Luke's 
congregation and moved to il9 present location, on Convent Avenue and 141st 
Street The house was used as a temporary chapel until the stone church was 

built, next to it The Grange was purchased from St Luke's by the American 
Scenic and Historic Preservation Society and was maintained by them until 
1964, when it was accepted by 1he U.S. Government for administration by the 
National Park Service.The National Park Service, who owns the property has 
developed four (4) alternate proposals for the upgrading and refurbishing of the 
Grange, which has been closed ID the public since June 1992, as the building is 
unsafe for visitors. 
(See Illustration 1) 

The first option proposes to stabilize the structure in situ, with partial interior 
restoration. The second option would add an elevator and stair on the eXlerior of 
the building. The third option reorients the entrance to Hamilton Terrace, lower 
the subbasement floor, add elevator and stair ill8ide the building, and reestablish 
the historical landscape around the entry. The fourth alternative proposes to 
move the Grange to St Nicholas Park, after stabilizing and restoring the existing 
structure, and rebuild the Grange in the Park to its original configuration. 

The NPS proposal analyzed here (Alternative 4) shows the Grange relocated 
along the Northern edge of St Nicholas Park, opposite West 141st Street's 
intersection with Hamilton Terrace. These are some of the issues with the 

proposed relocation . 
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Plai;;,.11,. 
Old fa~ . . I~~ and OTirioal iiltc of bu.Udini ilM'flcaW 09 modnn &tnc 

Hlustration 1 : Historical Sits Plan 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Original Location 
Present Location 

Proposed Relocation 
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1 .0 Choice of Ae!ocaljon Site: 

·n St Nicholas Piiie, Ill• houu lllOUld b• ~tum.d to a.U lhat is ~rilisefnt of its 1802 

histotic ul1illg.Reloctlion of Ill•~ to St. NicholM Pl/tic 'llllOuld b. uignlicsnt vilutll 

itrpactb.alll~ .. MWMll'Wlntwouldb. introdUC»d.' (p.52) 

1.1 Proposed site is not the physical equivalent of the original site. It 
is not a hill t>p but the flank of a stsep hill, or combe. 

1.2 Sile's orientation is different from original: it does not face or 
allows views toward Ille Hudson Aiwr. Nordoes it have 
comparable views to the Harlem River. 

1.3 There is little light access to the site. It is shaded by trees, a steep 
slope from SL Nicholas Terrace and the CCNY Steinman Hall 
(Engineering Building). The site feels gloomy the year round. 
( See llustralion 2) 

1.4 Sile is not acceptable simply because it falls within the boundaries 
of Hamilton's former property. All available properties within the 

limits of the former Grange should be analyzed and compared. 

s 

1. 

2. 

3. 

• 

RESPONSES 

Although the St. Nicholas Park site is not the physical 
equivalent to the original location of Hamilton Grange, the 
proposed site would offer a natural setting that is more 
compatible with the original design intent of the house than 
the current location. The new site would also provide a more 
open and natural feeling than the current location. The 
urbanization and development of the city affords few locations 
to place the house from which to view the Hudson or Harlem 
Rivers and still remain within Hamilton's original 
landholdings and the Hamilton Heights neighborhood. 

A shadow study of the proposed relocation site in St. Nicholas 
Park was performed by the National Park Service in response 
to public concern. The results were presented at the March 11, 
1994, public meeting and are documented in the final plan in 
appendix I. The study demonstrated that the relocation site is 
in the shadows of existing buildings (e.g., Steinman Hall) only 
in mid to late afternoon in the winter and late afternoon in the 
summer. The site has light more than half the day. In contrast, 
the current site is in the shadow of adjacent buildings all day 
throughout the winter and in partial shadows all day 
throughout the summer. 

Landscaping plans, developed during the later design process, 
would promote use of the natural light of the site rather than 
create further obstructions. 

Numerous locations for the Grange have been evaluated by 
the National Park Service through the years. Some of the 
alternatives considered are discussed in the "Affected 
Environment" under "The Grange and Its History" and under 
the "Alternatives Considered But Rejected" sections of the final 
plan. Many of the past plans are available to the public 
through the park or through the Technical Information Center 
at the NPS Denver Service Center in Denver, Colorado . 

• 
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Olustration 2: Perspective 

Perspeatival View of Ille reconstructed Grange in 
Ille context of Steinman Hall and St Nicholas 
Terrace. 
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2.0 site Acoessibili!y: 

"Addi!ionsl visJlotS "1wtlg by carard but would nol a.Bit signlfJCa11 tXldiionsl 

d6msnds on locslm«ld!M option /0 d6~/op buapamg in St Nicho/asP.iiis chosen.· 

(p.5'} 

2.1 Access 10 the proposed site is uneasy for both buses and 
pedestrians, because of the steep slope of 141 st Stree~ from 
either Convent Ave. or St Nicholas Ave. 

22 141st Street is heavilytraffid<.ed, as it is the.first available 
crosstown street, with river to river access, norlh of 125th Street It 
is used by emergency vehicles (fire trucks, ambulances.etc.) 
continuously. It is two-way although narrow, and cannot allow for 
buses to stop along the Park. Buses will continue to stop on 
Convent or Hamilton T enace. 
(See Illustration 3 ) 

2.3 If bus parking is developed at lhe foot of the hill (St NiCholas Ave}, 

access to relocated mansion involves a ~; hike. It also 
means displacement of the only playgro nd within a 6-block 
radius, and the displacement of a public bus stop (M-3). 

2.4 The site cannot be adequately secured from the rest of the park 
and St Nicholas Terrace unless a very high fence is erected 
around it 

2.5 Playground at St Nicholas Avenue would be jeopardized. It 
cannot be easily replaced as the topography of most of the 
parkland precludes the development of accessible recreation 
space. 
( See llUSbation 4) 

2.6 The development of bus parking to service 1he mansion would 

emphasize the privatization of the norlh edge of St Nicholas Park. 
2.7 Valuable public land would be lost 

7 
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Access to the site is steep and would be considered when 
designing the visitor approach to the restored Grange (see 
response #1 to Emanuel Pieterson Historical Society). Security 
fencing would also be included in the design. 

Bus Barking and dropoffs have been removed from the 
p~{osed alternative 4 (see Alternative 4 description in the 
final plan) so that the public park land, the playground on St. 
Nicholas Avenue, and the bus stop would not be lost or 
displaced. The National Park Service would work with the 
Friends of Hamilton Grange group and the City College of 
New York to identify existing parking spaces for private 
vehicle and bus parking (as noted in the description of 
alternative 4 in the final plan). Buses dropping off visitors 
would create additional traffic congestion on 141st, Convent 
Avenue, and Hamilton Terrace unless other suitable locations 
are found nearby within easy walking distance. 
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Ulustiation 3: Traffic 

141 st Street as the only crosstown, river-to-river 
connector in the neighborhood of the Grange. 
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Olustration 4: Bus Parking Issue 

Parking of buses in St Nicholas Paik would 
preempt the playground. Parking of buses along 
141 st Street would affect circulation on the street 
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3.0 Impact on Natural Resources 

5 

6 

7 

0

S~cif1Cl'NOUll»ISIDftincM/11-/llllJH&llnd(llM6 ... 11leHlllDUkibflrep/a»dby 

lsndscaping ... lnctJd"ng ISccnmemolllliw•-lgum111J11a. 11l11remsild11roflh11palc 

would remsin in ila cutrMt elllt•. • ( p. S4) 

3.1 5 very old lrees ( 6, if bus pull-out/ handicapped parking is created 
along 141stStreet) would be destroyed. These trees are part of 

the ecosystem which contributes to fight the soil erosion of the 
slope. 
(See Dlustration 5 ) 

32 The commemoralivo grove of trees is to be planted at the darkest 
spot of the site, wedged between the relocated mansion and the 
exhaust pipes of the engineering building. It does not seem to 
reflee1 the intention to recreate a landscape evocative of 
Hamilton's period. 

3.3 Sweet gum 1rees 19quire lots of light and direct sun. They should 
not be planted as a dense grove. They are not appropriate for 
slopes. 

3.4 Exhaust pipel! from the Engineering Building send clouds of 
smoke and possible chemical pollution to the site. 

3.5 So as to create foundations for the mansion, blasting through 
the granite bedrockofthelhe Park will be necessary. The 
neighboring houses are still recovering from the blasting due to 

Steinman Hairs construction. The slope of the remainder 
of the si1e will be increased. 

3.6 TM relocation ot the Grange in the Park is not seen by NPS as the 
cata.lystlorthe rehabilitation of the St Nicholas Park. 

10 
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The number of trees to be removed to allow the restoration 
(six) has been noted in the alternative 4 description in the final 
plan. It has also been noted that a landscaping plan, with 
vegetation appropriate for the site topography, light 
conditions, the design of St. Nicholas Park, and proposed 
historic character of the Grange, would be developed by the 
National Park Service in cooperation with the Friends of 
Hamilton Grange group during the design process. As noted in 
response #1 to the Friends of Cast Iron Architecture, the 
feasibility of placing the sweet gum trees onsite and their 
proposed location would be also be evaluated. Additionally, 
representatives of the City College of New York have offered 
to work with the National Park Service to control the exhaust 
being emitted from Steinman Hall. 

Bedrock would have to be removed from the St. Nicholas Park 
site to allow for construction of a new basement/subbasement 
for the restored Grange. As now noted in the alternative 4 
description in the final plan, damage to nearby buildings and 
annoyance to humans would be avoided by limiting vibrations 
from the excavation. This would be accomplished using 
modern excavation techniques that limit peak particle velocity, 
which is the phenomenon that causes blasting damage. 

The National Park Service intends to work cooperatively with 
the city Department of Parks and Recreation to rehabilitate 
and maintain St. Nicholas Park. The misleading statement in 
the draft plan (i.e., the remainder of the park would remain in 
its current state) has been corrected. 
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Illustration 5: Proposed Relocation: Plan 

Impact on natural resources 
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4.0 Architectural Issues: 

•ti purely ar:hit•ctu/111'4rms, /Mre is no doubt th• th• Gwiguhould "-moved to a n•w 

u,1. ti ord•rto •xpeit.m» th• fpltiaiqullitiftatd on.ntlWion of tho bulding, it is 

irporlaltlhatitbuituat•d.,d oontlltUCNdasit-Jn 18()2. '(p. 15) 

4.1 The Grange was designed for a hilltop.The same design does not 

make arohitectural eense in the middle of a slope. 
( See Rlustralion 6 ) 

4.2 Porches (piazzas) were designed lo Rllafe lo uninterrupted views: 
wilh relocation, one of the porches faces the wall of Steinman Hall. 
( See Rlustration 7 ) 

4.3 Requirements such as handicapped accessibility demand serious 
modifications of 111e historical design: the visitors' entrance still 
occurs at basement level and not up the front stoop, although it 
is now relocated on the "oorrecr side of the house. 

12 
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As discussed in response #1 above, restoration of the Grange 
on a hilltop and with uninterrupted views would not be 
possible given the urbanization and development of the 
surrounding city. Efforts through design and placement would 
best use the topographical features of the proposed site and 
attempt to mitigate the intrusions of Steinman Hall. 

See response #I to the Emanuel Pieterson Society. 
Conformance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and 
federal accessibility standards would occur at the new Grange 
site. However, serious modifications to the historical design to 
accommodate these federal requirements are not anticipated. 
Cultural resource compliance procedures outlined in the 
"Compliance with Federal and State Laws, Executive Orders, 
and Regulations" section of the final plan have been followed 
and would continue to be followed throughout the design 
process. Additionally, as described in alternative 4 of the final 
plan, prearranged groups and guests attending 
commemorative occasions would enter through the restored 
front door. 
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Illustration 6: Section 

Cross-section through entrance facade and St 
Nicholas Terrace. 
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llustration 7: Section 

Cross-seclion through porches (piazzas) and 
Steinman Hall. 
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5.0 Historical P@seiva1ion Issue: 

•ti orrl9rto avoid a/tngthydisoo85ion of '(Hriod"hilltorywisus •fviirf hmorr. Jetit 

wffr»itlo"'J'tlult/l&(thoGlngo)rPs/6/gnl"1C111coi6esamomorfo/10Alo1a1ndor~on 

1111dthtJtC1111only/»rPS/izodbytN1oringth9/Rh/loctu/11/lnlogritywhlch •llP-Slh• 

lfostyloandt-ofaKqinfWntllll(Hts0ninourhilnory"{p. 75) 

5.1 The proposed his1orical "reconstruction• of the Grange in 1he Park 
violates the preseiva1ion of the hisWrical fabric of the oommunity. 

5.2 The question offilling 1he gap left by the removal of the Grange 

has not been adequately answered, except by proposing a 
"period" structure the use of which is totally unrelated to its 
neighbors, St Luke's Church in particular. 

5.3 Presently, the site 1hat includes St Luke and the Grange clearly 
defines and anchors the southern portion of Hamilton Heights 
district The presence of the Hamilton's statue on 1he sidewalk 
further identifies the intersection of 141 st and Convent Ave. as a 
history marker for New York City as a whole, as well as for the 

immediate community. 
( See llustration 8 ) 
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The proposed relocation would remove the Grange from the 
Hamilton Heights Historic District as well as from its historic 
context at the current location. However, the relocation would 
not impede the preservation of the remaining resources within 
the district, and the overall architectural context and 
significance of the district would not be negated. 

A new building that is not a "period" structure but that is 
compatible with the qualities for which the historic district was 
established would be built on the site. It would provide 
interpretation and education of the Grange and the local 
community to visitors and residents as described in alternative 
4 of the final plan. A possible building design is also shown in 
the alternative description. 

The impact of removing the Grange, a contributing resource, 
from the Hamilton Heights Historic District was discussed in 
the draft plan (page 51). Although relocation of the Grange 
would cause the house to be removed from the district, St. 
Luke's Church would remain, defining the southern boundary 
of the district. 

• 
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Rlustration 8: Plan 

The Grange in its present location. 
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6.0 Impact on Local Economv 

•eoimxmqpromotioM•troaoouldil- lh•nut!Derotvi&jtois to Ille &ile, which 

could ~nefi lhe loalco1m11nllylvisifo1SremsiM<I ii the conmJni1ylo llU orher&ilea, 

enjoy JNtlllnrila otlhop• (p.50) 

6.1 The immediate sunoundings of the Grange are exclusively 

residential : zoning regulations do not allow for the insertion of 
commercial tacililies. The nearest commercial zone is Amsterdam 
Avenue. lts economic base: aU!o-repair shops, tax"1 d·1spatching, 

bodegas, e1C. are hardly attractive IO IOuris1S. 
(See Dlustration 9 ) 

6.2 City College and its 25,000 commu!er students has not succeeded 
in promoting the develOpment of commercial establishments, such 
as restaurams, bookstores, etc. It is doubtful that the Grange will. 

6.3 The isolation of the Grange in lhe Park will favor bus access, and 
therefore, litlte or no time spent by tourists in the community. 

6.4 Thus, 1he only economic activities directly generated by the 

Grange in the Park would be concessions in the Park, which 
would further erode the notion of public land. 
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Information surfaced by the community in response to the 
draft plan identified several proposed or existing 
developments in the vicinity of the Grange that might draw 
new tourism into the area. These are discussed in the final plan 
in the "Affected Environment" under "Area Land Use and 
Resources." One such project is the Strivers Center 
Development Project. As part of this project, zoning changes to 
allow commercial establishments such as restaurants and 
boutiques are being proposed along 135th Street. The 
proposed Jazz Hall of Fame, in conjunction with commercial 
establishments and other sites such as a restored Hamilton 
Grange, could be the catalyst to attract new tourism, 
particularly if cooperative promotional efforts occur as 
discussed on pages 53 and 54 in the draft plan. Bus and private 
vehicle parking is another issue that would be cooperatively 
addressed. 

Concessions would not be provided at the new Convent 
Avenue building, at the restored Grange, or within the 
boundaries of the property to be acquired by the National Park 
Service for the relocation. 
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llustration 9: Land Use 

Residential neighborhood, with limited commercial 
ou11ets along Amsterdam Ave., St Nicholas Ave. 
and 145th Street 
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CONCLUSION 

The relocation ofHamillon Grange in St Nicholas Park is an issue that has been 
raised not because of any intrinsic problem with its present site, but because the 
legislation allowing the financing of i1s upgrading is tied to i1s relocation ( site 
unspecified). The first attempt to remove the Grange from Harlem On the 60's) 
was aborted. Unfortunately, the enabling legislation was not modified and thus, 
today, we haw to consider a proposal by the National Parks Services to relocate 
Hamillon Grange in St Nicholas Park. 

The removal of lhe Grange fiom it s present site means lhe d99trudion of the 
"genius 1oc1~ of Hamihon Heigh1s in favor a a free-standing object that will have 

litll& relationship to the topography and the ecosystem in which it happens '> be 
relocated, and will estrange it from historical ties with the Harlem community. The 
opportunity to explore the theme of aging and transfonnation in the life of a 
building will be missed. 

This Task Force of individuals and organizations are asking the community IO 
confront the fact that an essential aspect of the poetic of archit&ctural artifacl!S is 
linked to the passing of lime, and how the passing of time has transformed them. 
The specialness of the history of the Grange in Harlem should not be obliterated 
by a rash relocation. Indeed, it should be celebrated by upgrading it in its present 
location. 
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°"" ..... ~~ .... .,'"'-· 
Hamihon Gran,;c q j&mmcd ACaiost St. Luke'• on Convent Avenue. 

WhN the Nal~lfl•I Parle Sef"'licc an· 
llOUDCH a pU.n ~o move HamJhon CDftC~. 
lhe las.c home ol A c.-andcr Hamll1on, from 
287 Convent Avenu? 10 SI. NichOln Pan. it 
w•s met wllh °""•I<' - even thouJ:hl •he 
park is °"ly a bto::k aw<1y. and a full rcs.tora· 
Uon ci( 'he house w1.s pan af 1he deal 

But \0 many o~ ns nci&hbors. \ht stately 
yeUow .. nd·whi1c b1iJdin& jammed a1111ins1 
SI. 1-Yltc's E1>1scopal 0...rch belo~s just 
w~re ii is, lendin1: a K"ft:.C or Rr;n:c an.d 
history 10 th<' collect""' of brnwns1oncs thu 
h~ Convtn\ Avef'\I•' an6 make up Ham11lOI\ 
Ht1gtns. LHC Thur:;day some ol I~ pro-
1cs.ecd I~ Park SCn ICC pl.an Ill a demQnSlr;\· 

uon 111 fronL or fh(. < ·ran1:c. 
''There arc pcoplt who very much wanl to 

sec the house tt5Um~ as ti was back •hen it 
was buitl ,'' said the l:cv. Joha.n Johnson of SL 
Lute's, "wha is a<1i·•ely hChtmr. cM- move. 
"Riu I don '1 1hir11t ttey •~ tookmc u much 
ac me pr~rvadon lf the ne1ghborh0od . To 
move the house would be 10 tear thr fabric of 
this communhy." 

Tile Graf\l:t'. whicl1 was desigrted by John 
McComb Jr., 1he archite<t whoht'lpe-d dCSL~n 
City tt.au. wHor~IAMllyl!iOfttt to the nonh 
When lhe' cky deck:ed 10 extend .. ts scrr-ci 
arid uptown. 1hc bul ding was in lhc p::ith nf 
14Jd Slrerl. Tbc ov.·ncrs donated Jt to St 
Lukr"s in 1819 and rnuvt'd ii to 111 curr~nt 
1oca1ion. 

lhc bouse war. \U:'M'O slde"llfays \11th u~ 
front door on lhc 5"'4: and llJ pordl and t>ack 
5'100!) lopped oH. Thr(C yon later. SI . L\lke "s 
buill a new siorte chureh, which crowds the 
Gn1.ngr's southern :o;j.1e. On i1s northen1 side 
is 11 llOw bri<:ll 11put -nt-nl building. For t~ 
PHI J't'!U, the Grans,e hH ~n closcd Co 
"lsllllon beause ii is s.arvcturally Vl\sound. 

There have beef1drive'10 move the bi.tild· 
Ing by prew-rva1loni51s who say i.l cannol hf-

fully tt:Uorf'd whetc! tt Is. On Nov. II Com mu· 
fti1y DDArd I, lilt'hk.h rtpreS&!ftU lhc •rea, will 
talle.nactvisort 'VOie on lhe p1M ~the Park 
Servicf', Whieh •cquired the l>Uildi"I in JtG2, 
10 move the C:ran1e and tonSU\M'.:I on iii; 

cur~t she a ne'W Wtldin& Wilh ca:hlbll sp .. cc 
and an apartment for a Plrk ,..,. 

"H you ask me ho'W I am 1:0111& 10 YOte. I 
don'I know ye-t, and J •ma 1raincdhis1onan," 
uid Thccdore P. Kov..krr, chairman of 1hc 
('Ommi.anhy bo#rd. "I feel tom Jn 1wo way:i;. JI 
rs our rcsponsibili1y 10 represcnl CM com mu· 
1uty, bul OM of my Pf~ms is dchrunp. th:1l 
word in 1his enc." 

8u1 many ol 1hc hOmeow(lt'u and •P.""1rl· 

mcni dweUers in 1he sma)I Hamlkor1 Neil!MS 
tu stone ~rfct believe they knDW wh.:t.1 ron1-
munMy mtanL They •re lryi"I 10 keep the 
neiJchborhood safe and clean, and the}· arc 
worrted that the Paril: Service will ttOt be ohJc 
10 act Cl'IOlllth money, an estimalcd Sil mil· 
bon, both 10 rC'Slort'! chc nausc and 10 CCXI· 
urua • nt"W bulldirc. and that 1hc tpw wtll 
tx:cornc a vacanl tot. 

Ana 1hey KC 1ht' house, and lhr' s1a1uc nf 
Mr. Ham1uon 1n fron1. as a ctJcnSIK'd p111rt ur 
lht'1r communuy, one 1hry dv Mii v.•11n1 kl5'', 
<:ven to ;;i. pull. &C'ros.t. tke 101~t . A. P,nN\' of 
1M-m ha!. otmuncd more 11\ln LlOa s1in:•· 
IUtt'S on a (lCllUon. E ./oi.U. 

• • 
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Why move the Hamilton Grange? 
reloceablrand marched in a circle, 
then up ti> the porch of the Grange, 
officially known as the Hamilton 
GranpNational?duaeum.Arc:hi· 
tec:turally, theyellowftame house 
1tandJiin1tunningeharpc:ontrast 
la the alllJ'Ollndinr apartment 
houae md brownatooe atructure• 
of awch-later vintage. A oign on 
the Museum'• front door an· 
DOWICOI that it ia now "tempo
ruilJ c:loMcL. 

Rev • .Tobmn;the a>0rdinator 
of the proteat from the a~acent 
St. Luke'1-Epi1c:opal Chutch, 
found out about &be mov•, which 
beaaid ~~in thewOrb for 
!h8.iutffn!syesrs,"owben ·11e ap
nroecbed.the.Nationiil.Park Ser
~clo .-ethin.lr·.with the 
c-eua.u'onl'. on:C®wntAve, 
ihared~yth9:HarniltonUrange 
mdllL Luke'a Ctwn:li. n.. 1).igh. reprG in which 
HamdmnwuhaldiSnot.edinthe 
qpotaiaa11Hldiecl;authe 1-ae of 
!iii:- ~ot1te:-fr0ni 
~for 
""8IDDIO". maa.,,.-en1111title. 
'lmn.~.lJel!l&iiie,firat 
mf;&ciml~~r~· 

o1t!ozmRftO~ 

RESPONSES 
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Discussing the Future 
Of Hamilton-Grange 
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Community protests removal of Hamilton Grange 

PRO'IEST AT THE GRANGE - Residents al the Hamiton 
Cran,!O •n la Harlem carry picket siCns in pl'Otest over~ 
National PIM'k Service's plan to move the home of Alu:ancler 
llarnN:on to anotbor area. Used as a museum and a point of 
-..pridel>Jtnonolghborhood,the,_.elsb•b>:r..
n risfulbisMd ta the co6onlal atyle. 

• 

H1milton Height. ..,idont.o 
recently protested in front a( the 
Alexandr.r Hamilton Grange on 
Convent i\Yenue. Dernon1traton 
auppon. Ule position that the 
Hamilton Grange should remain 
1n iU p1'1:.sent )ocation where it 
hmbeen rormon: Lhan lOOyoars· 
and should not be- moved. 

They rey,ct.the National Park 
Service(?.rPS) proposal toremow 
&he Grange ta another site. In· 
Head. Uui grcup •UJtPON re11tor
inc tN qnanie on it. present lo
cation. Tnt protelton reprC.ent 
theHarni tonGranpCommunity 
Tuk Foree ta Prevent the Re
monl of:Js• Grange. 

ntey hawm11ected monthaa 
1,200 licnaturm or neiehborhood 
nsidenb whowanttheGranse to 
stay. TheM petitions were pre· 
Mntedto&hethen41lperintcndent 
o( Manhattan Sita at a Jneeting 
held at Cit)' CoUep of' New 'York 
inAaronJ)avisHaUon 12at.JuJy. 

Proteswn are outrapd U..t 
the petiti(~ have never beea re
fernd to 'in any of&he doaunentl 
that the :national Parks Service 
huialued.ancethatmeetincand 
beltevet!Ult theNPSis Mekina: to 
n11p.te ttw risht or the commu~ 
nitytoempawwitool!andp.nici· 
pateindecimomthe&aJroctU
who HY. artd raide in the imme
tli1t.o ..;,bborbood. 

Thepetitioncnuyth•removaJ 
olU..Gmr.setoanothenibtwauld 
1ianaJ t.he becinniuc of i... cle
"""P••iti.., oC Ibo .,.;pborbood 
anctme.nottabi.Jlta..nuntthe 
h.Wtmial ties t.o the Gnnp ftOT 

th• lignifacant. 4lmiption \bat 
wou\dOOCUT1hould the Clnn .. be 
moved. TM .task force pocrition 
papermntend.sthatthepropoeed 
site bean no~ to the 
on,;n.i.a .. ondthatt.he .......... 
!or olteraoti- i--lod..,. t.he 
NPSllu11toodd,_aiticol
lagkal andcnYlf'lnlmental \auea. 

Wltat°• planned is an 01-mn~ 
om.dolt<auati ... U.,,117,which 
would jmto- the Gran .. to 
CCNY'•sc.inmrmHall~
ins Bu.1diitc}, • location which is 
inpcrpotuolob..iowond.-... 
uhaU1tfumeodiJ'OCll7ontbellite 
from thi9 fea1i&y. 

MoNOWT, the ftmowl of the 
Gnnpnprwentl ....... than
&be&ic MUid...SDM and pr.erva
tlon oC onl-tbe7 ulcl.1'rop_ ........ u._.,. ... 

tit)' oC a neiihborhood. 
Th• Grance ha Ions t.n 1. 

.ymbol oC th• H...Ulton He;,hb; 
communityandcannotbecoaaid· 
ercc:I in Uol•tian rrvm &he neigh·· 
borhood around it. critics 1&)'. 

Thursdaiy evening, No~. 18, 
Plannin&" Board 9 Pi holdinc •1 
•pecialmeetina:codecidewhatiu 
nmmmendation will be to thl· 
N•tional Parlui Service.. Commu· 
nity residents are weed to at..· 
tand. 

• 
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Neighborhood Report 
I 

HAMILTON GRANGE UPDATE 

A Short Move, an Angry Dispute 
At the center of the emotional netgh

llortlood ballle Oft!' Hamllcan Gl'llllie, Che 
1802 homo of Alexander Hamilton on 
Convent Avenue jllSl north of 14lst Street. 
11. a larger tssue: how best IQ preserve 
·Md honor the bertt.qc of Harlem. 

C.ne side. badtod by CGlllllllttees of 
Community Board t, supporu lhe 
NaUonal Park Service, wldc:ll awns lbe 
bulldln&. 11111s plan 1o move the aranse 1o 
SL Nlcbolas Park. Tiu: lither .lllde Wllllts lo 
~re the home ..mere It now ltallds. 

The community board mmmlttees 
have presoed their cue at _,.al 
forums on Che Issue, and at a meeting at 
I.be CanYeftl A-Bapdst Church, 
people from the comlllUlllty argued 
passlonatoly for and against the move. 
Ille community board put otr Its advtsory 
VOie untO December, amid continuing 
disputes and questlOnS about the plan. 
Here, In the words of some key playu's, ls 

·a look at some of the Issues ar stake: 

,. 
"Harlem ab4olutelv deserves IO have a 

.Janclmark of this caliber ttsU>red In this 
"11\anner. We have lhe opportunity to 
restore the sophisticated and Intricate 
feacures of the bulldlng Chat haw been 
removed. and ro recapture a '-le which 
embodies the person who oammlssloned It 
and !he person who built It• 

Midoael Henry Adams, pre$ident of 
rne U~r Manha!ian Sociely for 
Progrcu rltrough Preservation 

-We have a bidden gem lhat bas beal 
tt'rgotton for all of these years. The 
Grange will attrac:t people ro Harlem, and 
:wt need people IO c:iome to Harlem. People 
·drtve through. but dlls wtU give them a 
.i'eason to Mp and spend some time and. 
even more crucial, 10me money. This Is a 
ll)'Dlbol lor something much areater. • 

Ronald Melodlar, former pnsl.delU, 
Hamfflllft Helg/lls Hom-rs' AUit. 

ACAINST 

•1 ~old Harler 1. I want 10 brlllg 
Harlem back. They can sit and talk 
endlessly about tlle ristorallon of lhe 
house tn light or how It was In 1802, but 
that's not realistic In 111 urban area In an 
urban setting. We're saYln&. let's take the 
best of this world and make It acceptable 
with some changes. It can be restored, 
Visitors can come aoo go, they can buy 
their souvenirs, but we can hold on. too.• 

Je<lllM Turner, n rnember of St Liiiie's 
Episcopal Cllurch 

"I am very, very deeply appalled at !he 
way In which the maj )rtty sentiment of 
this oammuntty has been Ignored mid 
overridden. I do not think we should allow 
the Federal Government 10 destroy 
culturally the ldenlll) of a nelghborhaod. I 
do not think we $hallld allow lhe Federal 
government to destroy a netghborhOOd 
park. I do not think-. should alloW the 
Federal government "'deelde what the 
character of a nelghOOrhoOd should be.• 

The Rev. Clarenr:e P. Gran!, pastor of 
Convent Anlllle Baptise Church 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- -~- -~· 
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lWilLTON GRANGE OOmruNITY TASK FORCE 
TO PREVENT THE REMOVAL OF THE GRANGE 

435 West l4t Street, New Yori<. Now Voll< 10031 
(212) 926-2713 

POSIDON PAPER 
I1 ls o0r position rbal lh" Hamilton Oran1e should remain in Its present location and not lw! 

moved. We soundly uW:l lhe National Pule Service's (NPS) prefeircd Allemative Fout. It ls oar mw 
that the Graa.ce shoWd be improved and upgraded lo m= the necessary pmgrammatic requirements, and 
In so doing reOcct cettain aspects illusmied in NPS• Alternativ" 1bree. The following a.re some or !he 
teasOllli ror Ollf .-ejection or Altcmative Four. 

• PRESER\TATION CANNOT BE VIEWED AS SOLELY THE RESTORATION OF 
OJIJECT$ TO A SINGLE MOMENT lN TIME nlAT JS DIVORCED FROM THE FLUX 
AND CH.ANGE SUR.ROUNDING IT AND WlDCH ULTIMATELY rs INTRINSIC TO 
TJiE EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS OF THC URBAN LANDSCAPE; 

• THE PROPOSED SITE BEARS NO RESEMBLANCE TO/OR IS COMMENSURATE TO 
TffE ORIGINAL SITE; . HISTORICALLY THE GRANGE JS A SYMBOL OP THE HAMILTON HEIGHTS 
COMMUNITY AND CANNOT BE CONSIDERED IN ISOLATION FROM THE 
NEIGHBORHOOD AROUND rr; . THE CONCEPTS PRESENTED BY NPS IN ALTERNATIVE FOUR liAVE BEEN 
UNREAtISTICALL Y ADDRESSED IN TERMS OF GEOLOGlCAL AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES; 

• TiiE REMOVAL OF THE GRANGE WILL DESTROY THE HISTORICAL FABRIC OF 
THIS NEIGHBORHOOD FOR THERE IS MORE AT JUSK HERE TiiAN ESTHETIC 
SENSmVITIES AND ARTIFACT PRBSEkVATION. 

The proposed preferred altcmanve of NPS which calls for the removal of lhe Orange fmm us 
present site to lhe nonhem bounduy of SL Nicho~ Park, opposite West 14lst Street"• i11tcrscctlon with 
Hamilton Terrace, would si£11Al the beginning of the decomposilion of our neighborhood. 

Th" underlying issue which Is at the basis o! NPS' prcfem:d altcrmuive is the tccbniealiiy that 
mandares that the fmancing enabling lhe resum11ion of the Orange is linked to legislali<><1 which dictates 
lhat the Grange must first be relocated bcforo such cffons take pbee. Thus, what is bcl!ig foisted upon 
Ibis community is an ill conceived alternative which would jux!llpose the Grange 10 C.CNY's Steinman 
Hall (Engineering Building). a location which is in perpetual shadow and receives exhaust fume• directly 
on the site froi:n Ibis facility. 

Such a tclocation d°"' not i:aJcc inlO account this community's hi•torical lies to the Grange nor the 
significant di>ruplion w the neighborhood which WOUld ensue. It appears that NPS has flagrantly ignored 
the wishes cf I.he residents cf !his ccmmunll)I. This is clearly evidenced by the negation and subsequent 
disrcgaro of pctilions bearing the •ignatures of ~.200 indivi~uals who ~i~e in the neighborhood and are 
not jn favor of !he removal of the Grange Crom its p"'sent site. These pennon• were presented to the then 
Superintendent of ManhatlAn Sites at a meeting held at the City College of New York in Aaron Davis Hall 
on July 13, 1993. These pclitions have never been refen"ed IO in any of the documents that NPS has issued 
since that meeting. This clearly negates the righr of our community to elllpower i.rsclf lllld participate in 
decisions !hat affect us. 

• 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

RESPONSES 

See response #8 to the "Hamilton Grange: An Analysis of 
Alternative 4." 

A connection between the Grange and the neighborhood 
would be maintained through the use of interpretive media 
and exhibits in the new building. 

• 

A section on local geology has been included in the final plan 
in the "Affected Environment" under "Natural Resources." It 
has also been noted in the alternative 4 description that 
bedrock would be disturbed and mitigation measures would 
be employed during construction on the new site. (See 
response #6 to above "Hamilton Grange: An Analysis of 
Alternative 4.") A geotechnical survey would be performed 
before design work to determine the type and extent of the 
foundation possible on the site. Other environmental issues of 
concern have been appropriately analyzed . 

The relocation of the Grange would affect the cultural 
association with the immediate Hamilton Heights 
neighborhood. 

The purpose of this plan is to fulfill the intent of Congress to 
provide an appropriate setting for the Grange and to fulfill the 
desire to keep it on Hamilton's original tract of land within the 
context of its present-day community. See also responses #2 
and #5 to the "Hamilton Grange: An Analysis of Alternative 4." 

The National Park Service has received many comments on 
restoration of the Grange from community and city residents 
and organizations, comments that were solicited through 
public meetings, individual meetings with local and city 
organizations such as Community Board #9, and the draft 
plan. Decisions have been made based on input from these 
meetings and comments, recognizing that consensus might not 
be possible. Alternative 4 was selected because it allowed for 
restoration of the Grange and for a high-quality visitor 
experience and because it received significant support from 
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435 West 141 Street, New York, New York 10031 
(212) 926-2713 

Hr. Roger Kennedy 
Director 

ltari::h 24, 1994 

National Park Ser1fice 
Department o:t tb• Inttu"ior 
1849 c Street, N.~. 
JfaBlllngton, D.C, 2001.3 

Re: fbe 8amilt9J] (irange National Hemgrta.1 

Dear Hr. Kennedy: 

community Board #9 at its· General Board Heetin<J 011 
:rhursday, Harch J.7, J.1194, 1n its capacity as aii 
advisory body, voted on the Dra:tt Hanage.ment Pla.11 
concerning the relocatJ.on o:t Hamilton Grange. Pleas" 
note thl!lt ther. were bro votes, the :tirst W'as :tor a 
resolution .in :tavor oL Alter.native 3 (see cop:1 
attached) and' the second' was :tor All:ernat:lve 4 (thi" 
resolution """ pl'eviouBly :forwarded to you in th•i 
Com111Unity Bolira•s letter o:f Oct:ober 7·, .1993). :rh., 
results o:t the vote were tu; tallows: 

Alt@rnotiye 3: 

Co.IDlllun:Lty Board PJjlbers: 
.14 .in :tavo$" 
J.3 oppoeet1 

3 absta.inJ.ng 

lfelllbers o:t the CoJllllUn.ity: 
24 1n :tBVor 

8 opposed 

Al Cttrn.!t1 yo I .. : 

Coamunl t:y Board 1111.i.ers: 
.18 .f..!I :raver 

.1.1 t>DnnllM 

• 

RESPONSES 

community members and organizations throughout the New 
York City area. 

As evidenced in the comment letters, the Harlem and New 
York City communities are both in favor of and against 
moving the Grange. The petitions received by the National 
Park Service following the release of the draft plan showed a 
similar trend. The "Summary of Public Involvement" section 
indicates approximately 1,500 signatures were received -
approximately 780 in favor of the move and 730 opposed. This 
final plan is the first document to be released to summarize 
public comment since the draft plan and the public meeting of 
July 1993. All comments and petitions are represented and 
addressed in this document. 
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A1tem•t1ypl4: 

ColllmtUl.i ty Board H~: 
J.B 1n ~avor 

11 O~.sed 
2 abstaining 

Helllber11 or th• ColllllllUl.ity: 
1-4 .in ~avor 
JI ogposed 

• • 
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Pege 2 
lterch 24, J.!194 
lfr. J:enntldY 

COMMENTS 

Tn ,,;,..,,, nf' t-J,. la~'f: i::h.at: i::,_.r• .,A,.. ••••l. • cr.lca.r 1n::ajoz-1.~y 
vot1ng 1n .t'avor ot Alternative 3, tbat resolution was 
de.teated by lllBDber• o.t' the COIU!Un1ty Board and es 
1nd1oated above, th• resolut1on advocat1ng AltarnatJve 
4 prevai.Jed. 

file .t'Jnd the polit1cutl chicanery and .slight: o:r band' 
that is being employed in this issue to be appal.ling 
and e.bame.t'IJl • 

The .tomer Superintendent o.t' Kanhattan Sites 
gathere<f about: .ber several individuals who vere lllSlllbers 
o.t' COJ11111U11lty ~oard #9 .tor t:.be sole purpose of 
•brain:st:ond.ng" ,a.qd' promot.1ng Alternative 4 ot the 
Drart HanageJtebt Plan. one o:t tlJO nembers or this 
group at t1Je Board's General -•ting on 'l'hursday, Harch 
27, J.ll!lf, .8tatsd .tor the record, that: the Draft 
H~t Plan aonsistad o.t ODly one Alternative, 
.t'ou.r; and ,that the others, one through three, wara 
-rely oJted as rlindow dr&Bsing to .lead to tour. It 
this state .. nt i.D true and represents the position ot 
~ Nat..ional Park Serv1oe, .it W'J..l.l be yet another 
exa;aple ot'ths gross injustice &.r:1d insensitivity that 
can be placed directly on the doorst•p11 o:t your agency. 

l'fe would lil<e to bring to your attention, howvar, 
a.t'ter the Board voted the r"•idents of this 
ne1ghborh00d orere a&l<ed to vote. :In both instances, the 
COllJ!!un1tv. voteo that; th• Grange abOuld remain at its 
present site ana be r"novated and refurbished there. 

In viw or the .tect that the above-re.t'erencid 
Board \rota 1s purely advisory, we are writing to 
request th'lt you J.nror• ua in detail o:t the various 
layers o.r g!cwernmentaI approvaL t.bat must l>e obtained 
on the laekl, state and .t'aderal. levels be.tore this 
project s~ fruition. 

Fro• lthe time that . ~J.• pro3ecT was ""'"lIC'st 
prosent•d br the then Superintendent ot Manhattan 
Sites, no 4lea.r cut intormotion has bean given about 
t:he t.ni.. coilts of this project. 

lfe, as -Mt>ers ot the Task 7oroe, and residents ot 
this neighbi>rbood 11re requHting: 

J • A detailed cost analysi!J of the total cost of th1:s 
project/ 

2, A det11iI•d engineer's report describing the manner 

1. 

2. 

3. 

• 

RESPONSES 

The four alternatives presented in the draft plan were 
developed to represent a "range of feasible alternatives" for 
achieving the rehabilitation and restoration of Hamilton 
Grange as required by the National Environmental Policy Act 
and the planning process for national park system sites. 
Community members had input into the range and scope of 
these alternatives during preliminary alternative meetings in 
April of 1992. A full analysis of each alternative was presented 
in the draft plan, and comments on each alternative were 
invited by letter and solicited in public meetings. These 
comments have been used to further evaluate the proposed 
alternatives and make modifications, which are evident in the 
alternative 4 description of the final plan. Alternative 4 was 
selected as the proposed plan because it allowed for full 
restoration of the Grange and for a high-quality visitor 
experience and because it received significant support from 
community members and organizations throughout the New 
York area. 

The steps necessary to implement alternative 4 are presented 
in appendix H of the final plan. 

An evaluation and cost analysis of the four alternatives was 
presented in appendix G of the draft plan. More detailed 
design and cost information (e.g., site plans, soils reports, etc.) 
would be initiated following completion and approval of the 
final plan. The detailed information requested is not generated 
during the general management planning process but rather 
during the design process after a plan has been approved. 

• 
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l'ag• :J 

and' •f:ACHllM ol *'laa -*•-.I"''_.._. --.-.11 (4•4..~.&-
drlltrings and other analyaia are- to b• iDcludodJ 
al.ong v1th a cost; ana.J.yt1J• Lor ovary •'tag• o~ this 
FQCedura; 

". A ctet;ajled report tfhlc:b desc:rJ.bea tbCI aetual a.mount 
~ land t:/Ja't :1.11 requ'J.r.tJ ror th• proj.,r:t;; 

4. A cfets1led C'Oilt: analy•J.• or tbe tnio acqu:Ldt.ion 
cost or the lantJ (l<bi4ly .include all other land that 
would ba •twappec!• J.n J<ind} r 

5. A detailed desc:rlpt:!on or tl2* wo.rk .neoessaq to 
prepars thm new aJ.t:e (pl.aa• 1noiud~ o1te pl411o, 
•oll rwports. et:c.J u well as a cf•ta.ilad coat 
analysis; antJ 

•. A d•t:a.ilecr, l1D• 1>y lb•, ooat a.seaament or f;he 
noruH tbat have ken Hpnd..ct to date on th!'" 
pro'eet:. 

7. ""' pursu..,t to th" presantati"" made by }'01U" •tarr 
at C.it"y COllega on .•arch J..11 J.994, there araa 
presented • o"" d.U.UU.J.onal draw.ing or th• proposed 
buil.d.ing that is oontup.Iated to replace the Grange 
-on -C0111"111lf; .n.nue. 
Ple·,ar•,. tbarei'ON, nqueet.inr/ that •coples?or~ese 

:-!:~~.::~O::!~i~'::af~:t:;]."~~{1,a.6"~.f 
'!'Z"";.a,l.po..r.questlJl</ that ail"matenals cxmtempi~iid 
ror "'!le ,,:Of!Vep.t .1vemie ......,,.._c:C' tiii :tncludea <u ~wefi 
a•-:-• detial.led1coac aiu1Lya.us • 

.Rev • .Toban Job.rulon 
ra.l' l'orce coo.nU.nator 

• • 
RESPONSES 
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WJillREAS, Ale>wldcE'l houce 6'efem4 to u "the HlmWIClll Cl'OJ\ge") 1las 
~ an integral part oC the llcighb neighborhood for almc>tl 200 yeim and lbe 
bQ&mot Al...ander HamiUoa. um .. 'lllOl+and. 

WHHllEAS, the HamillCI"' ~ bat11-\ at Ila preo1111 locali""' for llK )""Ull, lll1d bi 
U. locailontt Ms~& vilol pUtof the lznma!ialell'M; lllld 

lfelghta !lave dim:loped physical and tlOdal dmracted5da lit part became of the 
WHl!REAS, Can\lent~ue and - ol. th!! nelJby ~block. of Haznlllon 

psaentt oC the lfmnlltaq In !Is csurent lotallarl; and 

WHl!1UIAS. the~ GrlDlp! is ui lmponmlt !lpml>al 111111 & souree of pride to the 
nelghbatbood •um>UlldlnJ It, and at ita c:unent IOCllion Oll Cot\'Vl!llt A"llllue it la an 
mopl>atiml co °"' 4lllth'B mmmum"ty. pmtia.iWtr the young people am! senkn 11v1na In the 
~;ad 

WHER'EAS, the slgnlfll:arnle and h lmpcittanm d the HimillOJI 01ange IO the 
Dllighborlloocl. AU"rollllding lt am also be lllua!rai.J by Ille fld that the New 'Yark City 
Luidnwb Commiselon In ils Deolpatlon Report olNIJVl!lllbo:r 26. 1!1'14 whlth ~ 
the Hmlilton 1-kighLs Historic Distila, ~that lhe Jillnlllml Grange saw Ila nalIIC l<> t!\e 
newly es\lbliahed District, and theftfoie \!le nmonl of Olis bmldin8 \'O &n\'llber location 
would dhninish th.. stat.ure and sipllk:Ulce af !he Halnillal er-. UtG and 1be HUstaric 
~l&.1;....J 

WHl!REAS, Liie NAtiollllll .r...U 5vrict"e ~tin N.....W. TJu- 0. • ~ u.d. 
viable cuat cffeoli...e alternative, whidt wm restme, b:npn>ve, and upgrade the ~g 
hsllldlng11nd parmitile 11aa, ..,.IJllllolk~ encl 

WHEREAS,. lhcN•lloNll Parlcalil!rVIWI IUIQala\ml.N11l111>81' in=n~uf d11: 
'fiawt cf the l'Dtlldrn11; of t'ht' Mighllodlood. WM~ ~ thr.lr wllhcs tlHt Ille 
Ha"'111Dn ~mat be~ &um Its cun-ont localicln by Wlr 1111bml9slan of peli!lonl 
1-fD& 1,200 llignallm'S; 

NOW, 1111!11.liFORE 81111' Rl!SOLVm>, that C.011U111D1lty Board 19 suppoits Ille 
N1111oNl l'arb Serwla!s AllmlatlwNwiiber'lble& 

RESPONSES 

\ 

• • 
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Mr. Joseph Avery 
Superintendent, Manhattan Sites 
National Park Services 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
26 Wall street 
New York, N.Y. 10005 

Dear Mr. Avery: 

fiamilton fieiglits 
fwmeowners association 

September 20, 1993 

The Hamilton Heights Homeowners Association is a group of 
concerned home and co-op owners in NYC's historic Hamilton 
Heights district," the area of Manhattan from 104th to 155th 
Streets and from Riverside Drive to St. Nicholas Avenue. The 
organization was founded in 1980 and has an active membership 
of concerned individuals. 

HHHA seeks to make its Historic Landmark District a better 
place to live through providing property owners with useful in
formation to support their properties and through seeking to 
solve community problems. 

For example, with influence from Congressman Charles B. 
Rangel, we played a supportive role in getting Congress to 
approve $750,000 for initiating the most recent Hamilton Grange 
renovation. We pressed this issue by establishing a Hamilton 
Grange Fund and contributing $10,000 toward restoration work. 

Our membership is concerned, despite the s~veral opportun
ities you've provided for public comment, that our position is 
not clear to your office; hence, this letter. 

The Hamilton Heights Homeowners Association's position has 
three facets. The Grange should remain in its current site until 
there are sufficient resources to (1) maintain proper security 
at the proposed new site in the St. Nicholas Park, (2) replace 
the Grange building with a suitable structure and security at the 
vacated site, and (3) continue community liaison with and support 

post offiu. hol( 565 • fiamilton grange station • new yarf(. ny 10031 

• 
1. 
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RESPONSES 

In reference to point (1 ), NPS personnel would be stationed at 
the relocation site 24 hours a day once the Grange is moved. 
Security alarms would be installed and security fencing would 
also surround the new site. This information is included in the 
alternative 4 description of the final plan. In reference to points 
(2) and (3), see response #1 to the City of New York, 
Landmarks Preservation Commission and response #1 to the 
National Trust for Historic Preservation, respectively. 
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,of the facility as a Harlem institution. 

We would like to be represented on any group established 
to monitor the Grange developement. 

cc: Theodore Kovalef f 

JC/bh 

John Cardwell 
Pi:esident 

RESPONSES 

2. See response #1 to the National Trust for Historic Preservation. 

• • 
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LANDMARKS HARLEM. INC· 

Mr. Michael Adlerstein 
Chief of Urban Projects 
North Atlantic Region 
National Park Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Mr. Attlerstein: 

201-A West 138 Street 
New York, NY 10030 
(212) 862-955219554 
Fax (212) 862-9189 

October 26, 1993 

Thank you for meeting with the Board of Directors of 
Landmarks Harlem on September 21, 1993. 

This letter is to inform you that the Board, by a majority 
vote, approved NPS Alternative Plan 4, to move Hamilton 
Grange to St. Nicholas Park. 

It is the consensus of the Board that your office continue 
1 working with residents of Hamilton Heights to effect an 

amicable relocation of the property. 

Again, I thank you and your staff for your presentation. 

cc: Community Board #9 

~~\ 
~~ 

Executive Director 

• • 
RESPONSES 

1. See response #1 to the National Trust for Historic Preservation. 
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UNUMABKS RABI EM INC 

Present: 

MINUTES 
BOARD OF DIRBCTORS 

.MEETIBG 
July 21, 1993 

Sandi Griffin, Chair 

201-A West 138 Street 
New York, NY 10030 
(212) 862-9552/9554 
Fax (212) 862-9189 

Thomas J. Bess, Executive Director 
Karen Taborn, Recorder 
William Seraile 
Colette Whitlock 
Bettijean Miller 
Allyson Williams 
Josephine Jones 
Hilda Vazquez-Barrow 

CALL TO ORDER 
The meeting vas called to order at 6:30 P.H. 

ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

There was not a quoru~ of the Board present; adoption of 
minutes vas tabled until the next Board meeting. 

SAVE HARLEM COMMITTEE 
TB infor~ed the Board that he spoke to Don Nelson, president 
of Metro North; that Metro North is preparing to renovate 
the viaduct at 125 Street and Park Avenue, along with track 
vork frob @114 Street up to 134 Street and Park Avenue. 
Metro North has expressed a desire to hire minority contractors .. 
However, according to federal guidelines 1 it is difficult 
to insist on the contractor who wins the bid to force them 
into minority hiring. TB aske~ A. Williams to check to 
see if there is any loophole in the federal statute whereby 
we can insure that the community gets a fair share of the 
top level contracts. 

Metro North indicated that because of timing it would not 
be possible to do anything with the Corn Exchange Bank Building 
because-their project vould start in early fall and the 
building could not be ready in time • 

• 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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Minutes 
July 21, 1993 Page 2 

FUNDRAIS!NG COMMITTEE 

TB announced that the $360,000 year-long program that Landmarks 
Harlem will co-sponsor with the NYC Landmarks Conservancy 
is almost definite. The monies are expected in the fall 
of this year. 

2nd Birthday Party. TB informed the Board that $5,248.00 
was spent and the income was only $1,980. This left a $3,268 
deficit. However, the primary goal of publicity was met. 
The costs were incurred because of mailing 5,000 that were 
professionally printed ; advertisements in African American 
newspapers. TB was interviewed on radio station WBAl where 
he announced the party in Marcus Garvey Park. 

HERITAGE EDUCATION 

TB announced that the Cultural Diversity Conference, co
sponsored by the Historic Districts Council and the Municipal 
Arts Society is still being planned. At the conference 
TB will emphasize the importance of Harlem culture and the 
need to include culture in landmarking properties and districts. 

HAHILTOll GRANGE 

At the Hay 26 LMH board meeting, Carolyn Denerstein reported 
on her research of the available options given by the Interior 
Park Service to reno vate and/or move Hamilton Grange. There 
was a consensus taken in favor of supporting plan/option 
#3 which would (I) leave a landscaped area in back of the 
Grange at the present site; (2) make room for exhibits; 
and, (3) create apark area on the slope. Since that meetittg, 
Colette Whitlock reviewed the four available options further 
and recommended plan 14. C. Whitlock reasoned that plan 
#4 would move the building across the street to St. Nicholas 
Park and give it more space on its sidesa Right now. the 
Grange is literally sandwiched inbetween a church and an 
apartment building. S. Griffin announced her continued 
support for plan #3 and included that members of the Hamilton 
Heights Historic District, who have been the ''guardians'' 
of the Grange for years, have strongly been opposed to moving 
the Grange for years because that would remove the Grange 
from the immediate vicinity of the Historic District. S. 
Griffin's concern was that the Grange would not be protected 
adequately if it is moved . C. Whitlock added that part 
of plan #4 included a 24-hour, live-in guard for the Grange. 
W. Seraile expressed concern that if the Grange is moved 
across the street, where a playground presently exists, 
that the Park Service should promise to replace any playground 
or park facility that may be taken over the movement of 
the Grange. C. Whitlock stated that the report alread makes 
the promise to replace any misplaced park facilities at 
another location in the park. 

• • 
RESPONSES 
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Minutes 
July 21, 1993 Page 3 

~ vote was taken with Plan #4 receiving the majority. However, 
since there was not a quorum present, T. Bess suggested the 
discussion be tabled until the next board meeting and that 
a letter be sent to the National Park Service stating that 
9 consensus was taken in support of Plan #3, with a minority 
nave to support Plan #4. Furthermore, T. Bess suggested that 
:onsideration be given to requesting an extension of the Hamilton 
~eights Historic District to include the area that will house 
the Grange. 

\DJOURNMENT 

rhe meeting was adjourned at 8:00 P.M • 

• 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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October 14, 1993 

Joseph Avery, Acting Superintendant 
National Park Service 
Federal Hall 
26 Wall Street 
New York, ·N.Y. 10004 

Dear Mr. Avery: 

The Municipal Art Society, whose Preservation Committee has seen 
and discussed the Park service's alternatives for Hamilton 
Grange, strongly supports the proposal to relocate and restore 
it. Hamilton Grange is at once a cherished local monument and a 
landmark of national stature; this proposal promises to restore 
it to its true grandeur and reveal its full significance. 
Hamilton Grange deserves no less. 

Recognizing that plans to move and restore the house have not yet 
been fully worked out, we would like to comment on a few elements 
of key importance. 

§ Hamilton Grange has long been an important part of a 
streetscape, a neighborhood, and a New York City Historic 
District. We applaud the Park Service's commitment to replace 
it, following its relocation, with a compatible new building on 
the existing foundations. It is Of the utmost important that the 
existing site and its context be treated with respect. Indeed, 
we regard the commitment to build an appropriate community-
oriented building on the current site is an essential component 
of the ..E_lan to relocate Hamilton Craflg_e. 

§ Concerns have been raised about the security of a Hamilton 
Grange relocated within the park. Though we are aware of 
National Park Service policies against resident custodians, we 
are also aware of many instances where this arrangement has 
worked well , providing far better security than could otherwise 
be obtained. We therefore urge the Park Service to study this 
issue further and to make every attempt to develop the best 
possible security plan for Hamilton Grange. 

• 
1. 

2. 

£ MUNICIP>.1. ART soc1t:TY 157 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK N\11002\! TE.I.: (212) 9:\;'d96U FAX: ('ill!!) 75!1-IH16 

RESPONSES 

See response #1 to the City of New York, Landmarks 
Preservation Commission 

See response #1 to the Hamilton Heights Homeowners 
Association. 

• 
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§ In restoring Hamilton Grange on its new site, every effort 
should be made to restore its original orientation and to allow 
visitors to enter through its original front door. Orientation 
both with regard to topography and to the sun, has always been ~n 
important aspect of architecture, and nowhere more so than in the 
design of classical villas. Plans currently available of the 
proposed restoration show the house reversed from its original 
orientation, and this· should be rethought. Furthermore, it is of 
great importance that visitors be able to approach and enter the 
~ouse through the front door - as Hamilton himself did. To slip 
into the house through a basement entrance gives a false idea of 
its architecture. _we understand the difficulty of complying with 
regulations regarding access for the physically challenged, and 
the importance of doing so with dignity. We are not convinced 
however, that these regulations would completely preclude the ~se 
of the original front door. We would urge the National Park 
Service to continue seeking a solution that would allow visitors 
to ·use the front door in its original orientation. The 
opportunity to restore Hamilton Grange to its full architectural 
and scenic splendor will not come again. It is well worth doing 
right. 

We would like to commend the National Park Service for its 
excellent planning and design work in bringing the proposal to 
relocate and restore Hamilton Grange to this point. We 
understand that ther·e remain many hurdles before this excellent 
idea becomes a reality. We offer our full and active support in 
working out remaining issues and surmounting those hurdles. 

Yours sincerely, 

~f::fr:::--Edward Kaufman 
Associate Director o Issues 

cc: Hon. Charles B. Rangel 

• 
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See response #2 to the City of New York, Landmarks 
Preservation Commission. In addition, as noted in the 
alternative 4 description in the final plan, the daily visitor 
would enter the Grange from a welcoming entrance on the 
house's lower level, which would most likely face 141st Street. 
This entrance would lead into the information/orientation 
center for the Grange. Entering through the front doors of the 
house would preclude adequate visitor orientation because the 
first floor would be refurnished to reflect the house as it was in 
Hamilton's time. However, entering through the front door 
would be possible for large groups who have made advance 
arrangements and for visitors attending commemorative 
events. Orientation would be accomplished at the Convent 
Avenue site on.these occasions. 

• 
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"T" National Trust for Historic Preservation 

Auqust 11, 1993 

Ms. Georgette Nelms, Superintendent 
Manhattan sites 
National Park Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

RE: Hamilton Granae/M3nhattan Sites 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

Thank you very much for having f orvarded the Development Plan for 
the Hamilton Grange National Memorial to our office for review. we 
appreciate your affording us the opportunity to comment on the 
proposed plans for this important historic resource. 

We concur with the National Park Service's preference to pursue 
"Alternative Four,• the restoration and relocation of the Hamilton 
Grange to st. Nicholas Park. Although the National Trust does not 
usually support the relocation of historic sites, in this case it 
appears that the relocation will provide an opportunity for the 
National Park Service to fully restore the mansion and develop a 
more comprehensive interpretation plan for the site. The plan to 
relocate the Grange from its non-original location on Convent 
Avenue to a park which is believed to have been part of the 
original Hamilton property is an appropriate way to make the 
mansion fully accessible to the public and provide a better setting 
for this important site. 

We are aware that there are issues related to the siting of the 
structure in St. Nicholas Park and that there are decisions to be 
made related to the use of the site on Convent Avenue which will 
become vacant if "Alternative Four" is adopted. We trust that the 
National Park Service will involve local organizations, 
neighborhood groups and the New York Landmarks Preservation 
Col!llllission in these decisions so that this national site will again 
be one in which the citizens of New York can take great pride. 

I am pleased that the suggestions of significant organizations and 
individuals involved in preservation in New York I forwarded was 

Northeast Regional Office 
Sc\'cn Fane01l Hall MaTk:Jt lace 
F1ft h Floor f' 
Ro~mm, Mass. 02109 
{617152.3·0885 j FAX {617) 523-1199 

National Office~ 
J 785 M.us.lchuseu~ A Ycnue, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
12021 ~73·4000 

• 
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The National Park Service has involved and would continue to 
involve all interested parties in the development and 
implementation of alternative 4. The input received from a 
variety of organizations (including the New York Landmarks 
Preservation Commission) and community groups during 
public meetings and in letters received on the Draft General 
Management Plan/Environmental Impact Statement has influenced 
the final alternative description in the Final General Management 
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement. Please note that a Friends 
of Hamilton Grange group, as described in the "Actions 
Common to All Alternatives" section of the final plan, has been 
formed and would be involved with the National Park Service 
in relocating and restoring the Grange and in planning and 
designing the Convent Avenue building. Representatives of 
the different groups and interests in the community would be 
invited to join the group. 
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helpful to you. If we can be of further assistance with respect to 
the Hamilton Grange or other projects, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at (617) 523-0885. Best of luck with your preservation 
efforts. 

cc: Myra Harrison, NPS 
New York Landmarks Preservation Commission 

• 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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Sodety for the Presen"ation of 
WEEICSVILLE 1111d Bedfonl·Sluyvesanl Hlslory 

P.O. BOX 1JOUG, ST. JOHN'S STATION. BROOkLYN. NF.W YORK tJllJ-0002 TEI .. '711-756-S:SO 

Savt th• Memories of Seif 

July 10, 1993 

Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
Manhattan Sites 
26 Wall Street 
New York, New York 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

Thank you for the invitation to review and comment on the 
GENNERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for 
the Hamilton Grange National Memorial. 

The document itself reflects the thorough and thoughtful work 
of the preparers and consultants charged with preserving this 
rich national resource in "in a fitting setting" for its proper 
administration and interpretation as a national memorial. 

After reviewing the four alternatives presented in the plan, 
I believe that the most favorai:iie choice iS ATERNATIVE #4. 

So many people/institutions are to b~ thanked for their constant 
concern and efforts in behalf of the well being of the historic 
property over the years. I believe all will be comfortable with 
a plan that provides the very best security plan for the property 
and allows it to offer the finest state of the art interpretaion 
to the public in an appropriate and spacious setting. 

Because many o~ visitors to the relocated, fully restored 
property, are still very young or not yet born, is there any 
planning in place for a "Grange Curriculum" to be introduced 
into nearby elementary, intermediate and hi9hschools? Perhaps 
a colorful book with a ten dollar "HAMILTON" bill on the cover! 

Because Hamilton was born in Nevis, in the Caribbean, he may 
be seen as an attractive, successful "immiqrant 11

, for several 
of the today's area inhabitants. If that idea has feasibility, 
then the envelope of caring and security for the historic 
property may be enlarged. 

- MORE -

CHARTERED UNDER NEW YORX STATE EDUCATION 1>1-=.PARTME'\;T 
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Following restoration of the Grange under alternative 4, the 
park would reinstate an interpretive outreach program on 
Hamilton's life, heritage, and accomplishments in the local 
schools. (The program could be part of the local history 
curriculum required in grades 4 through 9). Additionally, 
Alexander Hamilton would be fully interpreted in the restored 
Grange as explained on page 6 of the draft plan. 
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The Honorable Bertram Baker, the first Black elected to the 
New York State Legislature, 1948, who came from Brooklyn, was 
born in Nevis. Mr. Baker, a history buff, was the first Life 
Member of the Weeksville Society. His writings include Alexander 
Hamilton, who he admired greatly. Mr. Baker's archives are 
with his grandson, Ronald Howell, a_-journalist with NEWSDAY. 

I belf.eve it may be valuable to your interpretation to include 
Hamilton's activities, along with John Jay and others, concerning 
the African Manumission Society and the African Free School. 
Examinations of those themes generally illuminate \ittle known 
American history and are relevant to today's issues. 

Is'nt it wonderful that historic places have such great power 
to help citizens understand their place in time and their 
potential to positively effect future generations! 

in~ 
aynard 
ive Director 

cc: Honorable Howard Golden, President Borough of Brooklyn 
Curtis Lyles, MSW, CSW, President Weeksville Society 

2. 
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An objective of NPS interpretation is to make the lessons of 
history relevant to contemporary life. The relationship of 
Hamilton to the African-American community of his day and 
the present day would be explored in the site's interpretive 
program. 
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Ms. Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent, Manhattan Sites 

July 9, 1993 

United States Department of the Inter i or 
National Park Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms, 

l 11m writing in support of the pla" to move the Hamilton Grange to 
St. Nicholas Park. We are very proud to have such 11n important 
part of o~· r country's history in our "eighborhood, but have long 
bewailed the inappropriateness of i ts site, wedged bet.ween a large 
apartment building and a church . 

This plan would put the Grange tn i ts natural s etti"g (it was, 
after all» a free-standing country house); it would allow the 
rebuilding of porches that were c hopped off o r altered to fit it 
i nto its present location; and i t would ma~· e t he Grange a mane 
v i sua 11 y successf u 1 and accessible site, both for neighborhood 
residents and the public at large. 

Also , it should be mentioned that the Grange is no longer on its 
original s ite, having been moved at least once to accomodate the 
Manhattan street grid . 

Thank ynu for your interest and I hope we are suc c.essf•Jl with this 
project to move the Grange to St . Nicholas Park. 

Slnc.erely yGurs, 

cc: Hon. Charles B. Rangel 

• • 
RESPONSES 
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MARGOT GAYLE 

Aug~st 21, 1993 

Dear Thom, 

It was very good to talk to you yesterday about the thorny 
problem concerning the proposed moving of Alexander Hamilton's 
home to a setting where it can be fully appreciated. I honestly 
feel that any who are opposed to it now would be completely 
convi~ced of t~e a?propriateness of this oove a::er a short la?se 
of time durin3 which t~e grnunds around ic could be planted with 
the 13 trees, and the interior of the house made to look like the 
Hamilton famil;'s home. These very opponents wo~ld find 
themselves feeling proud and happy, especially i: they had played 
a deciding role in the project. 

T~e c~allenge ~o all of us ~ho waat to see the cha~ge is to 
seize the moment while the f eder3l govern~ent is poised to take 
this step and :~nd i: prope~ly. !~ behoov~s us :o reach ou~ to 
eve~7one we ca~ and he!? t~em see the vis~on. I •onder if you 
agree wit~ ~e =hac :~e lovely 1387 photog~aph can play a key role 
in t~e campaign. Ic can make the goal visible. !3e picture was 
taken aot long before the ~ouse was moved to its present 
location, and :o~ me it is t=aly evocative. The trees at tha 
left o! =he ph~:o!=aph a=e :~e 13 trees which we~~ given by Gen. 
Washi~iton as saplings fro~ ~is Mt. Vernon plan~2:ion. The 
spokesman for ~he National ?ark Service who tal~=i ~o us at the 
Muni:i~al Art Sccie:v t~is •eek said it is thei~ ~lan to seca=e 
seed:i;gs froc ~~. V~r~on a~d have these put in t~e hands o~ the 
Arbo~~tu~ so t~a: the7 cou:i start now growing 13 new t:ees for 
planti~g if and ~he~ ~he mo~e takas place. 

~7 8 X 10 glossy prin: can be borroweri if }J" or so~eo~e 
else ~a~ts t? ~aka a l~rge scale enlargement o! it. Meanwhile, I 
made 3 trip today tJ th~ o~:y place in our pa=: o~ town tha: I 
kno~ t' ha7e a Ca~n~n co!o~ copier and had the ;:in~ reproduced 
=or :cu. A co~merci~l pho:ographer has told me that this kind of 
reprodaction can b~ used for most pu=poses, a!:h~~gh the glossy 
prin: would be bes~ £1~ a b:~w-u~ for mur~l si=e. Alon& wit~ the 
speci~l priat, I a~ enclosi~g so~~ ~un-0:-the-~~:1 Xeroxes. 

Also, I am sending a photocopy of the arti~le which I wrote 
for the Sunday Maga~ine of the Ne~ York Daily Ne~s a coupl~ of 
years ago. You are welcome to reproduce any or all of it anytime 
it would be usef~l. I sold only first rights. W~en the old 
photograph is used it should be credited Courtes; of~he ev
York Historical Society. The photographer is Charles · bert 
Hine. Sincer~, ~ 

""""' ,,.,~ 
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15 July 1993 

Ms. Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent. Manhattan Sites 

COMMENTS 

United States Department of the Interior 
National Parks Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

Don Hill 

Please accept this letter in support of Alternative 4 for the full restoration and relocation of 
Hamilton 0.-ange to St. Nicholas Parle 

Hamilton fuange is an important landmark of Harlem and of our nation and deserves no less 
than the full commitment of our energies and resources to establish Hamilton Grange as a 
national memorial on par with those in other areas of our comttry. 

The only possible reason for not relocating this historic building would be that it was on its 
original site - which it is not. It should have the grace of a site fitting its beauty and its 
history. 

Sincerely, 

~d 
Don Hill 

cc: Hon. Charles B. Rangel 

• • 
RESPONSES 
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15 July 1993 

Ms. Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent, Manhattan Sites 
United States Department of the Interior 
National Parks Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

MATTHEW HUFFMAN 

Please accept this letter in support of Alternative 4 for the full restoration and relocation of 
Hamilton Grange to St. Nicholas Parle 

Hamiltoa Grange is an impommt landmarlc of Harlem and of our nation and deserves ao Jess 
than the full commitment of our energies and resources to establish Hamilton Grange as a 
national memorial on par with those in other areas of our country. 

The only possible reason for not reloca!ing this historic building would be that it was on its 
original site -- which it is not. It should have the grace of a site fitting its beauty and its 
history. 

Matthew Huffman 

cc: Hon. Charles B. Rangel 
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Ms. Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent, Manhattan Sites 

July 8, 1993 

United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

Please accept this letter in support of Alternative 4 for the full 
restoration and relocation of Hamilton Grange to st. Nicholas Park. 
Hamilton Grange is an important landmark of Harlem and our nation 
and deserves no less than the full commitment of our energies and 
resources to establish Hamilton Grange as a national memorial on 
par with those in other areas of our country. 

c: Hon. Charles B. Range1 

• • 
RESPONSES 
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Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent Manhatten Sites 
National Park Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, N.Y. 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms, 

July 19th 1993 

I write to urge you to choose "Alternative 4" in your 
decision regarding the fate of Hamilton Grange. 

The grange should be fully restored and relocated to 
St. Nicholas Park, as outlined in this .proposal. 

The National Park Service and your local office should 
choose this method of preservation, as it is the only sure 
way to safeguard the building for the future. 

I hope that is the arrangements you have started 
planning for after the compelling arguments offered at the 
public meeting last week. 

Sincerely Yours, 

~~~ 
Christopher w. London 

CC: The Hon. Charles B Rangel!, 163 W. 125th Street, NYC 
10027 

• 

Michael H. Adams, Chairman. The Upper Manhattan Society 
for Progress through Preservation. 63 Hamilton 
Terrace, NYC 10031 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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July 12, 1993 

Ms. Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent, Manhattan Sites 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior 
National Park Service 
26 Wa 11 Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

My wife, Joan, and I wholeheartedly support Alternative #4 
for the full restoration of and relocation of the Hamilton 
Grange to St. Nicholas Park. 

At its present location and in its present condition, the 
Grange is not shown in the light it deserves either 
architecturally nor as a most important historical landmark 
of Harlem. 

We feel that it is important that our federal government as 
well as the National Park Service take the same interest in 
landmarks in this neglected area of New York City as it would 
in those located in a more fashionable areas. 

Roderick J. MacGregor 

cc: Hon Charles B. Rangel 

• • 
RESPONSES 
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RESPONSES 

General Note: Alternative 5 is identified in this letter as the 
preferred alternative. Because there is no alternative 5, the 
National Park Service is assuming the respondent was 
referring to alternative 4, the preferred alternative in the draft 
plan. 

The National Park Service has examined a full range of feasible 
alternatives in this planning effort, as well as in past planning 
efforts focused on Hamilton Grange. An evaluation of 
alternatives considered but rejected during the preparation of 
the draft plan is presented in the "Alternatives Considered But 
Rejected" section of the final plan. A summary of past planning 
efforts and relocation attempts is also discussed in the 
"Affected Environment" section under "The Grange and Its 
History." Use of the land surrounding the Grange was 
evaluated and dismissed because without demolishing 
adjacent housing units there is not sufficient land to reorient 
the front of the house to the street. 

The Grange currently sits on a stone foundation built in 1889 
for use by St. Luke's Church. The deterioration of the Grange 
over the years is attributable to the forces of gravity, which 
have caused major wooden beams to split, the exterior walls to 
bow out, and mortise and tenon joints to separate. Relocation 
to a less restrictive site would greatly facilitate the structural 
rehabilitation of the Grange. 

This alternative was discussed at a Community Board #9 
meeting and has been analyzed and dismissed. See response 
#1 above . 
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RESPONSES 

The optimum site for the Grange would be its original site; 
however, relocation there is impossible. By definition, any 
other site would be less than optimum. See also responses #2 
and #5 to the "Hamilton Grange: Analysis of Alternative 4" 
submitted by the Hamilton Grange Task Force to Prevent the 
Removal of the Grange (March 8, 1994). 

As described in alternative 4 of the final plan, the National 
Park Service proposes to work with the city Department of 
Parks and Recreation to rehabilitate and maintain St. Nicholas 
Park. The extent of the these activities would be determined in 
future discussions and negotiations between the city and the 
National Park Service regarding the proposed land transfer. 
Only a portion of the existing St. Nicholas Park was part of 
Hamilton's original landholdings. It is unclear as to how much 
of St. Nicholas Park was a working farm because its 
topography may have inhibited such activities. 

Additional information has been added to the "Traffic and 
Transportation" section in the "Affected Environment" and the 
"Impacts on Traffic Flow/Transportation" sections of the final 
plan. Because of the narrowness of 14lst Street and its 
importance as a cross-town connector route and because of the 
importance of maintaining park land, all parking options have 
been removed from the preferred alternative. Parking would 
not be developed on 141st Street or on St. Nicholas Avenue. 
The National Park Service would work with City College of 
New York and the Friends of Hamilton Grange group to 
identify existing parking options (potentially on City College 
property) for Grange visitors. Bus and subway stops are within 
walking distance. These are identified on the Regional 
Developments map and in the "Traffic and Transportation" 
section of the final plan. 
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NPS local hiring policies are outlined in "Actions Common to 
all Alternatives" section of the final plan. Within federal 
regulations, efforts would be made to hire locally and provide 
procurement and contracting opportunities for local 
businesses. Potential economic benefits to the community are 
outlined in the "Area Land Use and Resources" section of 
"Affected Environment" and in the "Impacts on the Local 
Economy" sections of the various alternatives in the final plan, 
and they are discussed in response #12 to the "Hamilton 
Grange: Analysis of Alternative 4" submitted by the Hamilton 
Grange Community Task Force to Prevent the Removal of the 
Grange (March 8, 1994) . 
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The estimated costs for alternative 4 were presented in the 
draft plan and are presented again in appendix G of the final 
plan. The capital costs for this project are reasonable relative to 
other projects in the metropolitan area and nationwide. 
Regarding the new building on Convent A venue, the primary 
functions of this building would be heritage education, 
community use, and law enforcement ranger housing. These 
uses do not preclude appropriate cultural events. 

The relocation and restoration of the Grange is an unfulfilled 
opportunity to reach a much broader and larger audience than 
at present. 
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Ms. Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent, Manhattan Sites 

July 9, 1993 

United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

I am writing to support of Alternative 4 of the National Park 
Service Draft General Managemer.t Plan, Environmental Impact 
Statement, April 1993 calling for the full restoration and 
relocation of Hamilton Grange to st. Nicholas Park. Hamilton 
·Grange is an important landmark of Harlem and our nation and 
deserves no less than the full commitment of our energies and 
resources to bring this long neglected national memorial to a level 
equal with those in other areas of our country. 

The relocation of the Grange to St. Nicholas Park is the most 
appropriate· alternative for several reasons. First, while 
retaining the Grange in the community and near its original site, 
it would permit the Grange to be seen and enjoyed in a location 
tnat resembles its original setting. In its current location 
hemmed in between St. Luke's Church and an apartment building, the 
property is diminished and loses its significance as a free 
standing country home. In the park, the house will be seen as 
Hamilton knew it, surrounded by trees and gardens. 

Second, the relocation will permit the house to be fully restored 
so that it can be understood as an important historic home of one 
of the founding fathers of our nation. The main door and entrance 
porch, rather than abutting St. Luke's Church, can be replicated 
and the side porches returned to their original configurations. 
These restorations are important to an understanding of how the 
house worked and how one entered, moved and lived in the house. 
None of the other alternatives can address this correction of the 
current situation. 

Third, the relocation will permit the construction of a new 
building on the present site which would serve as both an 
orientation center for the Grange as well as much needed public 
meeting space. 

• 
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Page Two, Hamilton Grange 

Last, the fourth alternative raises the Grange to the level of 
other important landmarks of our country and will serve as one 
important location, among others, to attract vis! tors to our 
conunun.ity. New York City attracts so many visitors: we need to 
attract them to Harlem by supporting projects which are properly 
carried out and not compromised by narrow or provincial interests. 
Restoring the house on its present site will turn the current third 
rate situation into a second rate one. This is not good enough 
for an historic monument of the first caliber. It should be 
treated accordingly by giving it the attention and resources that 
are routinely given similar sites of this importance throughout the 
country. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald L. Melichar 

c: Hon. Charles B. Rangel 

• • 
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Alvarene Molland 

Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent of Manhattan Sites 
US Department of Parks 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

Re: Restoration of Hamilton Grange 

June 14, 1993 

As I heard in the last meeting regarding the Hamilton Grange Restoration, the battle 

regarding the "resting place" has been going on for decades! It seems to me that some 

people are unclear in their minds about what they really want 

The sentiments seem to run high that Convent Avenue is the best location. If The Grange 

is to be truly a National Monument, it cannot remain squeezed between two structures. 

People must be prepared to give something to get something! The building needs to be 

centered with space around it. You most probably should obtain the apartment building 

next to it and take it out 

1 I lmow this is a hard decision and people will scream and shout about this but that will be 

the only solution, to keeping the Grange on Convent Avenue. The apartment building is 

old anyway and there are many like buildings in the neighborhood in which people can be 

relocated. We must hav'e parking to accommodate the tours that are anticipated. 

Failing that, Hamilton Grange should be moved around on the parcel of land that is 

donated by the church. The entrance should be on Hamilton Place since it would be more 

spacious . 

• 

1. 

• 

0 

RESPONSES 

This alternative was considered early in the planning process 
but rejected because of extraordinary costs of acquisition and 
relocation and the shortage of housing (identified in the 
Community District Needs, Fiscal Year 1993 (City of New York, 
Department of City Planning 1991). See the "Alternatives 
Considered But Rejected" section of the final plan for 
additional information. 

• 
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It seems that the Department of Parks will be the ultimate decision maker, since the 

building and the land belong to that department. However, we do not wish the building 

to be removed from the neighborhood. 

ff the building is moved to the park, then something like a cultural center should be bw1t 

2 on that land on Convent. Probably a museum or Art Gallery, which will be multicultural 

in presentation. 

To be fair, since the church has been "protector/caretaker" of the Hamilton Grange over 

the years, you most probably should involve them more fully in the decision making 

3 process, and include them in your plans, what.ever the outcome. This is a very emotional 

situation and should be handled with tact • we love the Grange and would like to see the 

restoration started as soon as possible. 

lhis is my humble suggestion 

• • 
RESPONSES 

2. See response #8 to Wendy Mauritzon. 

3. See response #1 to the National Trust for Historic Preservation. 



COMMENTS 

Ms. Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent, Manhattan Sites 

July 8, 1993 

United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

Please accept this letter in support of Alternative 4 for the full 
restoration and relocation of Hamilton Grange to St. Nicholas Park. 
Hamilton Grange is an important landmark of Harlem and our naticn 
and deserves no less than the full commitment of our energies and 
resources to establish Hamilton Grange as a national memorial on 
par with those in other areas of our country. 

The relocation of the Grange to St. Nicholas Park is the most 
appropriate alternative for several reasons. First, while 
retaining the Grange in the conanunity and near its original site, 
it would permit the Grange to be seen and enjoyed in a location 
that resembles its original setting. In its current location 
hemmed in between St. Luke's Church and an apartment building, the 
property is diminished and loses its significance as a free 
standing country home. In the park, the house will be seen as 
Hamilton knew it, surrounded by trees and gardens. 

Second, the relocation will permit the house to be fully restored 
so that it can be understood as an important historic home of one 
of the founding fathers of our nation. The main door and entrance 
porch, rather than abutting St. Luke's Church, can be 
restored/replicated and the side porches returned to their original 
configurations. These restorations are important to an 
understanding of how the house worked and how one entered, moved 
and lived in the house. None of the other alternatives can address 
this correction of the current situation. 

Third, the relocation will permit the construction of a new 
building on the present site which would serve as both an 
orientation center for the Grange as well as much needed public 
meeting space. 

• 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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Page Two, Hamilton Grange 

Last, the fourth alternative ra.ises the Grange to the level of 
other important landmarks of our country and will serve as one 
important location, among others, which will attract visitors to 
our conununity. New York City attracts so many _v1s1tors: we need 
to attract them to Harlem by supporting projects which are properly 
carried out and which are given the attention and resources that 
are given similar sites throughout our country. 

Sincerely, 

c: Hon. Charles B. Rangel 
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Superintendent, Manhattan Sites 
26 Wall Street 
New York, New York 10005 

Delli Superintendent: 

October 7, 1993 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft general manage
ment plan and cnviroomcntal impact statement for Hamilton Grange 
National Memorial. I strongly recommeod that the National Park 
Service adopt alternative 4, relocatmg the Grange to St. Nicholas Park. 
Relocation will obviously provide a better and more appropriate setting 
for the house and allow for more visitation and a fuller interpretation of 
the life and times of Alexander Hamilton. 

On my first visit to the Grange a number of years ago, I fully antici
pated that I would sec the country house of Hamilton's day in a much
altercd scttmg, surrounded by a he.avily developed urban neighborhood 
But it was nonetheless i.1artling to fuid the house shochomed into a nar
rnw ~pace next to a church. While we all can appreciate the contribu
tions \Jf St. Luke's Church in preserving the house, I think it is self-evi
dent that the Grango: cannot be th<: shrine •.o Hamilton that the Congress 
i.'lteudcd in designating it as a national park unless it is moved to a 
more suitable site. Nor can it be the visitor attraction that it should b~ 
unless it is moved. 

I also strongly endorse the plans for the inmrior of the house. I am 
particularly delighted by the plan to use much of the interior as a 
"museum" about Hamilton and his era. Tus is not only appropriate 
giv1,.'"ll the availability of historic furnishings and lack of knowloog1< 
about the second floor rooms, but also desirable. lbe life and oontri
but1011s of Alexander Hamilton deserve to be fully explained. 

I look forward to learning of your final decision and the progress of 
your p!ans. If possible. I would like to be informed of what happens 
oext. Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely yours, 

~S..P~,. 
Rohen D. Paulus 

RESPONSES 
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COMMENTS 

Ms. Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent, Manhattan Sites 

:July B, 1993 

United states Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

Please accept this letter in support of Alternative 4 for the full 
restoration and relocation of Hamilton Grange to st. Nicholas Park. 
Hami1ton Grange is an important landmark of Harlem and our nation 
and deserves no less than the full commitment of our energies and 
resources to establish Hamilton Grange as a national memorial on 
par with those in other areas 0£ our country. 

c: Hon. Char1es B. Rangel 

• • 
RESPONSES 
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3 July 1993 

Ms. Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent of Manhattan Sites 
National Park Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, New York 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

As eight year residents of Hamilton Heights and former co-secretaries 
of the Hamilton Heights Homeowners Association, we do fully endorse 
the proposal under consideration to move Hamilton Grange to the park 
below City College. This plan would allow this historic building to 
he restored most fully because the surroundings would provide the 
space to re-orient the entrance to its previous placement, and restore 
the missing two porches. Also, these surroundings would more closely 
resenble those in which the Grange once stood • 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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COMMENTS 

Ms. Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent, Manhattan Sites 

.July 8, 1993 

United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

Please accept this letter in support of Alternative 4 for the full 
restoration and relocation of Hamilton Grange to st. Nicholas Park. 
Hami1ton Grange ~s an important landmark of Hariem and our nation 
and deserves no less than the full commitment of our energies and 
resources to establish Hamilton Grange as a national memorial on 
par with those in other areas of our country. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
c: Hon. Charles B. Rangel 

• 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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June 14, 1993 

Ms. Carolyn Denerstcin 
Landmarks Harlem, Inc. 
201-A West 138th Street 
New York, NY 10030 

COMMENTS 

Colette C. Whitlock 

Re: Hamilton Grange National Memorial 
U.S. Dept. of Interior/National Parks Service 
Proposed Management Plan 

Dear Carolyn, 

I am, at last, returning lhe Draft/Gc:ncral Management Plan/Environmental Impact Statement for 
Hamilton Grange National Memorial developed by the U.S. Department of Interior. Thank you 
very much for lending the publication to me. 

At the meeting held May 26, 1993, I told you that my initial reaction was in disagreement with 
your position that the group should recommend the alternative that calls for extensive 
miovations to the building but leaves it at its present site. As you suggested, I have read the 
draft and am writing to explain my feelings. 

My position is unchanged. I believe that the fourth and most drastic alternative is the only plan 
worth proceeding with. Should lhe fourth alternative not prevail then I would prefer to sec 
alternative 1, the no action plan, adopted. The remaining two alternatives do nothing to either 
restore the building or enhance lhe public's knowledge of the Grange and how Hamilton and his 
family lived. Plan I pro~ides minimal stabilization to ti:: structu..-e withOl!t inflicting the 
indignity of creating a deceptive and historically incorrect four storey facade. Alternatives 2 and 
3 are renovations of a historical structure lhe equivalent of the all to common practice in Harlem 
and Upper Manha nan of the penitentiary style gutted rehabs. 

You had expressed concern that the new site for Hamilton Grange would necessitate the 
elimination of a much used children's playground. The house itself would not be placed at the 
playground. It would occupy a trail used as a shortcut between City University and the IND 
subway. If no accommodations for bus parking were made, the existing playground would 
remain intact. The Plan also states that should a bus parking area be created and the playground 
altered, it would be replaced at another site within the park. 

continued on page 2 

• 
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• 
RESPONSES 

Bus parking and dropoff areas have been eliminated from 
alternative 4 in the final plan (see description of alternative 4). 
Valuable park land and the children's playground would not 
be eliminated or displaced by the Grange relocation or 
associated parking. The Park Service would work with the 
Friends of Hamilton Grange group and City College to identify 
parking opportunities nearby. 



Letter to Carolyn Denerstein 
Date: June 14, 1993 
Page2 

COMMENTS 

I was told that St. Luke's opposition to moving the building is based on their congregation 
having maintained the building at a time when no one else cared about it. They believe that St. 
Luke's has a proprietary claim as to its location. Indeed St. Luke's has played the role of 
caretaker, but the congregation cannot take delight in the Grange's situation. For years its front 
and rear doors have been invisible, its porches truncated as it stands sandwiched between a 
church, remarkable in its own right, and an apartment building. 

It is the only home ever owned by the man responsible for the financial structure of this country. 
After having been moved and sheared over the past 190 years to accommodate other people and 
other structures, it merits being appropriately presented to the nation and to the world as a 
national landmark. If funds have been appropriated, they should be spent to historically restore 
lhe buildillg architecturally. The only way to appreciate the an::hit.ccture of the building is 10 
reinstate the doors and replace the two tiered porches that originally surrounded the building. 
Although it's not possible to return Hamilton Grange to its original 300 acre estate, it is possible 
to move the Grange so that all four sides of the structure are visible. It is possible to furnish 
~he public rooms in period furniture and it is possible to give the public a sense of how Hamilton 
and his family lived at the Grange. 

As a group dedicated to the preservation of Harlem's architectural treasures, I think Landmarks 
Harlem has to ask itself two questions: Why should Harlem accept another renovation? Why 
shouldn't Harlem be the beneficiary of the tourism attracted by a fully restored national 
landmark. 

Sincerely, 

~e.~~ 
Colette c. Whitlock 

cc: Thom Bess 

• 

RESPONSES 

• • 
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15 July 1993 

Ms. Georgette Nelms 
Superintendent, Manhattan Sites 

COMMENTS 

United States Department of the Interior 
National Parks Service 
26 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Dear Ms. Nelms: 

JIM WILLIAMS 

Please accept this letter in suppon of Alternative 4 for the full restoration and relocation of 
Hamilton Grange to St. Nicholas Park. 

Hamilton Grange is an important landmark of Harlem and of our nation and deserves no less 
than the full commitment of our coergics and resources to establish Hamilton Grange as a 
national memorial on par with those in other areas of our countty. 

The only possible reason for not relocating this historic building would be that it was on its 
original site -- which it is not It should have the grace of a site fitting its beauty and its 
history. 

cc: Hon. Charles B. Rangel 

• • RESPONSES 
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APPENDIX A: LEGISLATION 

8. Hamilton Grange National Memorial Project 

Establishment authorized ______________ Joint Resolution of April 27, 1962 
Page 
' 382 

Alexander 
Hamilton oa· 
tlonal memo· 
rial. 
Establlsbmeot. 

Designation aa 
Hamilton 
Grange Na
tional Memc» 
rial. 

39 Stat. 535. 
16 u.s.c. 1-4. 

49 Stat. 666. 
16 u.s.c. 
461-467. 

Appropriation. 

Joint Resolution Providing for the establishing of the former 
dwelling house of Alexander Hamilton as a national memorial, 
approved April 27, 1962 (76 Stat. 57) 

Resolved by the Senate and Hou.se of Representa
tives of the Cnited State8 of Arnerica in Congress 
a.Ysernhled, That the Secretary of the Interior is author
ized and directed to take such action as may be neces
sary to provide for the establishment of the former 
dwelling house of Alexander Hamilton (commonly 
known as The Grange)~ situated in New York, New 
York, as a national memorial. However, the Secretary 
shall not establish the national memorial until he has 
satisfied himself that the lands which have been donated 
are sufficient to assure the relocation of The Grange and 
administration and interpretation of the national 
memorial. 

SEc. 2. (a) The national memorial established by the 
Secretary of the Interior pursuant to this joint resolution 
shall be designated as the Hamilton Grange National 
Memorial and shall be set aside as a public national 
memorial to commemorate the historic role played by 
Alexander Hamilton in the establishment of this Nation. 

(b) The National Park Service, under the direction 
of the Secretary of the Interior, shall administer, protect1 and develop such memorial, subject to the provisions or 
the Act entitled "An Act to establish a National Park 
Service, and for other purposes", approved August 25, 
1916, as amended and supplemented, and the Act enti· 
tled "An Act to provide for the preservation of historic 
American sites, buildings, objects, and antiquities of na
tional significance, and for other purposes", approved 
.August 21, 1935, as amended. 

SEc. 3. There are hereby authorized to be appropri
ated such sums, but not more than $460,000, as may be 
necessary to carry out the provisions of section 1 of this 
joint resolution . 
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102 STAT. 4640 PUBLIC LAW 100-701-NOV. 19, 1988 

Nov. !!I, 1!188 
[H.R. -1212] 

Historic 
preservation. 
Conservation. 

Public Law 100-701 
lOOth Congress 

An Act 

To amend the Joint resolution of April 27, l!J!i2, to permit the Secretary of the 
Interior to establish the former home of Alexander Hamilton as a national 
memorial at its present location in New York, New York. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatiues of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Joint 
resolution of April 27, 1962 (76 Stat. 57), is amended by striking all 
after the resolving clause and inserting the following: 

"SECTION I. IL\MILTON GHANGE NATIONAL ME!\IOHIAL. 

Hi USC 4:ll note. "(a) ESTARLISHMENT.-ln order to provide for the benefit, inspira-
tion, and education of the American people, there is hereby estab
lished the Hamilton Grange National Memorial (hereinafter in this 
Act referred to as the 'memorial') in the State of New York. 

"(b) MAP.-The memorial shall consist of the lands and interests 
in lands and improvements as generally depicted on the map enti
tled 'Hamilton Grange National Memorial Boundary Map' num
bered 416/80,002 and dated June 1988. 

"SEC. 2. ACQUISITION OF PHOPERTY. 

"The Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter in this Act referred to 
as the 'Secretary') is authorized to acquire lands, interests in lands, 
and improvements thereon within the boundaries of the memorial 
by donation. The Secretary is authorized to reimburse the owner not 
more than $15,000 for administrative costs directly related to the 
transfer of ownership of this property. The Secretary may also 
acquire by the donation, purchase with donated or appropriated 
funds or by exchange, personal property associated with and appro
priate for interpretation of the memorial. 

"SEC. 3. ADMINISTRATION OF MEMORIAL. 

"The Secretary shall administer the memorial in accordance with 
the provisions of law generally applicable to units of the National 
Park System, including the Ac'. of August 21, 1916 (39 Stat. 535; 16 
U.S.C. 1, 2-4) and the Act of August 21, 1935 (49 Stat. 666; 16 U.S.C. 
461). In administering the memorial, the Secreta:y !.'hall-

"(1) provide for the interpretation of the life of Alexander 
Hamilton; 

"(2) preserve and interpret the history of The Grange, home of 
Alexander Hamilton; and 

"(3) present the history of the United States as a young 
Nation. 

"SEC. -1. GENERAi, MANAGJo;MENT PLAN. 

"Within 3 complete fiscal years after the enactment of this sec
tion, the Secretary shall submit to the Committee on Interior and 
Insular Affairs of the United States House of Representatives and 
the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the United 
States Senate a general management plan for the memorial. The 
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Appendix A: Legislation 

PUBLIC LAW 100-701-NOV. 19, 1988 102 STAT. 4641 

plan shall be prepared in accordance with section l 2(b) of the Act of 
August 18, 1970 (84 Stat. 825; 16 U.S.C. la-l-la-7). Such plan shall 
identify appropriate facilities for proper interpretation of the site 
for visitors. 

"SEC. 5. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS. 

"There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be 
necessary to carry out this Act, but not to exceed $2,500,000 for 
development.". 

SEC. 2. Notwithstanding any other provision of law or any order of 
land classification based thereon, the Secretary of the Interior is 
authorized to consider an application for desert land entry covering 
approximately 280 acres of public lands, 105 of which constitute a 
part of a scenic easement area of the Dinosaur National Monument, 
Utah, as identified on a map entitled "Desert Land Entry-Dino
saur National Monument-October 1, 1987". If the applicant meets 
the requirements of section 3 of this Act, the Secretary shall issue a 
patent to the applicant in accordance with the Desert Land Entry 
Act (43 U.S.C. 321 et seq.). Such patent shall reserve to the United 
States a right-of-way 200 feet ih width for the Dinosaur National 
Monument entrance road. 

SEC. 3. The Secretary shall not issue a patent to the lands de
scribed in section 2 until the applicant has: (a) complied with the 
requirements of the Desert Land Entry Act; and (b) conveyed to the 
United States, at no cost, title to scenic easements for purposes of 
Dinosaur National Monument on lands identified by the National 
Park Service as tracts 07-114, south half; 07-115, the complete tract. 

SEc. 4. The scenic easements acquired by the Secretary and any 
patents issued by him under this Act shall be subject to the restric
tions set forth in the scenic easement deed dated March 16, 1967, 
and filed in the records of Moffat County, Colorado, at pages 2 and 3 
of book 341 of the deed of records of the county. 

Approved November 19, 1988. 

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY-H.R. 4212: 

HOUSE REPORTS: No. 100-699 (Comm. on Interior and Insular AfToirsl. 
SENATE REPORTS: No. 100-536 (Comm. on Energy and Natural Resources). 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol. 134 0988): 

June 20, considered and passed House. 
Oct. 21, considered and passed Senate, amended. House concurred in Senate 

amendments . 

Public lands. 
Patents and 
trademarks. 
Utah. 
16 USC 431 note. 

Patents and 
trademarks. 
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APPENDIX B: ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY 

Manhattan Sites is comprised of six National Park Service properties in New York City and 
Westchester County that are under the jurisdiction of one superintendent. Castle Clinton National 
Monument is on the southern tip of Manhattan, within 1 mile south of the first United States Capitol, 
Federal Hall; both are in the 17th Congressional District. On East 20th Street in the 18th Congressional 
District is the birthplace and boyhood home of Theodore Roosevelt. General Grant is memorialized in 
a tomb in the 8th Congressional District of Upper Manhattan, on a bluff overlooking the Hudson River, 
within Riverside Park. Approximately 21h miles northeast from Grant's Tomb, in the 16th Congressional 
District, is Hamilton Grange, the only home that Alexander Hamilton, forefather to the United States' 
financial system, owned. St. Paul's Church National Historic Site is in Westchester County, within the 
20th Congressional District. Authorization dates are as follows: 

• Castle Clinton National Monument - authorized 8/12/46 
• Federal Hall National Memorial - designated as Federal Hall Memorial National Historic Site 

5/26/39; approved and changed to Federal Hall National Memorial 8/11/55 
• General Grant National Memorial - dedicated 4/27 /1897; legislature in 1956 approved transfer by 

Grant Monument Association and the city of New York to federal ownership; accepted by Congress 
8/14/58; placed under National Park Service 5/1/59 

• Hamilton Grange National Memorial - authorized 4/27 /62 
• Saint Paul's Church National Historic Site - designated 7 /5/43, authorized 11/10/78 
• Theodore Roosevelt Birthplace National Historic Site - authorized 7 /25/62 

The Manhattan Sites were formerly part of the New York Group, which was formed in the 1960s and 
included Statue of Liberty National Monument and Ellis Island, Fire Island National Seashore, 
Sagamore Hill National Historic Site, as well as the five properties (prior to St. Paul's authorization 
as an NPS unit) of Manhattan Sites. Each of these properties had a site supervisor and a curatorial 
empioyee. The headquarters of this group was in various locations, as dictated by spacial needs and 
the preference of the superintendent. 

During 1969-1972 the New York Group evolved into the New York Park District by the addition of 
more sites - Edison National Historic Site, Morristown National Historical Park, and Gateway 
National Recreation Area in New Jersey and Fort Stanwix National Monument in New York. This new 
assembly was operated as a small district or "region" until 1974, when the NPS Northeast Regional 
Office was created. During this time, in response to site needs, staff at each of the sites increased. For 
instance, curatorial staff was added to those sites where collections management was needed. Law 
enforcement officers for each site were also added for security. (Later, NPS law enforcement at the sites 
would be eradicated in favor of the New York City Police Department.) 

At this time, the New York Park District dismantled (Fire Island, Fort Stanwix, Morristown, and Edison 
were removed) and returned to the original properties that formed the New York Group. In 1974 a 
study was conducted on managing grouped properties, examining the good and the bad aspects as 
well as the financial benefits (for example, saving overhead by having group offices). One of the 
motives for dissolving the concept of a group office was that individual units of these sizes would be 
ideal training ground for new superintendents. At that time, Gateway became its own park (1973-74), 
managed by its own superintendent; the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island also became one unit, as did 
Sagamore Hill (1974-75). In 1978 Saint Paul's was authorized as a park unit and included w~11in the 
Manhattan Sites, thus completing the group as it exists today. Manhattan Sites is currently 
administered by one superintendent, with site managers at each of the sites, except for the combined 
management of General Grant and Hamilton Grange national memorials. 
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APPENDIX C: DRAFT MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 

Preservation and Protection of Cultural Resources 

To preserve the site's cultural resources in compliance with legislative and executive mandates and 
NPS policies and historic preservation guidelines. 

To provide adequate collections storage and maximum security for the site's curatorial collections. 

To lead, by example, in efforts to preserve cultural resources and to make NPS expertise available. 

Interpretation and Visitor Use 

To use all available historical information as well as materials and artifacts for interpreting the 
Manhattan Sites in a manner consistent with NPS policy. 

To ensure appropriate consideration for visitors with special needs in the planning, development, and 
management of the site. 

To develop and implement an educational curriculum for site interpretation that is consistent with state 
standards. 

To develop and implement a comprehensive visitor and resource protection program to ensure the 
preservation of resources and that visitors have a safe, secure, and educational visit. 

Administration 

To increase the site's allotted operational budget and number of full-time equivalent employees to 
adequately preserve site resources and provide for visitation. 

To increase the professionalism of the site staff through various strategies, including increased training, 
details, and other work assignments. 

To promote effective public relations, cooperation, and partnerships with local, state, and federal 
agencies, nonprofit organizations, and private groups and individuals . 
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APPENDIX D: SUMMARY OF FEASIBILITY STUDY 

The following is an excerpt from the 1992 Evaluation and Cost Analysis for the Restoration of Hamilton 
Grange National Memorial by Grieves, Worrall, Wright & O'Hatnick Inc. 

Hamilton Grange National Memorial has been an important structure in the United States since 
it was built in 1802. This significant structure was originally built and owned by Alexander 
Hamilton. Serving as Washington's Secretary of the Treasury, among other roles, Hamilton was 
instrumental to the development and early growth of this great nation. The Grange is also 
significant in that it is one of the last remaining residences designed by John McComb Jr. 
Although Mr. McComb was best known for his work on churches and public buildings, including 
the New York City Hall, his residential designs represent the beginnings of a very influential 
career in architecture. The structure of the Grange itself is also important as it is one of the last 
remaining examples of the Federal Style Villas built in New York. Aside from the historical 
issues, Hamilton Grange plays an important role in the surrounding community, providing both 
focus and identity. 

Hamilton Grange has been recognized for its historical significance since the early 1900s when it 
was purchased by the American Scenic and Historic Preservation Society. The Grange has 
undergone several renovations, both prior to, and subsequent to its purchase by the American 
Scenic and Historic Society, including a move to its present site in 1889. The structure was 
purchased by the National Park Service in 1962. 

In 1980 the firm of Meadows/Woll Architects prepared a feasibility study and cost estimate based 
on a scenario which involved moving the Grange to a new site. The 1980 study was never 
implemented, and the current study prepared by Grieves Worrall Wright & O'Hatnick was 
commissioned to update the Meadows/Woll study as weii as look at three additional options for 
restoration of the Grange. 

The four options for restoration of Hamilton Grange are as follows: 

OPTION I Stabilize the existing structure in its present location, and partial interior restoration. 

OPTION II Stabilize and restore the existing structure, add an elevator and stair on the exterior 
of the building. 

OPTION III Reorient the main entrance to the east side of the house, lower the sub-basement floor, 
stabilize and restore the existing structure add an elevator and stair on the interior of 
the building, reestablish the historical entryway and stair, and landscape around the 
main entry. 

OPTION IV Stabilize and restore the existing structure and move it across 141st Street to the foot 
of Hamilton Terrace where it can be restored to its original 1802 configuration. 

In addition to the above options, the project team was to make recommendations for temporary 
shoring of the existing structure and provide a cost estimate as well as a final recommendation 
concerning the four options. To fully analyze these options, they were looked at with regard to 
structural as well as architectural and historical issues. 
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Appendix D: Summary of Feasibility Study 

Structural Issues 

There are several problems with the existing structure of Hamilton Grange which directly affect 
the safety of the staff and visitors to the National Memorial. Several of the existing structural 
members are in the process of failing and should be immediately shored to prevent system failure 
and possible life threatening injury. As soon as temporary shoring is in place, permanent repairs 
should be undertaken immediately to restore the structural integrity of the Grange. 

It should be noted that, even if the existing structural members are _completely restored, the floor 
loading capacities are inadequate in terms of modern museum requirements. There are two 
possible solutions to this problem. Either the number of visitors allowed in various areas must be 
restricted, or the capacities of the floors increased to meet current standards. Either of these 
options is acceptable; however, upgrading the structure is probably more desirable in the long run 
and will ultimately provide more freedom for the public. Other than the issues noted above, none 
of the options pose any significant structural difficulties. 

Architectural Issues 

In purely architectural terms, there is no doubt that the Grange should be moved to a new site. 
In order to experience the spatial qualities and orientation of the building it is important that it 
be situated and constructed as it was in 1802. Since Hamilton Grange is one of the only remaining 
examples of the federal style villas extant in New York, it should reflect the design values of that 
period. For this to be fully realized the entry configuration and piazzas should be restored, as they 
are distinctive elements of this style of architecture. Given the four options, it is very apparent that 
the only way to fully restore the Grange is to move the structure to a new site as outlined in 
option IV. 

Historical Issues 

The historical impact of the four options is not as straightforward as the architectural issues. In 
order to avoid a lengthy discussion of "period" history versus "living" history, let it suffice to say 
that any of the four options could be accomplished in a historically acceptable manner. The 
historical analysis focused on the overall advantages and disadvantages of each option as well as 
the real historical value of Hamilton Grange. The entire 200 year history of the Grange can be 
considered significant. Its real significance is as a memorial to Alexander Hamilton and that can 
only be realized by restoring the architectural integrity which expresses the lifestyle and tastes of 
a very influential person in our history Although each of the options address these issues to some 
degree, the most desirable option would be to move and restore the Grange. 

Conclusion 

The final recommendation is predicated on the feeling that moving the Grange would not detract 
from the historical significance of the structure as stated above. The only real drawback to this 
scenario is the fact that it has been a focal point of the community for several years. However, 
with the building moving less than one block, this should not be a major concern. In fact, with 
Hamilton Grange fully restored to its original splendor it should become even more of a focus and 
identifying element within the same neighborhood as well as adjoining areas. 

The restoration of the Hamilton Grange National Memorial is a very important project and should 
be pursued as soon as possible. As previously noted, all of the options for restoration of the 
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Grange are both feasible and acceptable in terms of historic guidelines. However, when all of the 
variables such as architectural significance, and the impact on the users and surrounding 
community are considered, the most desirable solution is to relocate the Grange. By doing so, 
Hamilton Grange can be understood and appreciated in much the same way that it was in 1802 
by Alexander Hamilton and his contemporaries, as well as continue to function as a focal point 
in the community. 
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APPENDIX E: PROGRAMMATIC ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

SPECIAL POPUlATIONS PROGRAMMATIC 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

FOR INTERPRETIVE MEDIA 

All new interpretive media will conform with the September 1991 
Special Populations: Programmatic Accessibility Guidelines for 

Interpretive Media, which is as follows: 

Contents 

Special Populations: 
Programmatic Accessibility 

Guidelines for Interpretive Media 

National Park Service 
Harpers Ferry Center 

September 1991 
!Version 2.1 j 

Prepared by 

Ha11Jers Feny Center Accessibility Task Force 

Statement of Purpose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
Audiovisual Programs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
Exhibits ..................................... 37 
Historic Furnishings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Publications .................................... 43 
Wayside Exhibits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 

Statement of Purpose 

This document is a guide for promoting full access to interpretive 
media to ensure that people with physical and mental disabilities 
have access to the same information necessary for safe and 
meaningful visits to national parks. just as the needs and abilities 
of individuals cannot be reduced to simple statements, it is 

34 
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impossible to construct guidelines for interpretive media that can 
apply to every situation in the national park system. 

These guidelines define a high level of programmatic access which 
can be met in most situations. They articulate key areas of 
concern and note generally accepted solutions. Due to the 
diversity of park resources and the variety of interpretive 
situations, flexibility and versatility are important. 

Each interpretive medium contributes to the total park program. 
All media have inherent strengths and weaknesses, and it is our 
intent to capitalize on their strengths and provide alternatives 
where they are deficient. It should also be understood that any 
interpretive medium is just one component of the overall park 
experience. In some instances, especially with regard to learning 
disabilities, personal services, that is one-on-one interaction, may 
be the most appropriate and versatile interpretive approach. 

In the final analysis, interpretive design is subjective, and 
dependent on both aesthetic considerations as well as the 
particular characteristics and resources available for a specific 
program. Success or failure should be evaluated by examining 
all interpretive offerings of a park. Due to the unique 
characteristics of each situation, parks should be evaluated on a 
case by case basis. Nonetheless, the goal is to fully comply with 
NPS policy: 

" ... To provide the highest level of accessibility 
possible and feasible for persons with visual, 
hearing, mobility, and mental impairments, 
consistent with the obligation to conseive park 
resources and preseive the quality of the park 
experience for everyone." 

NPS Special Directive 83-3. Accessibility for Disabled Persons 
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Appendix E: Programmatic Accessibility Guidelines 

Audiovisual Programs 

Audiovisual programs include motion pictures, sound/slide 

programs, video progra.ms, and oral history programs. As a 

matter of policy, all audiovisual programs produced by the 

Harpers Ferry Center will include some method of captioning. 

The approach used will vary according to the conditions of the 

installation area and the media format used, and will be selected 

in consultation with the parks and regions. 

The captioning method will be identified as early as possible in 

the planning process and will be presented in an integrated 

setting where possible. To the extent possible, visitors will be 

offered a choice in viewing captioned or uncaptioned versions. 

but in situations where a choice is not possible or feasible, a 

captioned version of all programs will be made available . Park 

management will decide on the most appropriate operational 

approach for the particular site. 

Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired Visitors 

I. The theater, auditorium, or viewing area should be 

accessible and free of architectural barriers, or alternative 
accommodations will be provided. UFAS 4.1. 

2. Wheelchair locations will be provided according to ratios 

outlined in UFAS 4.1.2( 18a). 

3. Viewing heights and angles will be favorable for those in 

designated wheelchair locations. 

4. In designing video or interactive components, control 

mechanisms will be placed in an accessible location, 

usually between 9" and 48" from the ground and no more 

than 24" deep. 

Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired Visitors 

I. Simultaneous audio description will be considered for 

installations where the equipment can be properly 

installed and maintained. 
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Guidelines Affecting Hearing Impaired Visitors 
I. All audiovisual programs will be produced with 

appropriate captions. 

2. Copies of scripts will be provided to the parks as a 
standard procedure. 

3. Audio amplification and listening systems will be provided 
in accordance with UFAS 4.1.2( I Sb). 

Guidelines Affecting Leaming Impaired Visitors 
I. Unnecessarily complex and confusing concepts will be 

avoided. 

2. Graphic elements will be chosen to communicate without 
reliance on the verbal component. 

3. Narration will be concise and free of unnecessaty jargon 
and technical information. 

Exhibits 

Numerous factors affect the design of exhibits, reflecting the 
unique circumstances of the specific space and the nature of the 
materials to be interpreted. It is clear that thoughtful, sensitive 
design can go a long way in producing exhibits that can be 
enjoyed by a broad range of people. Yet, due to the diversiry of 
situations encountered, it is impossible to articulate guidelines 
that can be applied universally. 

In some situations, the exhibit designer has little or no control 
over the space. Often exhibits are placed in areas ill-suited for 
that purpose, they may incorporate large or unyielding specimens, 
may incorporate sensitive artifacts which require special 
environmental controls, and room decor or architectural features 
may dictate certain solutions. All in all, exhibit design is an art 
which defies simple description. However, one central concern is 
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to communicate the message to the largest audience possible . 
Every reasonable effort will be made to eliminate any factors 
limiting communication through physical modification or by 
providing an alternate means of communication. 

Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired Visitors 

I . Exhibit space will be free of physical barriers or a method 
of alternate accommodation shall be provided . 

2. All pathways, aisles, and clearances will meet standards set 
forth in UFAS 4.3. Generally a minimum width of 36" will 
be provided. 

3. Ramps will be as gradual as possible and will not exceed 
a slope of I" rise in 20" run, and otherwise conform with 
UFAS 4 .8. 

4. Important artifacts, labels, and graphics, will be placed at 
a comfortable viewing level relative to their size. 
Important text will be viewable to all visitors. Display 
cases will allow short or seated people to view the 
contents and the labels. Video monitors associated with 
exhibits will be positioned to be comfortably viewed by all 
visitors. 

5. Lighting will be designed to reduce glare or reflections, 
especially when viewed from a wheelchair. 

6. Ground and floor surfaces near the exhibit area will be 
stable, level, firm, and slip-resistant. (UFAS 4.5). 

7. Operating controls or objects to be handled by visitors will 
be located in an area between 9" and 48" from the ground 
and no more than 24" deep . (UFAS 4.3) 

8. Horizontal exhibits (e.g. terrain model) will be located at 
a comfortable viewing height. 
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9. Information desks and sales counters will be designed for 
use by visitors and employees using wheelchairs, and will 
include a section with a desk height no greater than 32 to 
34 inches, with at least a 30-inch clearance underneath . 
The width should be a minimum of 32 inches vertical, 
with additional space provided for cash registers or other 
equipment. as applicable. 

10. Accessibility information about the specific park should be 
available at the information desk and the International 
Symbol of Access will be displayed where access 
information is disseminated . 

11 . Railings and barriers will be positioned in such a way as to 
provide unobstructed viewing by persons in wheelchairs. 

Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired Visitors 
1. Exhibit typography will be selected with readability and 

legibility in mind. 

2. Characters and symbols shall contrast with their 
backgrounds, either light characters on a dark background 
or dark characters on a light background. (UFAS 4.30.3) 

3. Tactile and participatory elements will be included where 
possible. 

4. Audio description will be provided where applicable. 

5. Signage will be provided to indicate accessible restrooms, 
telephones, and elevators. (UFAS 4.30) 

Guidelines Affecting Hearing Impaired Visitors 
1. Information presented via audio formats will be duplicated 

in a visual medium, either in the exhibit copy or by 
printed material. 
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2. Amplification systems and volume controls will be 
incorporated to make programs accessible to the hard of 
hearing. 

3. Written text of all audio narrations will be provided. 

4. All narrated AV programs will be captioned. 

5. Allowance for Telecommunication Devices for the Deaf 
(TDD) will be included in information desk designs. 

Guidelines Affecting Learning Impaired Visitors 
I. Exhibits will avoid unnecessarily complex and confusing 

topics. 

2. Graphic elements will be developed to communicate 
nonverbally. 

3. Unfamiliar expressions and technical terms will be avoided 
and pronunciation aids will be provided where 
appropriate . 

4. To the extent possible, information will be provided in a 
manner suitable to a diversity of abilities and interests. 

5. Where possible, exhibits will be multisensory. Techniques 
to maximize the number of senses utilized in an exhibit 
will be encouraged. 

6. Exhibit design will be cognizant of directional handicaps 
and will utilize color and other creative approaches to 
facilitate comprehension of maps. 

Historic Furnishings 

Historically refurnished rooms offer the public a unique 
interpretive experience by placing visitors within historic spaces. 
Surrounded by historic artifacts, visitors can feel the spaces "come 
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alive" and relate more directly to the historic events or 
personalities commemorated by the park. 

Accessibility is problematical in many National Park Service 
fumished sites because of the very nature of historic architecture. 
Buildings were erected with a functional point of view that is 
many times at odds with our modem views of accessibility. 

The approach used to convey the experience of historically 
furnished spaces will vary from site to site. The goals. however, 
will remain the same, to give the public as rich an interpretive 
experience as possible given the nature of the structure. 

Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired Visitors 
I. The exhibit space should be free of architectural barriers 

or a method of alternate accommodation should be 
provided, such as slide programs, videotaped tours. visual 
aids, dioramas, etc. 

2. All pathways, aisles, and clearances shall (when possible) 
meet standards set forth in UFAS 4.3 to provide adequate 
clearance for wheelchair routes. 

3. Ramps shall be as gradual as possible and not exceed a 1" 
rise in 20" run, and conform with UFAS 4.8. 

4. Railings and room barriers will be constructed in such a 
way as to provide unobstructed viewing by persons in 
wheelchairs. 

5. In the planning and design process, furnishing inaccessible 
areas, such as upper floors of historic buildings. will be 
discouraged unless essential for interpretation. 

6. Lighting will be designed to reduce glare or reflections 
when viewed from a wheelchair. 
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7. Alternative methods of interpretation, such as audiovisual 

programs, audio description, photo albums. and personal 

services will be used in areas which present difficulty for 

the physically impaired. 

Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired Visitors 

1. Exhibit typefaces will be selected for readability and 

legibility, and conform with good industry practice. 

2. Audio description will be used to describe furnished 

rooms, where appropriate. 

3. Windows will be treated with film to provide balanced 

light levels and minimize glare. 

4. 

5. 

Where appropriate, visitor-controlled rheostat-type lighting 

will be provided to augment general room lighting. 

Where appropriate and when proper clearance has been 

approved, surplus artifacts or reproductions will be 

utilized as "hands-on" tactile interpretive devices . 

Guidelines Affecting Hearing Impaired Visitors 

1. Information about room interiors will be presented in a 

visual medium such as exhibit copy, text, pamphlets, etc. 

2. Captions will be provided for all AV programs relating to 

historic furnishings. 

Guidelines Affecting the Leaming Impaired 

1. Where appropriate, hands-on participatory elements 

geared to the level of visitor capabilities will be used. 

2. Living history activities and demonstrations which utilize 

the physical space as a method of providing multisensory 

experiences will be encouraged. 
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Publications 

A variety of publications are offered to visitors. ranging from park 
folders which provide an overview and orientation to a park to 
more comprehensive handbooks. Each park folder should give a 
brief description of services available to the disabled, list 
significant barriers, and note the existence of TDD phone 
numbers, if available. 

In addition, informal site bulletins arc often produced to provide 
more specialized information about a specific site or topic. It is 
recommended that each park produce an easily updatable 
"Accessibility Site Bulletin" which could include detailed 
information about the specific programs. services, and 
opportunities available for the disabled and to describe barriers 
which are present in the park. These bulletins should be in 
reasonably large type, 18 points or larger. 

Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired Visitors 
l. Park folders, site bulletins, and sales literature will be 

distributed from accessible locations and heights. 

2. Park folders and Accessibility Site Bulletins should 
endeavor to earl)' information on the accessibility of 
buildings, trails, and programs by the disabled. 

Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired Visitors 
1. Publications will be designed with the largest type size 

appropriate for the format. 

2. Special publications designed for use by the visually 
impaired should be printed in 18-point type. 

3. The information contained in the park folder should also 
be available on audio cassette. Handbooks, accessibility 
guides, and other publications should be similarly recorded 
where possible. 
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Guidelines Affecting Hearing Impaired Visitors 
1. Park site bulletins will note the availability of such special 

services as sign language interpretation and captioned 
programs. 

Guidelines Affecting Leaming Impaired Visitors 
1. The park site bulletin should list any special services 

available to this group. 

Wayside Exhibits 

Wayside exhibits, which include outdoor interpretive exhibits and 
signs, orientation shelter exhibits, trailhead exhibits, and bulletin 
boards, offer special advantages to disabled visitors . The liberal 
use of photographs, artwork, diagrams, and maps, combined with 
highly readable type, make wayside exhibits an excellent medium 
for visitors with hearing and learning impairments . For visitors 
with sight impairments, waysides offer large type and high 
legibility . 

Although a limited number of NPS wayside exhibits will always be 
inaccessible to visitors with mobility impairments, the great 
majority are placed at accessible pullouts, viewpoints, parking 
areas, and trailheads. 

The NPS accessibility guidelines for wayside exhibits help ensure 
a standard of quality that will be appreciated by all visitors. 
Nearly everyone benefits from high quality graphics, readable 
type, comfortable base designs, accessible locations, hard-sulfaced 
exhibit pads, and well-designed exhibit sites . 

While waysides are valuable on-site "interpreters," it should be 
remembered that the park resources themselves arc the primary 
things visitors come to experience. Good waysides focus 
attention on the features they interpret, and not on themselves. 
A wayside exhibit is only one of the many interpretive tools which 
visitors can use to enhance their appreciation of a park. 
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Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired Visitors 

1. Wayside exhibits will be installed at accessible locations 

whenever possible. 

2. Wayside exhibits will be installed at heights and angles 

favorable for viewing by most visitors including those in 

wheelchairs. For standard NPS low-profile units the 

recommended height is 34 inches from the bottom edge 

of the exhibit panel to the finished grade; for vertical 

exhibits the height of 24-28 inches, depending on panel 

size. 

3. Trailhead exhibits will include an accessibility advisoiy. 

4. Wayside exhibits sites will have level, hard surfaced exhibit 

pads. 

5. Exhibit sites will offer clear, unrestricted views of park 

features described in exhibits. 

Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired Visitors 

1. Exhibit type will be as legible and readable as possible. 

2. Panel colors will be selected to reduce eye strain and 

glare, and to provide excellent readability under field 

conditions. White should not be used as a background 

color. 

3. Selected wayside exhibits may incorporate audiostations or 

tactile elements such as models, texture blocks, and relief 

maps. 

4. For all major features interpreted by graphic wayside 

exhibits, the park should offer nonvisual interpretation 

covering the same subject matter. Examples include 

cassette tape tours, radio messages, and ranger talks. 

5. Appropriate tactile cues should be provided to help 

visually impaired visitors locate exhibits. 
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Guidelines Affecting Hearing Impaired Visitors 

I. Wayside exhibits will communicate visually, and will rely 
heavily on graphics to interpret park resources. 

2. Essential information included in audiostation messages 
will be duplicated in written form. either as part of the 
exhibit text or with printed material. 

Guidelines Affecting Learning Impaired Visitors 

I. Topics for wayside exhibits will be specific and of general 
interest. Unnecessary complexity will be avoided. 

2. Whenever possible, easy to understand graphics will be 
used to convey ideas, rather than text alone. 

3. Unfamiliar expressions, technical terms, and jargon will be 

4. 

avoided. Pronunciation aids and definitions will be 
provided where needed. 

Text will be concise and free of long paragraphs and 
wordy language . 
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APPENDIX F: FUTURE PLANS AND STUDIES 

The following is a discussion of standard NPS plans and studies that would be done under any of the 
alternatives. 

For Cultural Resource Management 

This section addresses the studies and plans that would be required for protecting, preserving, and 
managing the cultural resources at Hamilton Grange. These studies and plans assist managers in 
making even better decisions about managing these resources in the future. The information contained 
in these reports and studies would be an adequate data base for the preservation and maintenance of 
the cultural resources within historic districts, landscapes, and settings. Some of these studies and plans 
listed in the Resource Management Plan (NPS 1989a) for Hamilton Grange, which is currently in draft 
form. 

Administrative history for Manhattan Sites 
Archeological inventory 
Collection condition survey 
Collection management plan * 
Collection storage plan * 
Cultural landscape assessment 
Updated cultural resources management plan 
Exhibit plan 
Updated historic furnishing report 
Revised national register nomination and historic landmark information for the Grange 
Revised national register nomination for Hamilton Heights Historic District 
Updated historic structure report 
Scope of collection statement 
Special history study on Alexander Hamilton and the Grange 

*May be done as part of a document that includes all Manhattan Sites 

The site is listed on the National Register of Historic Places; documentation forms will need to be 
revised and finalized to better document the significance of the cultural resources. Should the Grange 
be moved (as in alternative 4), the forms would be updated to reflect that move. 

Collections and archives would be managed under standards and guidelines for protecting the 
resources and historic data. The collection would be exhibited or stored in appropriately controlled 
environments with adequate protection against theft, atmospheric elements, pest infestations, and 
vandalism. Furthermore, consistent monitoring would be applied to ensure preservation and 
protection. 

Additional research must be undertaken to further document provenance and status of the collections, 
both NPS and non-NPS collections, that might become available for the National Park Service to 
display. 
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For Natural Resource Management 

The limited natural resources at Hamilton Grange are an integral part of the historic scene. Any 
resources around the Grange would be managed to support interpretation of themes_and historic 
structures. Overall, natural resource management at the site supports cultural resource management 
objectives. These objectives would be determined in more detail in the proposed cultural landscape 
report. 

According to the NPS Natural Resource Management Guidelines (NPS-77), the development of an up-to
date inventory of natural resources in each park is important, including historical sites. Only when a 
manager has an accurate picture of the type and condition of the natural resources at a site can 
effective management decisions be made. Natural resources are constantly changing; thus, a program 
of long-term monitoring is also essential. Monitoring can help detect changes in resource conditions 
before unacceptable changes occur. 

Studies and/ or actions that would assist in the management of the site include the following: 

• integrated pest management program (this is more of a cultural resource need) 
• natural resource inventory 
• landscaping and site maintenance plan 
• maintain current information on air quality from state, local, and federal monitoring stations and 

document effects on building 
• photodocumentation program that would establish photographic records of viewsheds and adjacent 

land use patterns for future reference . 
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APPENDIX G: COST ESTIMATES • 
TABLE G-1. CONSTRUCTION/ DEVELOPMENT COSTS 

Gross Construction Construction Total Construction 
Costs Planning Costs 

Alternative 1 $869,452 $217,363 $1,086,815 

Alternative 2 $1,531,539 $382,885 $1,914,424 

Alternative 3 $3,085,298 $771,324 $3,856,622 

Alternative 4 $6,325,898 $1,581,474 $7,907,372 
Relocation Site 

Alternative 4 Convent $769,232 $192,308 $961,540 
Avenue Site 

TABLE G-1. INTERPRETIVE/ REFURNISHING COSTS 

Gross Production Media Planning and Total Interpretive 
Cost Design Cost 

Alternative 1 $535,000 $107,000 $624,000 • Alternative 2 $1,418,750 $283,750 $1,702,500 

Alternative 3 $1,863,750 $372,750 $2,236,500 

Alternative 4 $1,757,500 $351,500 $2,109,000 
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APPENDIX H: IMPLEMENTATION OF ALTERNATIVE 4 

To implement alternative 4, an interest acceptable to the National Park Service must be acquired in the 
designated portion of St. Nicholas Park. The type of interest, whether it be fee simple or less-than-fee 
simple, will be determined in discussions with the city and the state. If the discussions lead to a plan 
that involves a fee simple land transfer, the city must secure approval through the Uniform Land Use 
Review Process (ULURP), a complex public review process that requires about nine months. At the 
conclusion of the ULURP review, legislation on the state and city level is needed for the transfer of 
park land to the National Park Service. 

If a less-than-fee-simple transfer is found to be acceptable to the National Park Service and the city, 
a less lengthy and complicated public review by the city is possible. 

On a parallel track, the National Park Service would initiate discussions with Congress seeking 
boundary adjustment legislation that would permit expansion of the boundary to include the St. 
Nicholas park site. 

Funding for the actual design and restoration of the house in St. Nicholas Park and the new facility 
on the Convent Avenue site would follow the passage of the legislative authorities . 
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AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

(,q.t.. fl..l tO~ "11,s· 
q... ~~ 
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i ~ 
0 ; New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation 

Historic Preservation Field Services Bureau w < 
\; ~ 

~ NEW YORK STATE ~ Peebles !sland, PO Box 189, Waterford, New York 12188-0189 518-237. 8643 
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Orin Lehman 
Commissioner 

Marie Rust 
Regional Director 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
North Atlantic Region 
15 State Street 
Boston, Mass. 02109-3572 

Dear Ms. Rust, 

July 1, 1993 

Re: DOI 
Hamilton Grange National. 

Memorial 
Manhattan, New York Co. 
92PR2184 

Thank you for requesting the comments of the State Historic Preservation 
Office (SHPO). We have reviewed the project in accordance with Section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and the relevant 
implementing regulations. 

Staff from this office have recently visited this historic property. 
Therefore, after reading the report submitted by your office, it is the 
opinion of the SHPO that, while any of the four alternatives would be an 
acceptable treatment of this property, we concur with your findings that 
proposal #4 (moving the structure to a new site) is the preferred 
alternative. This would allow the original orientation of the house to be 
restored, provide a much more appropriate setting for the house as well as 
offer more opportunities for public programming. As for the Hamilton 
Heights Historic District, it appears that the move would have No Adverse 
Effect despite the Grange being considered a contributing buiding. .These 
comments are given with the proviso that the proper procedures for review of 
the move of a National Register listed property will be followed. 

Please use our project review idcntif ication number if additional 
correspondance is necessary. If you have any questions, please call Jim 
Warren of our Project Review Unit at (518) 237-8643, Ext. 280. 

JSS/JPW:tr 
An Equal Opport~nity.'Affirmative Action Agency 
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Now VoJt( State Onto. of P•tb, A.o-.tlon end Hi.tofto PrMetv .. lon 
Historic P~ Field S.IVlces Buteau 
Ptebles laland, PO Boll 189, W9ttlford, Now York 12188-0180 51B-237·H43 

Ms. Marie RUst 
ltecJiona1 Oirector 
National Park sarvice 
North Atlantic Regional orrice 
15 state street: 
aoa~on, MA 02109•3572 

Dear Ms. Rust: 

Re: St. Hioholaa Park, 
New York Co., NY 

Thank you tor raquestiru;r the comments of the State His~ori~ 
~reservation Oftio•r (SHPO) on Che National Register eliqibility 
ot st. Nicholas Park in Maw Yor~ city. Based on the materials 
provided to us by your ottice and a sit• visit by ataft, it is 
our opinion that the ~k does not possess inteqrity al\d 
therefore i& not eligibl• for listing on tha National Raqister of 
Historic: Places. 

St. Nicholas ~ark, de•1gned by samuel Parsons, Jr., at the 
turti of the twentieth century, was a landscape that exhibited 
Parson's 4es1fJJl philosophy and architectural axpertis• • 
S\lbseqt.tant developments along the edqea of the p~k, a• well ~s 
th• loss or s'*e of the features within the park he.a causecl the 
overall deni~ation of the park. Few 111&jor elements and ~eatura~ 
of the criqinal design remain int.ct and the inteqrlty of th.a 
ori9ina1 desi9n intent of Parsons is questionable bec~u•a of ~he 
numerous additions to the park. Therefore we conclude that the 
overall integrity o~ the park is co marginal that the property 1s 
not eliqibl• for Kational Register listin;. 

While the park Day not be eligible for listing, it is 
nonet~eless an iaportant am~nity to the ff•rlltll\ coS11J11unity, and we 
would encouraqe careful attention be paid to the remainin9 
importaint :feat.urn Of the park in plannin9 the •ove of the 
Hoilton Grange. 

coi p. Weinbawa 

Sinoerely, 

")';!;J/ <;tdk -~ 
David S. Gil~~~ 
Director 
Field Services Bureau 
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APPENDIX K: LETTER FROM U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

United States Department of the Interior 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SER\1CE 

JUN 2 9 1992 

3817 Luker Road 
Cortland, New York 13045 

~i~: !l} 11 j I 
Pkg. # 10 ( P.T :::>,::Z A 
Area _____ _ June 24, 1992 
Subject ____ _ 

Mr. Robert 1. Shelley, Manager, Eastern Team 
National Park Service 
Denver Service Center 
12795 Alameda Parkway 
P.O. Box 25287 
Denver, CO 80'l25-U287 

Dear Mr. Shelley: 

This responds to your letter of June 4, 1992, requesting information on the presence of 
Federally listed or proposed endangered or threatened species in the vicinity of the 
following sites: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Castle Clinton National Monument located in Battery Park in lower Manhattan, 
New York City. 

Federal Hall National Memorial at 26 Wall Street in lower Manhattan, New York 
City. 

Theodore Roosevelt Birthplace National Historic Site at 28 East 20th Street in mid
town Manhattan, New York City. 

General Grant National Memorial in Riverside Park near West !22nd Street and 
Riverside Drive in Harlem, New York City. 

Hamilton Grange National Memorial at Convent Avenue and 141st Street in 
Harlem, New York City. 

St. Paul's Church National Historic Site at 897 South Columbus Avenue in Mount 
Vernon, New York. 

The following applies to Sites 3, 5, and 6 only. Except for occasional transient 
individuals, no Federally listed or proposed endangered or threatened species under our 
jurisdiction are known to exist in the project areas. Therefore, no Biological Assessment 
or further Section 7 consultation under the Endangered Species Act (87 Stat. 884, as 
amended; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.) is required with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(Service). Should project plans change, or if additional information on listed or ~ 
proposed species becomes available, this determination may be reconsidered. A 
compilation of Federally listed and proposed endangered and threatened species in 
New York is enclosed for your information. 

\ 

However, the peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) is a Federally listed endangered 
species known to breed in close proximity to Sites 1, 2, and 4 and may be found in the 
surrounding area. The general management plan for these sites should, therefore, 
include an evaluation of the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of specific 
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project related activities on this species. When specific plans are identified, the plans 
and the results of the evaluation should be provided to this office to determine the need 
for further consultation pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (87 
Stat. 884, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). 

Except for the peregrine falcon and occasional transient individuals, no other Federally 
listed or proposed endangered or threatened species under our jurisdiction are known to 
exist at Sites 1, 2, and 4. Should project plans change, or if additional information on 
listed or proposed species becomes available, this determination may be reconsidered. 

The above comments pertaining to endangered species under our jurisdiction are 
provided pursuant to the Endangered Species Act. This response does not preclude 
additional Service comments under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act or other 
legislation. 

For additional information on fish and wildlife resources or State-listed species, we 
suggest you contact: 

New York State Department 
of Environmental Conservation 

Region 2 
47-40 21st Street 
Long Island City, NY 11101 
(718) 482-4900 

New York State Department 
of Environmental Conservation 

Significant Habitat Unit 
Information Services 
700 Troy-Schenectady Road 
Latham, NY 12110-2400 
(518) 783-3932 

If you have any questions regarding this letter, contact Tom McCartney at 
(607) 753-9334. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely, 

/~t:.__ 
Leonard P. Corin 
Field Supervisor 

cc: NYSDEC, Albany & Long Island City, NY (Regulatory Affairs) 
NYSDEC, Latham, NY 
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Appendix K: Letter from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

FEDERALLY LISTED AND PROPOSED ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPECIES 
IN NEW YORK 

Common Name Scientific Name Status Distribution 

FISHES 
Sturgeon, shortnose* Acipenser brevirostrum E Hudson River & other 

Atlantic coastal rivers 
REPTILES 

Turtle, green* Chelonia mydas T Oceanic summer visitor 
coastal waters 

Turtle, hawksbill* Eretmochelys imbricara E Oceanic summer visitor 
coastal· waters 

Turtle, leatherback* Demwchelys coriacea E Oceanic summer resident 
coastal waters 

Turtle, loggerhead* Caretta caretta T Oceanic summer resident 
coastal waters 

Turtle, Atlantic Lepidochelys kempii E Oceanic summer resident 
ridley• coastal waters 

BIRDS 
Eagle, bald Haliaeerus leucocephalus E Entire state 
Falcon, peregrine Falco peregrinus E Entire state - re-

establishment to former 
breeding range in 

Charadrius melodus 
progress 

Plover, piping E Great Lakes Watershed 
T Remainder of coastal 

New York 
Tern, roseate Stema dougallii dougal/ii E Southeastern coastal 

portions of state 

MAMMALS 
Bat, Indiana Myotis soda/is E Entire state 
Cougar, eastern Fe/is concolor cougar E Entire state - probably 

extinct 
Whale, blue* Balaenoptera muscu/us E Oceanic 
Whale, finback* Balaenoptera physalus E Oceanic 
Whale, humpback* Megaptera novaeangliae E Oceanic 
Whale, right* Euba/aena glacialis E Oceanic 
Whale, sei* Balaenoptera borealis E Oceanic 
Whale, sperm* Physeter ca1odon E Oceanic 

MOLLUSKS 
Snail, Chittenango Succinea chittenangoensis T Madison County 

ovate amber 
Mussel, dwarf wedge Alasmidonta heterodon E Orange County - lower 

Neversink River 

• Except for sea turtle nesting habitat, principal responsibility for these species is veste4 with the National Marine Fisheries 
Service. 

Rcaion S • 06116192. 2 pp . 
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FEDERALLY LISTED AND PROPOSED ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPECIF.s .. 
IN NEW YORK (Cont'd) 

Common Name Scientific Name Status Distribution 

BUTIERFLIES 
Butterfly, Karner Lycaeides melissa samuelis PE Albany, Saratoga, Warren, 

blue and Schenectady Counties 

PLANTS 
Monkshood, northern Aconitum noveboracense T Ulster County 

wild 
Pogonia, small whorled /sotria medeo/oides E Entire state 
Swamp pink Helonias bullata T Staten Island - presumed 

extirpated 
Gerardia, sandplain Agalinis acu:a E Nassau and Suffolk Counties 
Fern, American Phyllitis scolopendrium T Onondaga and Madison 

hart's-tongue var. americana Counties 
Orchid, eastern prairie Platanrhera leucophea T Not relocated in New York 

fringed 
Bulrush, Scirpus ancistrochaetus E Not relocated in New York 

northeastern 
Roseroot, Leedy's Sedum integrifolium ssp. PT West shore of Seneca Lake 

Leedyi 
Amaranth, seabeach Amaranthus pumilus PT Atlantic coastal plain beaches 

E=endangered T =threatened P=proposed • 

Region S - 06116192 - 2 pp . 
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access 5, 7, 8, 16, 22, 31, 35, 44, 46, 67, 72, 73 (see also visitors with disabilities) 
air quality 54, 70 
archeological resources 13, 26, 34, 57, 60, 62, 66 
City College 22, 26, 33, 37, 39, 42, 43, 46, 49, 51, 52, 57, 67, 68, 76, 77 
community use 5, 8, 11, 13, 16, 18, 22, 30, 33, 36, 37, 56, 58, 60, 63, 67 
compliance 70-74 
cultural resources 18, 22, 34, 43, 56, 57, 59, 61, 64, 71 
Department of Parks and Recreation 5, 18, 19, 26, 46, 50, 51, 65, 67, 68, 75, 77 
economy 36, 52, 58, 61, 63, 66, 67 (see also socioeconomic environment) 
environmental consequences 56-69 (see also impacts) 
floodplains and wetlands 55 
Hamilton, Alexander 1-5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 19, 22, 31-35, 40, 41, 43, 44, 48, 53, 56-59, 60, 62, 65, 66 
Hamilton Grange 1-5, 7, 8, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 26, 30-46, 48-55, 56-58, 60, 62-71, 75, 76 
Hamilton Grange National Memorial 1, 5, 8, 19, 39, 48, 52, 54, 55, 70 
Hamilton Heights Historic District 2, 4, 19, 26, 38, 43, 45, 49, 52, 45, 52, 62, 64, 69, 71 
impacts 34-38, 56-69, 71 
interpretation 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 16, 18, 22, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 45, 46, 48, 58, 60, 61, 62, 66, 72 
land acquisition 18, 30, 33 
land use 49 
Manhattan Sites 1, 3, 8, 13, 42, 46, 75, 77 
McComb Jr., John 1, 8, 40, 44, 57 
natural resources 37, 52-54, 56, 59, 61, 64, 68 
prime and unique farmlands 37, 55, 56, 70 
socioeconomic environment 52 
soils 26, 54, 64, 68 
St. Luke's Church 13, 16, 41-45, 53, 58, 60, 63, 67, 75 
St. Nicholas Park 5, 7, 18, 19, 22, 26, 30, 31, 33-39, 43, 46, 50, 51, 54, 55, 65-71, 76, 77 
threatened and endangered species 37, 55, 56 
vegetation 26, 33, 34, 51, 55, 65 
visitors with disabilities 3, 7, 13, 16, 33, 48, 64, 71-73 
water quality /resources 55, 56, 64, 68 
wildlife 55, 70, 71, 78 
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As the nation's princip.al .conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has responsibility for 
most of our nationally owned public lands and natural and cultural resources. This includes. fostering 
wise use of our land and water resources, protecting our . fish and wildlifo, preserving the 
environmental and cultural v"alues of our national parks and historical places, and.providing for the 
enjoyment of life. through outdoor recreation. The department assesses our energy and mineral 
resources aIJ.d works to ensure -that their development is in the best inter.ests of all our people. The· 
department' also promotes the goals ~f the Take Pride in America campaign by encouraging 
stewardship and Citizen respom;ibility for thepubli~ lands and promoting citizen pai:tii;:ipatio_n in their 
care. The department also has a major.responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and 
for people who live in island territories tinder U.S. administration. · 

NPS D-12A January 1995 
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